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ABSTRACT 

Some results are presented from the completed first stage of a 

collaborative Colorado State University/Australian Bureau of Meteorology 

project to investigate various aspects of tropical cyclones in the 

Australian/southwest Pacific region. We begin with a brief description 

of the major environmental and geographical features of this region. 

together with an overview of previous research work. We then discuss 

the distinguishing climatological and structural features of tropical 

storms. hurricanes and major hurricanes throughout the region, and 

highlight the effects of the prevailing flow patterns and the Australian 

continent. Finally, we present a theoretical and observational 

examination of the mechanisms leading to development, intensification 

and motion of these cyclones. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Between the landmark 1956 Brisbane Tropical Cyclone Symposium 

(Bureau of Meteorology, 1956) and the mid 1970's considerable effort was 

devoted to examining and documenting various features of tropical 

cyclones in the Australian/southwest Pacific region. As we briefly 

outline in section 1.3, diverse characteristics ranging from storm surge 

to rainfall observations, and from small severe hurricanes to vortex 

pairs across the equator were described by a number of authors. In 

addition the Australian Bureau of Meteorology has published annual case 

history summaries after 1962, together with occasional more extensive 

and detailed investigations into tropical cyclones which had a severe 

impact on coastal communities. 

Despite such efforts, our knowledge of the important features of, 

and processes in these cyclones has remained quite patchy. This has 

largely been due to lack of adequate data in the cyclone vicinity. In 

all cases, chance observations have provided tantalizing glimpses of 

different characteristics but insufficient data were available for an 

adequate description of the entire cyclone. The deficiency is 

especially evident in the Australian Tropical Cyclone Forecasting Manual 

(Bureau of Meteorology, 1978) in which we had to adapt Northern 

Hemispheric results to a Southern Hemisphere perspective on the 

assumption that the basic characteristics were similar. 

We have, however, seen substantial progress since 1978: the 

Australian Bureau of Meteorology has placed a high priority on tropical 
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cyclone research and encouraged collaboration with external 

institutions; and the data coverage and usage has improved with the 

development of rawinsonde compositing techniques, the use of recorded 

radar data, instrumented tower boundary layer data, the Japanese 

Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS) , and the first 

reconnaissance by an instrumental research aircraft (Sheets and Holland, 

1981). 

In this paper we present the results to date from one component of 

this increased activity; that is, an examination of the general features 

of tropical cyclones in the Australian/southwest Pacific region, their 

climatology, structure, energetics, environmental interactions and 

diurnal modulation. This is a collaborative project between Colorado 

State University and the Australian Bureau of Meteorology and has 

involved the collation of all available tropical cyclone and synoptic 

data in the Australian/southwest Pacific region, together with the 

adaption of Professor Gray's compositing methodology to a Southern 

Hemisphere perspective. These data collations and new compositing 

procedures are described in Chapters 2 and 3; in Chapters 4 and 5 we 

discuss the climatology, structure and energetics of tropical storms and 

hurricanes; in Chapter 6 we attempt to isolate the major intensification 

mechanisms, and relate these to the development of the major hurricane; 

and in Chapter 7 we discuss the physics of tropical cyclone motion. 

Before proceeding. however, we shall first introduce some basic 

concepts and definitions, describe the regional geography and 

meteorology, and give a brief background on previous research work. A 

full list of symbols and acronyms is provided in appendix 1 and a 

summary of all composite stratifications is in appendix 2. 
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1.1 Definitions and Terminology 

Following Lourensz (1977, 1981), Kerr (1976) and Revelle (1981), 

the Australian/southwest Pacific region is defined as that area from 

9S oE to150oW and the equator to 300 S. This region, which is shown in 

Fig. 1.1, extends from the western edge of Lourensz' data set to the 

eastern extremity of tropical cyclone occurrence in the South Pacific 

Ocean. Three subsets of this large region will also be used. These 

are: the Australian region, which encompasses the Australian and Papua 

New Guinea areas of tropical cyclone warning responsibility, from 105 to 

16SoE; the southwest Pacific region, which extends east of 14SoE; and 

the north/west Australian region which extends west of 14SoE. 

After Bureau of Meteorology (1978), the following terminology is 

adopted: 

Tropical Disturbance .crlU: a synoptic scale weather system of 

tropical origin which mayor may not be detectable as a wind field 

pe rturba t ion. 

Monsoonal Trough (MT): the trough of low pressure into which the 

monsoons converge. 

Monsoonal Depression (MO): a cyclone on the monsoon trough. 

Tropical Cyclone (TC): a non-frontal synoptic scale, cyclonic 

rotational 10'W pressure system of tropical origin, in which 10 minute 

mean winds of at least 17 m s-l occur, the belt of maximum winds being 

in the vicinity of the system's center. In the absence of wind data, a 

central pressure of less than 995 mb is used. 
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Fig. 1.1. The Australian/southwest Pacific region showing major 
geographical features. 

Austral 
. 1;lands 

Tropical Storm (TS): a tropical cyclone in which the maximum wind 

speeds are in the range 17-33 m s-l, or the central pressure lies 

between 995 and 980 mb. 

Hurricane or Typhoon: a tropical cyclone in which the maximum wind 

speeds exceed 33 m s-l, or the central pressure is less than 980 mb. 

Major Hurricane: a tropical cyclone in which the ma.ximum wind 

-1 speeds exceed 45 m s ,or the central pressure falls below 960 mb. 

This corresponds to class 4,5 hurricanes on the Saffir-Simpson code 

(Simpson, 1974) and to the major hurricane classification in Revelle 

(1981) . 

Core Region: the region within 200 km of the cyclon,e center. 

Inner Circulation: the region within 300 km of the cyclone center. 

Outer Circulation: the region 300-800 km from the cyclone center. 

Following the suggestion by Gray (personal communication 1982) and 

Merrill (1982), we separated tropical cyclone "intensity" into three 

modes: inner core intensity (which we shall simply refer to as 

intensity), strength and size. These are illustrated in. Fig. 1.2 as 
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changes from an initial profile. Intensity is defined by the maximum 

wind, or by the central pressure if no maximum wind data are available. 

Strength is defined by the average relative angular momentum of the low 

level inner circulation. Size is defined by the axisymmetric extent of 

gale force winds, or by the outer closed isobar. 

This is a physically and energetically consistent separation. 

Merrill (1982) has shown that there is a poor correlation between 

intensity and size, and our experience is that intensity and strength 

are also only weakly correlated. However, as we shall discuss in 

Chapter 6, strength changes are almost certainly associated with, and 

follow, size changes. Energetically, intensity change is usually, if 

not always, associated with an inward contraction of the radius of 

maximum winds and a quasi-conservation of angular momentum as the 

inflowing air penetrates closer to the cyclone axis. However, because 

of the small radius, even very large intensity changes are only 

associated with relatively small angular momentum changes on the entire 

storm scale. This angular momentum can be easily provided by a slight 

rearrangement of the inner circulation without any import from the 

environment. By comparison, strength and size changes (or the 

maintenance of a strong or large system against surface friction) 

require substantial angular momentum imports. 

We believe that many previous studies of the environmental 

influences on tropical cyclone intensity have been, in reality, 

examining strength changes. The distinction between tropical cyclone 

intensity, strength and. size is also especially important in the 

Australian/southwest Pacific region. As we shall show in later 

chapters, tropical cyclones in this region are in the mean larger and 
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stronger than those in the northwest Pacific or north Atlantic regions. 

They are, however, no more intense. 

The terms origin, maximum intensit:.Y, and decay also have special 

meanings. Origin and decay are used to describe the first and last 

points on a cyclone track as defined by Lourensz (1981), Kerr (1976) or 

Revelle (1981) with the following exceptions: 1) a cyclone which moves 

polewards of 300 S, or over land, is considered to have decayed; 2) 

should a cyclone move over land, decay to a monsoonal depression, then 

move back over water and reintensify, it is given a new origin point at 

the coast. Cyclones poleward of 300 S are removed to prevent 

contamination of the data by extratropical systems, a policy which is 

consistent with that adopted by Lourensz (1981). The new land to sea 

'origins' correspond to the regeneration points defined by McBride and 

Keenan (1982). Maximum intensity is that achieved by the cyclone 

throughout its entire lifetime as a distinct system (i.e., regardless of 

movement over land). 
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Fig. 1.2. A schematic of the effects of intensity, stren.gth and size 
change on the radial prof He of az imuthal winds in a tropical 
cyclone. 
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Following Holland (1981) we also place tropical cyclone tracks into 

five categories: westward, southward and eastward moving. recurving and 

e:rratic. The first three describe cyclones which move continuously 

towards the west to southwest. southwest to southeast, and southeast to 

e:ast throughout their lifetime, with no major track perturbations. To 

1:,e classified as recurving a cyclone must have moved steadily to the 

west or southwest for at least two days, recurved in an anticlockwise 

Dlanner then moved steadily east to southeast for another two days (or 

(:rossed the coast). All cyclones which do not fit the above 

classification are placed in the erratic category. 

1.2 Regional Geography and Meteorology 

The Australian/southwest Pacific region has several geographical 

and meteorological peculiarities which not only distinguish it from the 

,rel1 documented North Atlantic and northwest Pacific basins, but, as we 

shall presently see, produce cyclones with quite different structures 

a,nd physical characteristics. We shall highlight some of these 

l)eculiarities in the following paragraphs. However, the discussion is 

kept to a brief and introductory nature; interested readers might 

consult Bureau of Meteorology (1978), Sadler (1975), Atkinson (1971), 

Ramage (1970), Newell ~~~., (1972), or Gray (1968, 1979) for further 

information on some of the fascinating meteorological details of this 

region. 

The broad geographical features of the region may be seen in Fig. 

1.1. In the northwest, the long, high Indonesian.island chain stretches 

from Sumatra to the Arafura Sea. This zonally orientated barrier 

averages over 1000 m in height, with peaks exceeding 3000 m. and 
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separates the Indian Ocean from the 'maritime continent' (Ramage. 1968). 

On the northeastern side of the Arafura Sea rises the New Guinea massif, 

a formidable orographic barrier with average heights around 3000 m and 

peaks exceeding 5000 m. Further polewl.',rds, but right in the center of 

the tropical cyclone activity, lies the arid Australian continent. Much 

of the western and northern Australian regions are orographically 

featureless and semi-desert. A wide continental shelf is found off the 

northwest coast and in the northeast lies the warm, shallow Gulf of 

Carpentaria. The major orographic feature is found along the east 

coast. This mountain chain. the Great Divide, is typically 1-2000 m in 

height and rises sharply from a generally narrow coastal plain. 

In a counterpoint to these large orographic and continental 

features, the southwest Pacific region consists of a myriad of coral 

cays and tropical islands, many of which are of volcanic origin. 

The Australian/southwest Pacific tropical cyclone season typically 

begins in October or November and ends in May through Jun,e (Bureau of 

Meteorology, 1978; Revelle, 1981). The major meteorological features of 

the region during this season, as shown in Figs. 1.3. 1.4 and 1.5, 

include the monsoonal regime over northern Australia, the orographic 

controls on convective activity, and the southwest Pacifi,c cloud band 

and associated zonal Walker circulation along the equatorial Pacific. 

The advance and retreat of the monsoonal westerlies over the 

Indonesian and northern Australian area are clearly seen in Fig. 1.3. 

In October, trade wind easterlies extend from the subtropical ridge over 

southern Austral ia and across the equator (though a subst,antial heat 

trough has developed over western Australia). By January a monsoonal 
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OCTOBER 

,JANUARY 

Fig. 1.3. Mean gradient level streamline/isotach for October, 
January, and April (after Atkinson, 1971). 
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APRIL 

Fig. 1.3. Continued. 

trough has developed in the Southern Hemisphere and advanced down over 

northern Australia and eastwards to the New Hebrides. This trough 

reaches its maximum southward extent in February then begins to retreat. 

as may be seen in the April analysis of Fig. 1.3. Of course. these are 

only mean movements; on occasions the monsoonal trough may extend over 

southern Australia or out into the central South Pacific. 

The upper level flow features also evolve in association with the 

complete monsoonal circulatiion. As may be seen in Fig. 1. .4. between 

October and January the subtropical ridge moves southward over northern 

Australia. breaks into two cells. and develops a distinct cross

equatorial flow into the Northern Hemisphere (the return branch of the 

monsoon). The subtropical ridge then moves back to the north between 

January and April and the cross-equatorial flow weakens. Note. however. 

that the ridge remains quasi-stationary over the southwest Pacific and 

westerly winds extend to quite low latitudes there. even in January. We 

shall presently see that this feature, together with the monsoonal 
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Fig. 1.4. Continued. 

climate over northern Australia, has a distinct effect on tropical 

cyclones across the region. 

Associated with, and providing the connection between these upper 

and lower features are the regions of deep tropical convection, whose 

general distribution may be seen in Fig. 1.5. (To be pedantic, Fig. 1.5 

is comprised more of extensive stratiform clouds. But such stratiform 

clouds are generally preceded, or maintained by deep convective 

activity.) Comparing Fig. 1.5 with Fig. 1.3 we see that the cloud 

maximum lies along the tropical convergence zone on the equatorward side 

of the monsoonal trough. There is, in addition, a distinct orographic 

association, particularly over the maritime continent (se!e e.g., Holland 

and Keenan, 1980) and around New Guinea. A distinctive cloud band may 

also be seen extending southeast from New Guinea. This is the 'South 
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APRIL 

Fig. 1.5. Mean cloud cover (oktas) for October, January, and 
April (after Atkinson, 1971). 
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Fig. 1.6. Mean sea surface temperatures for January with superimposed 
prevailing ocean currents (after Gorshkov, 1976). 

Pacific cloud band' (Streten, 1970), which lies along the intersection 

of the mean Hadley circulation over eastern Australia and the zonal 

Walker circulation (Bjerknes, 1966) along the equatorial Pacific. 

The final meteorological feature in this brief description is the 

mean sea surface temperature fields in Fig. 1.6. An east Australian 

current brings warm water over the southern Coral Sea and a cool west 

Australian current, combined with upwelling slightly cools the waters 

off southwest Australia. But note the warm pool off the northwest 

coast. Wyrtki (quoted in Ramage, 1971) suggested that upwelling water 

in this region is replaced by warmer subsurface water drifting po1ewards 

over the continental shelf and around northwest Cape. Thus, we have a 

unique situation in that the waters off parts of the west coast are 

warmer than those off the east coast at the same latitude. 
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1.3 Overview of Previous Research 

The earliest known reports on tropical cyclones in the 

Australian/southwest Pacific region may be found in Reid (1838), Dobson 

(1853), Piddington (1855), and Fitz Roy (1863), and the first complete 

climatology in Visher (1925) and Visher and Hodge (1925). Since that 

time climatological information on various tropical cyclone aspects has 

been included in H.M. Hydrographic Department (1938), Meteorologisch 

Instituut (1949), Giovanelli (1952), Hutchings (1953), Brunt and Hogan 

(1956), Gabites (1956), Giovanelli and Robert (1964), Gray (1968, 1975), 

Brunt (1969), Ramage (1970), Atkinson (1971), Gentilli (1971), Crutcher 

and Quale (1974), Crutcher and Hoxit (1974), Oliver (1974), Dobson and 

Stewart (1974), Chong et al. (1980), Dexter (1981), and Holland and Pan 

(1981). Seasonal summaries of tropical cyclones in the Australian 

region have also been compiled by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology 

since 1962. 

The most recent, comprehensive climatological information on 

tropical cyclones may be found in Bureau of Meteorology (1978), Holland 

(1981), Lourensz (1981), and McBride and Keenan (1981) for the 

Australian region. and in Kerr (1976) and Revelle (1981) for the 

southwest Pacific region. Lourensz (1981) is an update of earlier 

publications by Coleman (1972) and Lourensz (1977) (from which much of 

our data are derived). He presents track and maximum intensity 

information on all cyclones in the Australian region from 1909-1980, 

together with some statistics on, among other things, occurrence, motion 

and coastal crossings. Kerr (1976) and Revelle (1981) contain similar 

information for cyclones in the southwest Pacific region for the periods 

1939-1969 (Kerr) and 1969-1979 (Revelle), and Revelle provides further 
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statistics on gale, storm, hurricane aud major hurricane classes. 

Bureau of Meteorology (1978, Chapter 4) present a wide range of 

statistics on Australian region tropicnl cyclones from the periods 

1909-1975 and 1949-1975; they discuss the data problems bf,fore 1949 and 

examine some relations between tropical cyclones and the general 

meteorological features of the region. A further analysis of the 

quality of the Australian cyclone data is contained in Holland (1981); 

in that paper we examined the period 1909-1979 and concluded that only 

since 1959 are the data of research quality. McBride and Keenan (1982) 

also extend the analysis in Bureau of Meteorology (1978) to present a 

detailed climatology of the modes of cyclogenesis in the Australian 

region and their relation to environmental parameters. 

Since the Brisbane Tropical Cyclone Symposium (Bureau of 

Meteorology, 1956) a number of authors have also examined various 

aspects of tropical cyclones in the Australian/southwest Pacific region, 

including structure, storm surge, rainfall, motion mechanisms and 

unusual or interesting phenomena. A number of structural features have 

been examined by Bond and Rainbird (1956), Whittingham (1960, 1964), 

Whittingham and Swan (1960), Falls (1970), Neal and Wilkie (1970), 

Barclay (1972), Gomes and Vickery (1976), Holland (1980), Sheets and 

Holland (1981), and McBride and Keenan (1982). Cyclone genesis and 

intensification mechanisms have been documented by Gibbs (1955, 1956), 

McRae (1956), Southern and Scott (1976), McBride anc Keenan (1982), and 

Love (1982), while some motion relationships are described in Lajoie and 

Nicholls (1974), Lajoie (1976a,b, 1977) and Holland and Pan (1981). 

Case studied of specific cyclones may be found in Bath (1957), 

Whittingham (1963, 1964), Whittingham and Aubrey (1967), Director of 
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Meteorology (1970, 1972, 1977, 1979), Wilkie and Gourlay (1971), a 

report by staff members of the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (197S), 

Lajoie (1981), Sheets and Holland (1981), Love (1982), Holland and Black 

(1983) and Black et a1. (1983). Extensive information on cyclone 

rainfall is contained in Brunt (1958a, b, 1966, 1968). Wilkie (1960), 

and Milton (1978), and on storm surge in papers by Mackey and 

Whittingham (1956), Whittingham (1958, 1959), James Cook University of 

Northern Queensland (1972), Dexter and Watson (1975) and Spillane and 

Dexter (1976). Specific, unusual features of, or results from tropical 

cyclones in the region may be found in Pisharoti and Kulkarni (1956), 

Neumann and Upton (1958), Leigh (1969), Gourlay (1970), Maragos et al. 

(1973), Holland (1978), and Holland et~. (1983) and general surveys of 

tropical cyclone socioeconomic effects are given by Oliver (1974) and 

Southern (1981). 

For a more comprehensive survey of the results of these research 

efforts, the reader is referred to the Australian Tropical Cyclone 

Forecasting Manual (Bureau of Meteorology, 1978). 



2. DATA 

2.1 Tropical Cyclone Data 

Even though tropical cyclone data are readily available back to the 

1909 in the Australian region and to 1939 in the southwest Pacific, much 

of the earlier data are of intermittent quality. Hence, following our 

recommendation in Holland (1981), we chose the period 1958-1979 as 

containing the optimum length of research quality data. Cyclone data 

for this period were then obtained from four sources: I} a magnetic 

tape, prepared by R. Lourensz of the Australian Bureau of Meteorology, 

containing Australian region track data corresponding to that in 

Lourensz (1977); 2) hard copy of post analyzed Australian region track 

data from 1975-1979 (Lourensz, private communication 1980; Neal. private 

communication, 1980); 3) Kerr (1976), which contained tracks for 

southwest Pacific cyclones up to 1969; and hard copy tracks provided by 

C. Revelle of the New Zealand Meteorological Service and which were used 

in preparing Revelle (1981). 

The Australian sources provided positions. central pressures and 

flags to indicate coastal crossings, over-water or over-land 

trajectories, and times of minimum central pressures, Revelle provided 

positions together with estimated times of transition to and from 

tropical depression, tropical storm, and hurricane. With few 

exceptions, only position data and a rough separation of hurricanes and 

tropical storms could be obtained from Kerr (1976). 
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These data were then melded into a common format and linearly 

interpolated, where necessary, to the standard synoptic times of OS, 11, 

17, 23 GMT. On occasions when tracks from two sources overlapped, the 

Australian data were used because of their greater detail. Any extra 

New Zealand data were then smoothly fitted to the ends of the Australian 

tracks. Cyclone velocities were calculated using centered differences, 

or one sided differences at the track extremities. Following the 

Australian convention, flags were set to denote coastal crossings, 

over-water or over-land trajectories, interpolated data, times of 

minimum central pressure, and to delineate Australian and New Zealand 

data. 

After a careful examination of the whole data set, a few atypical 

systems were deleted; these atypical systems included a couple of short 

lived tropical depressions which never intensified below 1000 mb, 

extremely short lived systems on the coast or at the western edge of the 

Australian region, and a couple of high latitude, late season, and 

seemingly extra tropical systems. In a post-examination of the completed 

data set we also noted that Hurricane Kerry (1979) and Hurricane Hazel 

(1979) were inadvertant1y omitted and the last couple of days of track 

were left off two cyclones in the southwest Pacific. The final data set 

then contained 363 cyclones of which 140 were estimated to have reached 

hurricane intensity. The spatial and temporal distributions of these 

cyclones will be presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. 

Because of the lack of regular aircraft reconnaissance these 

Australian/southwest Pacific cyclone data are not of comparable quality 

to those from the northwest Pacific or Atlantic regions. It is also 

difficult to provide an objective estimate of the underlying cyclone 
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intensity and positioning errors. In Eolland (1981) we examined the 

basic observing systems over the Australian region, incorporated the 

known radar, satellite etc. errors from other regions, and used some 

simple tests to arrive at a best guess at these errors. To summarize, 

our estimates were that: cyclones within 500 km of the Australian coast 

are accurately located to within 20-50 km; cyclone positions more than 

500 km from the coast are generally in error by 50-100 km and 

occasionally moreso; maximum wind estimates have virtually no skill; and 

central pressure estimates are generally quite poor and may be biased on 

the weaker side by about 10 mb in the Coral Sea region. These results 

are consistent with comparisons of "best track" positions of northwest 

Pacific cyclones from different agencies (Bell, 1981). 

Fortunately, we also concluded that the position errors are 

considerably reduced whenever observations are available in the cyclone 

core region. Hence the inner circulation of the composites presented in 

this study are probably only rarely effected by the larger errors. And, 

as Frank (1976) has noted, random position errors of up to 100 km will 

have little effect on the composite outside 4-500 kID. Uncertainties in 

the central pressure data are potentially much more serious, 

particularly if the intensity trends are wrong. We have made every 

effort to minimize the impact of these errors in deriving the composite 

stratifications used in this paper. 

2.2 Environmental Data 

All available archived wind and thermal data for the period 1958-

1979 were obtained from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology, the New 

Zealand Meteorological Service, the Malaysian Meteorological Service, 
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and the U.S. National Center for Atmospheric Research. Unfortunately. 

data from the Indonesian Islands, the French Pacific trust territories. 

and Papua New Guinea since 1972 were not available in such an accessible 

form. Some of these data were, however, obtained from the Australian 

Bureau of Meteorology, who have kept a real time archive of all traffic 

over the World Meteorological Organization's Global Telecommunication 

System since 1972. 

Except for some extra consistency checks on the Australian data, 

all archived data were accepted as being sufficiently accurate for our 

purposes. Their quality control typically proceeds as follows: after 

recording in the field the soundings are manually recalculated and 

checked; they are then placed on magnetic tape and subjected to a number 

of standard meteorological tests before archival. These tests vary from 

simple checks of superadiabatic lapse rates etc. to long term checks on 

station bias. 

The real time data were not so easily accepted. Aside from 

possible field errors they contained considerable coding errors and 

transmission line noise. By devising a series of automated tests we 

were able to recover about 70% of these soundings. Another 20% were 

corrected manually and 10% were beyond hope. Thus, we were able to 

archive about 90% of the soundings, though many have been truncated or 

have levels missing. 

A valuable feature of these Australian/southwest Pacific data is 

that most stations make wind flights four times daily, though thermal 

observations are only made once daily. Hence we have compiled separate 

wind-only and thermal data sets. The wind-only set contains some 3 

million flights from the 155 stations shown in Fig. 2.1. lbese flights 
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Fig. 2.1. The distribution of stations contained in the 
Australian/southwest Pacific wind-only data set. 

were generally made at or near 05, 11. 17, 23Z (23Z varies from 06 to 14 

LST across the region) and contained wind velocities for 18 pressure 

levels: surface. 950. 900. 850, 750, 700, 600, 500. 400, 300, 250, 200, 

ISO, 100, 80, 70, 60, 50 mb. The thermal set contains 300,000 

radiosonde soundings for the stations in Fig. 2.2. These soundings, 

which were generally taken at 23Z, contain temperature, moisture, height 

and wind velocity data at the same 18 pressure levels as the wind-only 

set. 

A complete listing of all stations and summary of the procedures 

used in building the data sets may be found in Gray et ~. (1982). 
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Fig. 2.2. The distribution of stations contained in the 
Australian/southwest Pacific thermal data set. 
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3. COMPOSITING TECHNIQUE 

Our basic philosophy is to composite observations from a number of 

similar systems to increase the data density to a level sufficient for 

detailed analyses and budget calculations. The general technique 

follows that described by Williams and Gray (1973), Frank (1976) and 

Gray et al. (1982). We have, however, introduced a number of 

refinements and modifications based on the collective experience 

obtained over the past few years. 

3.1 Coordinate System and Sign Convention 

As shown in Fig. 3.1, a cylindrical coordinate system is used. The 

coordinates and sign convention are: radius, r, measured along the 

curved earth's surface and positive outwards; azimuth, 9. measured 

counterclockwise from either due north or the direction of storm motion; 

and pressure, p, in the local vertical. Four coordinate system 

perspectives have been adopted: 

a) NAT system: as in Fig. 3.1 

b) MOT system: as in Fig. 3.1 but with cyclone motion subtracted 

from all wind observations 

c) ROT system: as in Fig. 3.1 but with azimuth measured 

counterclockwise from the direction of 

cyclone motion 
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N 

Fig. 3.1. The cylindrical coordinate system used in compositing 
studies, shown in the NAT system perspective. 

d) MOTROT system: the same perspective as the ROT system but 

with the cyclone motion subtracted from all wind 

observations. 

3.2 General Technique 

Full details on the general composite technique may be found in 

Gray et al. (1982). To summarize, the relevant coordinate system is 

located at the cyclone center at each time period and the positions of 

all observations within 150 latitude radius are derived. The effect of 

balloon and cyclone motion during ascent are accounted for. As shown in 

Fig. 3.2 the cyclone is then divided into octants and into a nested 

radial grid at each pressure level. The average of all observations in 

each grid box is then assigned to a grid-pOint at the box center. 

Outside 60 latitude radius a 20 latitude resolution is maintained, with 
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sampling across the mean spatial and seasonal gradients in such absolute 

parameters as temperature, height and moisture. As an example, in 

examining the effects of such asymmetries we deliberately made an 

indiscriminant composite of all cyclones in the Gulf of Carpentaria and 

Western Australian region (Fig. 1.1). The mean position of the 

resulting cyclone was near 200 8. But, because of the data void Indian 

Ocean, the southwest quadrant came from observations over northern 

Australia and the northwest quadrant from observations along the 

Indonesian Islands. Thus, the southwest quadrant was anomalously warm 

and dry and the northwest quadrant was anomalously warm and moist. 

Cyclone size and intensity differences across the region and the 

proximity of the subtropical jet stream produced further biases. 

Robert Merrill (much personal communication 1981, 1982) has 

proposed a technique for removing this bias. He suggested a separate 

composite of the absolute value, squares and covariances of latitude, 

longitude and Julian day number. These data may then be combined with 

the mean spatial and temporal distribution of each parameter to remove 

much of the observational system bias. Following this suggested 

approach, we routinely composite the latitude, longitude and. day number. 

Should these indicate a large degree of bias, the composite is 

discarded. In normal circumstances, however, a few biased grid points 

are indicated and are treated as suspect at the analysis stage. 

Our experience thus far is that wind composites (which are a 

measure of height gradients) are quite robust and insensitive to minor 

observational asymmetries. The hot, dry Australian continent, however, 

places a strong limitation on the thermal composites that may be made. 
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Thus. in some cases we are able to derive very good wind composites but 

cannot provide corresponding thermal information. 

Statistical Techniques: Two types of statistical techniques are 

employed. Following Merrill (1982) we routinely produce statistics on 

the distribution and standard deviation of observations at each grid 

point. together with pooled distributions and standard deviations of 

each radial band for the 850. 500 and 250 mb levels. Other levels are 

derived as necessary. These statistics provide a valuable tool in the 

hand analysis of the various parameter fields. Multi Response 

Permutation Procedure (MRPP) statistics (Mielke et al •• 1976) may also 

be employed in special cases to examine the internal consistency of some 

composites and to test the significance of observed parameter 

differences. 

3.4 Summary 

The complete composite procedure is summarized in the flow diagram 

in Fig. 3.3. 

We must emphasize that the composite cyclones produced by this 

procedure have a specific purpose. Considerable care is taken to retain 

certain features in a stable configuration. But this is occasionally at 

the cost of other features. For example, composite AUS04 (Appendix 2) 

delineates the effect of the Australian continent on east-coast 

hurricanes only. and would be useless for almost all other applications. 

A re-examination of the relevant data is required before the composites 

listed in Appendix 2 can be used for any other than their designated 

purposes. 
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Fig. 3.3. A flow diagram illustrating the procedure used in deriving a 
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4. TROPICAL STORMS 

As we have noted in Chapter 2 there are no adequate data on maximum 

sustained winds in Australian/southwest Pacific tropical cyclones: and 

those east of 16SoE do not even have central pressure data. Hence, 

Australian region tropical storms were selected as all cyclones with 

minimum central pressures higher than 980 mb. East of 16S oE we placed 

all cyclones not defined as hurricanes by Kerr (1976) and Revelle (1981) 

in the tropical storm category. This is not a precise separation and it 

almost certainly has left a number of hurricanes in the tropical storm 

category. But it is the best we can do with the available data. 

The hot, dry Australian continent also has a marked effect on the 

thermal characteristics of tropical cyclones in its vicinity (Chapter 

3). Hence only very limited thermal composites can be made for much of 

the Australian region. In the next chapter we describe two such limited 

composites, the east and west coast Australian hurricanes, and give a 

quantitative description of these continental effects. Here we present 

a complete climatology of tropical storms throughout the region. But we 

shall limit our discussion of the composite structure and energetics to 

developing and non-developing tropical storms over the southwest Pacific 

at least 1000 km from the Australian coast. 
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4.1 Tropical Stont Climatology 

Spatial Distr~.bution: These are given in Fig. 4.1 in terms of the 

number of days in which a tropical storm was present within a five 

degree latitude/longitude Marsden square centered on each point (the 

spatial grid resolution is one degree latitude/longitude). In terms of 

tropical cyclone days, then, the highest frequency of tropical storms 

occurs in the Gulf of Carpentaria with secondary maxima in the Coral Sea 

and off the northwestern Australian coast. 

These distribution features arise from a variety of mechanisms of 

which the continent is a major factor. Three mechanisms contribute to 

the strong peak in the Gulf of Carpentaria. Firstly, as we have shown 

in section 1.2, the monsoonal trough extends across northern Australia 

for much of the cyclone season. The warm Gulf waters are thus in an 

optimum position to allow monsoonal depressions to develop. Secondly. 

the proximity of land on three sides ensures a relatively high 

proportion of tropical storms, since most intensifying tropical cyclones 

cross the coast before reaching hurricane intensity. And, thirdly, as 

we will show in Fig. 4.8, these Gulf storms are also moving quite slowly 

(and erratically); they thus affect a given place for a longer time. 

The maximum off the northwest coast is a reflection of the large 

proportion of cyclones which track to the west/southwest, parallel to 

and just off the coast in this region. We shall show in our discussion 

of the West Coast Hurricane in section 5.3 that the Australian continent 

indirectly forces this preferred motion. The maxima in the Coral Sea 

arise from the regular annual occurrence over these tropical waters, 

particularly in the vicinity of the South Pacific cloud band (Streten, 

1970; section 1.2) which extends southeastward from New Guinea. The 
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Fig. 4.1. Tropical storm occurrence (days per 5° Marsden square for 
the 1959-1979 period) for the north/west Australian and 
southwest Pacific regions. Stippling indicates regions of no 
occurrence and dashed lines indicating intermediate 5 day 
isochrones are use for extra detail. 
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eastward spread is more a result of intermittent years in which large 

numbers of cyclones form over the central South Pacific. 

The origin. maximum intensity. and decay point distributions. given 

in Fig. 4.2. show the maj or regul a ting I}ffect of the Australian, 

continent. As Bureau of Meteorology (1978) and McBride and Keenan 

(1982) have noted. most tropical storms in the western region originate 

on the monsoonal trough. which is located over northern Australia (Fig. 

1.3). One third of these systems also originate from over land 

depressions. This provides the sharp maximum between 15-200 S. and also 

the peaks in the longitudinal distribution over the southeast Timor Sea. 

warm Joseph Bonapart Gulf {southwest of Darwin} and Gulf of Carpentaria. 

By comparison. no well defined mean monsoonal trough or continental 

effect extends over the southwest Pacific. There. almost all tropical 

storm origins are over the ocean and are spread over a broad latitudinal 

range. However. in both regions very few tropical storms keep 

intensifying on moving past 20 0 S. This is undoubtedly due to the 

combined effects of strong upper tropospheric westerlies (Fig. 1.4) and 

cold sea surface temperatures (Fig. 1.6) poleward of this latitude. 

Fifty five percent of western region tropical storms decay over 

land. 40% decay over tropical waters, and less than 5% become 

extratropical poleward of 300 S. Thus. there are relatively sharp 

latitudinal peaks in the distributions of maximum intensity and decay 

points. and these are nearly coincident with the origin maxi.mum. No 

such coincidence occurs in the southwest Pacific. There the tropical 

storms generally reach maximum intenSity well poleward of their origin 

latitude and decay at high latitude over the ocean. Only 10% of these 
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storms decayed over land, while 57% decayed over the ocean equatorward 

o of 30 Sand 33% moved poleward as extra1:ropical depressions. 

Intraseasonal Distributions: The intraseasonal distributions of 

tropical storm occurrence are shown in Fig. 4.3. In both regions the 

season extends from late October to May and the southwest Pacific has 

occasional late season storms. Both regions also have an early season 

peak in storm activity followed by a gradual rise to a maximum in 

January/February. A sharp decline occurs in late February. This is 

followed in March and April by an increase in the north/west Australian 

region, and an essentially constant occurrence frequency in the 

southwest Pacific. The sharp late February drop in the north/west 

Australian region is associated with a rapid increase in hurricane 

occurrence (c.f. Fig. 5.3). This is because more systems are able to 

reach hurricane intensity as the monsoonal trough migrates equatorward 

away from the Australian continent. 
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Fig. 4.3. Tropical storm intraseasonal distribution for the northwest 
Australian and southwest Pacific regions. Except for the 
extremities the curves have been smoothed by a running 15 day 
mean. 
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The tropical storm distributions for the north/west Australian 

region are different to those for all tropical cyclones (including 

hurricanes). As we have shown in Bureau of Meteorology (1978), the 

distribution of all tropical cyclones in this region has a distinct 

minimum in January and February. We shall see in Chapter 5, that this 

minimum is entirely due to a marked decrease in hurricane occurrence. 

Motion: In the southwest Pacific region, tropical storm (and 

hurricane) motion is characteristically quite different to that observed 

in other ocean basins around the world. As may be seen in Fig. 4.4, 

tropical storms in this region consistently track towards the 

east/southeast at a high median speed of around 8 m s-1 Only a small 

proportion move in the westward direction common to other basins. This 

propensity for eastward motion has previously been described by Bureau 

of Meteorology (1978), Holland and Pan (1981), Holland (1981), Revelle 

(1981) and Gray (1982), who note that it arises from the large 

proportion (around 40%) of cyclones which continually move eastward 

throughout their lifetime. This is well illustrated by Fig. 4.5, which 

shows the spatial distribution of the zonal component of tropical 

cyclone motion. We see that westward motion dominates only in very low 

latitudes and is nonexistent in the far east of the region. 

By comparison, the majority of tropical storms in the north/west 

Australian region track to the west or southwest (Fig. 4.4); though a 

significant proportion also move towards the east. As may be seen in 

Fig. 4.5, the westward motion dominance arises from storms tracking 

nearly parallel to the northwest Australian coast. The smaller 

proportion of eastward moving storms are a combination of high latitude 

recurving cyclones, a few eastward moving storms just south of Java and 
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a slight preference for eastward motion amongst the highly erratic 

storms in the Gulf of Carpentaria. These erratic, slow moving Gulf 

storms, combined with the effective removal of most rapidly moving high 

latitude storms by the: Australian continent. also result in a relatively 

-1 low median speed of I:l.round 5 m s • 

4.2 Tropical Storm Structure 

We shall use the AUS08 and AUS09 composites to describe the general 

structure of oceanic tropical storms in the southwest Pacific region. A 

complete description of these composites is contained in Appendix 2. 

They consist of intensifying tropical storms between 10 and 25 0 S and at 

least 1000 km from the Australian Coast. (We shall describe the effects 

of the Australian continent on east and west coast cyclones in Chapter 

S.) AUS08, the Non-developing Tropical Storm, represents the 

intensifying phase of tropical storms which never reach hurricane 

intensity. AUS09, the Pre-hurricane Tropical Storm consists of the 

intensifying tropical storm phase of those systems used in the AUS06 and 

AUS07 hurricane composites in the next chapter. 

4.2.1 Dynamical Structure 

The axisymmetric cross-sections of azimuthal winds in Fig. 4.6 

indicate that the two storms have a similar overall size, with a 

cyclonic circulation e.xtending beyond 140 latitude radius. However, the 

Pre-hurricane Tropical Storm is slightly stronger and more intense; has 

a much weaker lower tr,opospheric vertical shear; a stronge:J:' vertical 

shear near 300-200 mb; and a better developed anticyclone. with 

anticyclonic winds closer to the center. 
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The processes acting to maintain, or develop, these azimuthal wind 

features may be seen in the axisymmetric radial wind cross-sections in 

Fig. 4.7. The Pre--hurricane Tropical Storm has a well developed upper 

outflow from the core region, thus maintaining the anticyclonic 

circulation in Fig. 4.6. It also has a strong inflow between 400-300 mb 

which extends to SO latitude radius and, by an increased import of 

cyclonic angular momentum, ensures a concentration of vertical wind 

shear in the upper troposphere. This, in turn, helps maintain and 

develop the necessary warm core near 300 mb. The outer region, low 

level inflow into the pre-hurricane system is also importing substantial 

amounts of angular momentum and accelerating the cyclone winds there. 

As Love (1982) has recently noted, and as we show in section 6.4, this 

increases the overall size of the system and provides an enhanced 

environment for further intensification. 

The lower stratospheric inflow into the Pre-hurricane Tropical 

Storm may also contribute to its continued intensification. As we shall 

show in section 6.4, we believe that this results from the same 

processes which maintain the long outflow and upper inflow regimes. 

Such low stratospheric inflow can provide subsidence warming, and hence 

surface pressure falls, in the nascent eye region. 

The flow field asymmetries, and the impact of the environment, for 

the Pre-hurricane Tropical Storm can be seen in the streamline/isotach 

fields in Fig. 4.S. (The location of this,and all subsequent composite 

plan views, on a geographical grid is defined by the mean latitude and 

longitude of all systems in the composite stratification.) This 

developing system has a quasi-symmetric cyclonic circulation to at least 

SOO mb, is overlain by an anticyclonic outflow regime at 150 mb and has 
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outflow channel s to both the equatorial easterlie s and subtropical 

westerlies. 

The major low to mid-level asymmetry arises from a strong inflow 

jet from the equatorial westerlies ... This convergent jet imports high 

enthalpy tropical air. It is also associated with a characteristic 

cloud 'feeder band'; an example of which is shown in Fig .. 4.9. A 

similar equatorial inflow has been noted by Love (1982) for the pre-

tropical storm environment, and Simpson (1971) has associated the 

concomitant cloud band with sustained intensification of tropical 

cyclones in the Atlantic 

Fig. 4.9. GMS visible satellite imagery of tropical storm Kerry at 0600Z 
on 15 February 1979. 

A second, 850 rob trade wind maximum occurs on the poleward side of 

the Pre-hurricane Tropical Storm and appears to overshoot, with a low 

level outflow to the southwest. This basic 850 mb pattern of 

anticyclonic flow well to the east, convergence immedia. tely to the east, 

and divergence and cyclonic flow to the west" will be seen in all 
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composites presented in this thesis. As Anthes and Hoke (1975) have 

noted and as we shall describe fully in Chapter 7, this distortion is 

largely a non-linear result of advection of earth vorticity by the 

cyclonic circulation, or a beta effect. 

Returning to Fig. 4.8b, we note that the subtropical westerlies 

impinge on the southwest sector at 250 and 150 mb. But they do not 

penetrate the core region. Rather, they provide a long outflow channel 

to the southeast in addition to the weaker equatorward channel at 150 

mb. A similar poleward outflow channel has been described by Ramage 

(1959, 1974) and Sadler (1978) as being associated with sustained 

intensification of tropical cyclones in the northwest Pacific. It is 

also similar to the 'jet on the ridge' configuration, which McRae (1956) 

and Wilkie (1964) have described as the most common situation for 

cyclogenesis and subsequent intensification in the Australian region. 

The wind fields for the Non-developing Tropical Storm are shown in 

Fig. 4.10. All of the processes which we described as being conducive 

to further intensification in the pre-hurricane system are weaker or 

absent. the low-level jet from the equatorial westerlies is weaker and 

shallower, and a strong, deep subtropical westerly flow extends over the 

center at 500 mb and above. Though there is a resulting very strong 

'outflow channel' to the southeast, the westerlies are literally ripping 

the system apart. Thus, this composite is typical of the characteristic 

'shearing off process' which is responsible for most of the instances of , 

premature decay over tropical waters in the Australian/southwest Pacific 

region (c.f., Rooney, 1981). 
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4.2.2 Thermal Structure 

The Pre-hurricane Tropical Storm m0isture and upper level potential 

temperature fields are shown in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12. The double banded 

moisture maxima to the north and east of the system clearly support the 

wind field indica Hons of an influx of equatorial air and deep 

convection in these regions (Figs. 4.8 and 4.9). The moisture extends 

completely around the core to embed this pre-hurricane system in a deep, 

moist tropical air mass. 

Notice also in Fig. 4.11 the deep dry slot which extends from the 

west and around the equatorward perimeter of the cyclone core. This 

will be seen to be a consistent feature of intensifying cyclones in the 

Australian/southwest Pacific region. We believe that this is partially 

a beta effect, in which distinct spiral bands of alternating moist 

convection and dry subsidence are preferentially arranged by the 

cyclone's interaction with the earth vorticity field (Anthes, 1972); and 

partially a result of advection of dry subtropical air around the 

cyclone on the poleward side of the moist equatorial inflow jet (c.f., 

Fig. 4.8). We shall provide a complete description of the underlying 

processes in Chapter 7. 

The upper level potential temperature fields in Fig. 4.12 show that 

the Pre-hurricane Storm is indeed warm-cored. Interestingly, however, 

secondary warm regions also occur to the northeast and southwest of the 

center. The warm region to the northeast lies over the lower level 

moist 'cloud band' in Fig. 4.11. It is probably a result of vertical 

recycling in the vicinity of the unresolved cloud bands which constitute 

this composite mean. The warm band to the southwest lies along the 
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Fig. 4.11. Plan view moisture mixing ratio (g/kg) fields for the Pre
hurricane Tropical Storm at 850 and 500 mb. 
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Fig. 4.12. Plan view potential temperature (K) fields for the Pre
hurricane Tropical Storm at 250 and 150 mb. 
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confluence between the subtropical westerlies and storm outflow (Fig. 

4.Sb) and also extends into the, presumably weakly subsident, right 

entrance region of the outflow jet. The lower level dry slot in Fig. 

4.11 indicates that this subsidence extends downwards to at least the 

SOO mb level. 

The moisture and upper level potential temperature fields for the 

Non-developing Tropical Storm are shown in Figs. 4.13 and 4.14. They 

are quite different to those for the pre-hurricane system. At SOO mb 

much of the moisture is constrained to the eastern sector; a dry slot is 

found just west of the core and a strong moisture gradient exists over 

the storm center. This results from the previously described shearing 

off effect of the subtropical westerlies (Fig. 4.10). Deep convection 

cannot be maintained in the western sector and is also shifted eastward 

away from the core region. Thus, there is an eastern sector moisture 

maximum at SOO mb, and the radial outflow maximum in Fig. 4.7 occurs 

some 400 km from the center. 

The upper level potential temperature fields in Fig. 4.14 show that 

the Non-developing Tropical Storm is still warm cored, despite the 

intrusion of subtropical air. (Recall that this composite is made up of 

intensifying systems that are destroyed before reaching hurricane 

intensity.) A remarkable warm band also occurs on the poleward side. 

As with the similar, but much weaker feature in the pre-hurricane 

system, this band lies along the confluence zone of the cyclone 

circulation and westerly environmental flow. It is thus almost 

certainly just poleward of the often observe sharp edge of the 

anticyclonically curved cirrus band which extends polewards and 

eastwards of such systems. 
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Since the maximum amplitude occurs in the right entrance of the 

strong 'outflow' jet in Fig. 4.10b. this band is probably largely 

maintained by the toroidal circulation around the jet streak. Indeed, 

as may be seen in the meridional cross-.ection in Fig. 4.15. it has a 

number of similarities to the temperature field usually observed in 

association with the subtropical jet (c.f .• Palmen and Newton. 1969. p. 

226). However. Holland et al. (1983) have presented aircraft 

observations of a phenomenal warming of 18 K above ambient near 230 mb 

in this region for tropical cyclone Kerry (1979). By using a 

combination of physical reasoning and observations. they concluded that 

this warming required stratospheric subsidence in which the potential 

energy gain was derived from the kinetic energies of the opposing 

subtropical westerlies. the easterlies around the poleward side of the 

cyclone. and downward advection of easterly momentum from the 

stratosphere. The observed warm band in Figs. 4.14 and 4.15 probably 

arises from a combination of these processes. 

4.3 Summary 

In this chapter we have described a number of features of tropical 

storms in the Australian/southwest Pacific region. 

We have shown that these systems occur almost exclusively between 

November and May with a peak frequency in January or February. Their 

highest frequency is in the Gulf of Carpentaria. and secondary maxima 

are found in the Coral Sea and just off the northwestern Australian 

coast. The Australian continent appears to predominate in determining 

these distributions. Many storms form in its coastal waters and decay 
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Fig. 4.15. Meridional cross-sections of potential temperature (K. solid 
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westerlies. dotted lines for easterlies) poleward of the Non
developing Tropical Storm. 

soon after by making landfall. Further. since the continent has a role 

in the determination of the large scale wind fields (section 1.2), it 

also has an indirect influence on tropical storms over the open ocean. 

Perhaps the most notable result of this indirect influence is seen 

in the preferred eastward movement and decay over tropical waters of 

tropical storms over the southwest Pacific Ocean. We have shown that 

these storms lie under a strongly sheared mid to upper level subtropical 

westerly flow. They thus move consistently eastward (and often 

erratically). They also suffer a considerable vertical shearing. with 

the major convective region pushed to the southeast and a strong thermal 

and moisture gradient over the core. and thus prematurely decay over 

tropical waters. 
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Paradoxically, those oc.eanic tropical storms which subsequently 

develop into hurri(:anes seem to benefit from the same upper level 

westerly flow. In these latter systems the subtropical westerlies do 

not extend over the core region, but are close enough to provide a 

distinct, strong outflow channel on the poleward side. Thus. we have 

shown that the interaction with the upper level flow can either destroy 

or sustain the storm intensification. 

We have also seen a distinctive low level signature in both 

tropical storm composites. Both storms are very large and the 

developing system has a strong secondary inflow at large radii. This 

secondary inflow arises from a combination of subtropical. trade wind 

inflow to the southeast and a tropical. monsoonal inflow to the 

northeast. Further, both storms have a divergent flow and extension of 

the cyclone to the west. a deep equatorward inflow. convergence to the 

east and an anticyclone well to the east. 

We shall discuss the processes behind. and importance of these 

features in Chapters 6 and 7. But first we shall examine the 

climatology and structure of hurricanes throughout the region. 



5 • BURRI CANES 

Following our discussion on tropical storm classification in the 

first paragraph of Chapter 4 and our definitions in section 1.1, we 

classify hurricanes as: 1) all cyclones in the Australian region in 

which the central pressures fell below 980 mbi and 2) all systems east 

of 165 0 E which were classified as hurricanes by Kerr (1976) or Revelle 

(1981). An additional, major hurricane classification contains all 

cyclones in the Australian region which attained minimum central 

pressures of less than 960 mb. In this chapter we present a complete 

hurricane climatology for the Australian/southwest Pacific region, and 

compare this to the tropical storm climatology in Chapter 4. We also 

examine and compare the structure of the intensification and decaying 

phases of oceanic hurricanes in the southwest Pacific region. and 

describe the continental influence on hurricanes just off the east and 

west Australian coasts. 

Unfortunately, we do not have sufficient information in the region 

east of 16SoE to differentiate major hurricanes for the whole period. 

Hence. our major hurricane climatology is limited to the Australian 

region. Some additional climatological information on major hu.rricanes 

in the southwest Pacific may be found in Revelle (1981). We are also 

unable to present any information on the oceanic structure of the major 

hurricane, though we shall discuss some dynamic features of major 

recurving hurricanes in section 5.4 
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5.1 Hurricane Climatology 

Spatial Distribution: By comparing Fig. 5.1 to Fig. 4.1 we see 

that the spatial distribution of hurricanes is qualitatively similar to 

that for tropical storms in the southwest Pacific. but there are marked 

differences in the north/west Australian region. Intensifying tropical 

storms in the landlocked Gulf of Carpentaria tend to cross the coast 

before. or soon after reaching hurricane intensity. Hence, we observe a 

much lower frequency of Gulf hurricanes (Fig. 5.1) compared to tropical 

storms (Fig. 4.1>. By comparison there is a remarkable peak in 

hurricane occurrence off the northwest Australian coast. Hurricanes in 

this area typically track along and parallel to the coast and either 

continue to the southwest or suddenly recurve and make landfall anywhere 

between Broome and Geraldton (Fig. 5.1). Thus. a town such as Port 

Bedland is in the outer fringes of, and under direct threat from. a 

hurricane on an average of 2-3 days every year! 

The hurricane origin, maximum intensity and decay point 

distributions are shown in Fig. 5.2. For the southwest Pacific region 

these are qualitatively similar to those for tropical storms in Fig. 

4.2. However. the hurricanes display a trend towards lower latitude 

origins and higher latitude maximum intensity and decay points. By 

comparison, in the north/west Australian region the median storm and 

hurricane origin latitudes are similar but most hurricanes originate in 

the Timor Sea, reach maximum intensity off the northwest Australian 

coast and decay by crossing that coast. As with tropical storms. the 

detrimental environmental winds and cold ocean poleward of 200 S has a 

strong limiting effect on the distribution of intensifying hurricanes. 
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Intraseasonal Distributions: The intraseasonal distributions in 

Fig. S.3 indicate that both regions have an early season hurricane 

maximum, whereas the tropical storms (Fig. 4.3) rise to a late season 

peak. This is due to a tendency for the early season systems, which 

form along the fledgeling monsoonal trough (Bureau of Meteorology, 1978; 

McBride and Keenan, 1982) at low latitudes, to become hurricanes and 

also have longer lifetimes. Hurricanes in the north/west Australian 

region also exhibit a distinct mid-season minimum, which we believe is 

caused by the Australian continent. During the mid-season the monsoonal 

trough lies over northern Australia (Fig. 1.3) and the oceanic area over 

which cyclones can form is considerably reduced. Further, those 

cyclones which form, generally do so close to the coast and subsequently 

make landfall, or are otherwise adversely affected. Thus, there is very 
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Fig. S.3. Hurricane intraseasonal distribution for the north/west 
Australian and southwest Pacific regions. Except for 
the extremities, the curves have been smoothed by a 
running 15 day mean. 
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little reduction in the frequency of tropical storms (Fig. 4.2) but a 

distinct reduction in hurricane occurrence. As the monsoonal trough 

moves equatorwards off the continent in late February the hurricane 

occurrence increases sharply (Fig. 5.3) whereas, as we have already 

noted in Fig. 4.3 the tropical storm occurrence decreases. 

Motion: Westward moving systems comprise a much larger proportion 

of hurricanes (Fig. 5.4) than tropical storms (Fig. 4.4). A similar 

feature has been noted by Revelle (1981) for the southwest Pacific 

region. However, the southwest Pacific hurricanes still have an 

eastward motion maximum and move faster on an average than those in the 

north/west Australian region. The zonal motion distributions in Fig. 

5.5, indicate that these features are largely a result of high latitude, 

decaying systems (which are removed from the north/west Australian 

region by the Australian continent). The majority of low latitude 

hurricanes are moving westward in both regions. 

5.2 Major Hurricane Climatology: 

Spatial Distribution: The major hurricanes form a subset of the 

hurricanes, and, as shown in Fig~ 5.6 have a very similar spatial 

distribution to that for all hurricanes in Fig. 5.1. The origin, 

maximum intensity and decay point distributions, shown in Fig. 5.7, are 

also qualitatively similar to those for the hurricane. Note, however, 

the concentration of coastal crossings along the north/west Australian 

coast. Eighty six percent of major hurricanes in the north/west 

Australian region made landfall compared to only 38% of non-major 

hurricanes and 55% of tropical storms. Further, 41% of the major 
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Fig. 5.6. Major hurricane occurrence (days per 5 Marsden square for 
the period 1959-1979) for the Australian region. Stippling 
indicates regions of no occurrence, and dashed lines indicate 
intermediate isochrones. 
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hurricanes in the entire Australian region made landfall on the 

north/west Australian coast at or very near maximum intensity. As we 

shall show in section 5.3 and Chapter 6, these statistics axe largely 

due to the generally benevolant enviromlent for west coast hurricanes. 

Intraseasonal Distribution: The intra seasonal distribution of 

major hurricanes, shown in Fig. 5.8 contains the same early season 

maximum as the hurricane distributions in Fig. 5.3, but no mid-season 

minimum. The lack of a mid-season minimum arises partly from the mixing 

of Coral Sea hurricanes with the north/west Australian systems. But 

there is also tentative evidence that a higher proportion of hurricanes 

become major in this mid-season period. The sharp March reduction is 

somewhat of a mystery and is to be investigated further. 

Motion: The trend for hurricanes to move more consistently 

westward than tropical storms (Figs. 4.4, 5.4) is continued in the major 

hurricane classification. As Fig. 5.9 shows, major hurricanes in the 
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Fig. 5.8. Major hurricane intraseasonal distribution for the Australian 
region. Except for the extremities, the curves have been 
smoothed by a running 15 day mean. 
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Australian region are dominated by westward moving systems. A similar 

finding has been made for the southwest Pacific by Revelle (1981). We 

shall, however, show in Chapter 6 that these major hurricanes are 

comprised mainly of recurving cyclones which cross the Australian coast 

after recurvature. Cyclones which move continuously westward rarely 

become major hurricanes. This is quite different to other ocean basins 

where westward moving systems, which can move for long periods over warm 

tropical waters with no detrimental upper tropospheric shearing effects, 

may become very intense. 

5.3 The Structure of the Oceanic Hurricane 

We shall use the AUS06 and AUS07 composites in this section to 

describe the general features of deepening and decaying oceanic 

hurricanes in the southwest Pacific. These composites are described 

fully in Appendix 2, but briefly, they are both comprised of hurricanes 

in the southwest Pacific between 15 and 25 0 S and at least 1000 km from 

the Australian coast and contain the hurricane portion of those systems 

in the AUS09, Pre-hurricane Tropical Storm composites; AUS06 represents 

the developing phase and AUS07 represents the decaying phase of these 

hurricanes. 

5.3.1 Dynamical Structure 

As may be seen in the axisymmetric cross-sections in Figs. 5.10 and 

5.11 the oceanic hurricane is quite large. In both the developing and 

decaying phase it has a deep cyclonic circulation extending beyond 14
0 

latitude radius, and is overlain by an extensive anticyclone. In this 
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regard the ocea~ic hurricane is quite similar to the steady state 

typhoon describ~d by Frank (1977a). However. the developing and 

decaying phases do have some interesting additional features. 

The developing hurricane in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11 is similar to the 

Pre-hurricane Tropical Storm in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7. It exhibits a 

strong. deep cy:lonic circulation out to a radius of 80 latitude with 

weak vertical wlnd shear between 850 and 400 mb. A low level wind 

maximum also ex~ends beyond 100 latitude radius and is associated with a 

secondary maximm in radial inflow (Fig. 5.11); we shall presently see 

(Fig. 5.12) tha~ this is a result of sustained northwesterly 

environmental wlnds equatorward. and southeasterly environmental winds 

poleward of the hurricane. The developing hurricane further contains a 

deep low level inflow. with the remnants of the secondary maximum near 

400 mb which we::e noted in the pre-hurricane phase. An extensive upper 

tropospheric ou:flow is also present. with a maximum between 2-6 0 

latitude radius and a constant radial wind from 6-14 0
• This outflow is 

associated with an increasing anticyclonic circulation with radius and 

is overlain by <L lower stratospheric inflow. 

By compari ;on. the decaying hurricane in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11 has a 

stronger upper :.eve1 anticyclone. a weaker low level cyclone. and 

considerable ve:'tical wind shear between 700 and 400 mb. The radial 

flow is also qu:.te different: the stratospheric inflow has ceased 

inside 60 la titHde radius; the upper troposphere outflow and lower 

tropospheric innow are weaker and cease at 12-14 0 latitude radius; and 

a distinct outflow has developed near 600 mb. though a residual inflow 

remains near 40( mb. 
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The plan view wind fields for the Developing Oceanic Hurricane, 

contained in Fig. 5.12, show a stronger, but otherwise similar structure 

to the tropical storm phase in Fig. 4.8. In the low to mid-levels the 

composite hurricane has a large extent lnd is nearly symmetric. The 

strong, deep tropical inflow jet is still being maintained and the beta 

effect distortion is clearly evident at 850 mb. At 250 mb, the upstream 

trough now extends equatorward of the hurricane, but the confluence zone 

between the subtropical westerlies and the hurricane cutflow has 

remained some 60 latitude from the center. The subtrcpical outflow jet 

has also strengthened considerably with average radial winds exceeding 

15 m s-1 

The westerly winds have less effect at the 150 ml level. There is, 

however, still evidence of the strong outflow jet to 1he southeast. As 

with the tropical storm phase, this jet is complementfd by a second 

equatorward jet to the northeast. 

The streaml ine/ isotach fields for the decaying hl.rricane are shown 

in Fig. 5.13. By comparison to the developing stage ':he 850 mb 

circulation is less extensive and weaker, and the dee]1 tropical inflow 

has ceased. Indeed, the 500 mb flow contains a distillct subtropical 

inflow, and has become considerably distorted. The u:'per level 

westerlies now extend well over the hurricane with on .. y the remnants of 

an outflow regime at either 250 or 150 mb. While the southeastward 

outflow jet is still weakly present, its equatorward :ounterpart at 150 

mb has largely ceased. In these regards the Decaying Oceanic Hurricane 

is quite similar to the Non-developing Tropical Storm in Fig. 4.10. 
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5.3.2 Thermal S1ructure 

The axisymm.,tric cross-sections of temperature anomalies in the 

developing and d,'caying hurricanes are shown in Fig. 5.14. The well 

documented mid to upper tropospheric warm core (e.g., Shea and Gray, 

1973; Hawkins anll Rubsam, 1968; Frank, 1977a) may be clearly seen. In 

the developing h"lrricane the warm anomaly is quite strong and 

concentrated nea: 300 mb (the actual maximum anomaly in the eye cannot 

possibly be resolved by our larger scale compositing procedure). In the 

decaying hurricale the warm core is weaker and vertically more diffuse. 

These observatiols are consistent with our vertical wind shear 

observations in ~ig. 5.10. Though not completely shown due to lack of 

resolution, a cold band of up to SoC is also present in the lower 

stratosphere, surrounding an apparently warmer center. In the 

developing phase this band extends from 1-3 0 latitude radius; in the 

decaying phase it is further from the center and covers 3-5 0 latitude 

radius. Frank (L977a) also observed a stratospheric cooling over the 

typhoon, but this extended over the core region. Even though there are 

only a few obser7ations, the lower stratosphere of both phases of the 

southwest Pacific hurricane is warmer in the core region than at 2-6
0 

latitude radius. We also note that the cool bands in Fig. 5.14 

correspond closely to the outflow maxima in Fig. 5.11, which must be 

associated with sustained vertical motion. These observations support 

the speculation by Frank (1977a) that the lower stratospheric cooling 

results from overshooting cumulonimbus clouds. 

A notable feature is the lower level cool band at 2° latitude 

radius in the developing phase and at 30 latitude radius in the decaying 
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phase. The mi~ing ratio cross-sections in Fig. 5.15 indicate that these 

cool bands are also quite dry. They thus show distinctively in the 

equivalent potential temperature cross-sections of Fig. 5.16. These are 

an axisymmetric indication of the distinctive banded structure of all 

tropical storm and hurricane composites presented in this study. As we 

have noted in (hapter 4, and as we shall describe fully in Chapter 7, we 

believe that tlis banded structure arises from: 1) an interaction 

between the cyclone and earth's vorticity field; and 2) differential 

advection of p(tentially warm tropical, and cold subtropical air. 

The plan ~iew equivalent potential temperature fields for the 

developing hurlicane are shown in Fig. 5.17. The variations in 

equivalent pot«ntial temperature below 500 mb are largely due to 

moisture varia1ions; at 250 mb they are entirely due to temperature 

variations. We can see that a deep tongue of warm, moist tropical air 

occurs on the lortheast side. As with the Pre-hurricane Tropical Storm, 

this tropical lir extends around and to the poleward side of the 

hurricane core, Cool, dry subtropical air is Btarting to flow 

equatorwards a1 large radii to the west of the hurricane; and a distinct 

low level dry: lot, corresponding to that in tb.e axisymmetric cross

section of Fig, 5.14, extends from west through north and east of the 

core region. 

Notice a1:o the rapid fall in equivalent l,otential temperature to 

the southwest llf the core at both 500 and 250 mb. This gradient lies 

along the conf:uence zone between the potentially warm hurricane outflow 

and cool upper level environmental westerlies (Fig. 5.12). Unlike the 

pre-hurricane :Ihase in Fig. 4.12, there is no evidence of strong upper 

level subsidenl:e along this confluence zone. This agrees with the 
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qualitative wil.d field observations in Fig. 5.12b that there is also 

much weaker COl Lfluence, and less concentrated upper level convergence in 

this region. Lowever, the continued presence of a dry slot in the 500 

mb moisture fic ld of Fig. 5.18 indicates that some middle level 

subsidence is being maintained in this confluence region. 

The highe:' latitude, subtropical effects on the thermal structure 

of the decayin;; hurricane are clearly shown in Fig. 5.19. Only a 

residual of th,: warm moist tropical tongue (Fig. 5.17a) remains to the 

northeast. Th!,s tongue is cut off from the core and no longer wraps 

around the pol ~ward side. Rather, a strong equivalent potential 

temperature gr Ldient has developed to the southeast as the hurricane 

comes under th' influence of the westerly subtropical airstream. 

Note, howe'rer, that the impinging westerly airstream has a less 

adverse affect on the stronger hurricane circulation than was evident in 
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the Non-developing Tropical Storm (Figs. 4.13 and 4.: 4). We shall 

summarize these effects in section 5.7. 

5.4 The Continental Influence on Hurricanes off the East and West 
Australian Coast. 

As we have seen in sections 4.1 and 5.1. many t~opical cyclones 

complete their entire life cycle wi thin a few hundred kilometers of the 

Australian coast. They are thus affected in varying degrees by the 

close proximity of this large, dry landmass. In the extreme, a number 

of these cyclones are destroyed in their formative 0:'· intensification 

stages by crossing the coast. But even those which :'·emain out to sea 

have a substantial proportion of their circulation o"er land. 

Australian forecasters have long been aware of the dllbili ta ting effect 

of dry continental air being entrained into these co Lstal cyclones. 

Further, aside from these direct influences, the con:inent may 
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indirectly affect coastal cyclones by the modifying 3ffect that it has 

on the larger scale flow fields. 

In this section we shall discuss some of these influences by using 

the AU804 and AU810 composites. These are described fully in Appendix 

2, but briefly: AU804, the East Coast Hurricane, contains all tropical 

cyclones within about 500 km of the east Australian coast between 15 and 

25°8, and with central pressures less than 990 mb; )'U810. the West Coast 

Hurricane. contains a similar cyclone set for the west Australian coast. 

In order to obtain sufficient observations for a detailed analysis. both 

deepening and decaying phases were included. HoweVEr, the regional 

peculiarities resulted in the East Coast Hurricane leing. on average. 

decaying, while the West Coast Hurricane is deepeniIg. 
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5.4.1 The East Coast Hurricane 

The 850 m[ and 500 mb moisture fields for the East Coast Hurricane 

are shown in Flg. 5.20, together with the 850, 500, 250. 150 mb wind 

fields in Fig. 5.21. At 850 mb the monsoonal trough extends 

west/northwest across Cape York Peninsula and a strong jet in the 

monsoonal westErlies provides the major influx of mass and moisture into 

the hurricane. The characteristic beta effect distortion and elongation 

to the west, wlich we noted in our discussion of the oceanic cyclones, 

appears to be modified by the Great Dividing Range. Considerable 

orographic funlelling of these low level winds is evident. Thus, even 

though a distilct moisture band extends from the monsoonal westerlies 

around the hurl icane, the inland regions are relatively unaffected (the 

encircled stat:ons are not significantly different from their January 

mean from Mahel and Lee, 1977). Some advection of dry continental air 

is, however, e' ident from the west through north of the hurricane. 

At 500 mb the coastal funnelling has disappeared. Instead, the 

hurricane appel rs to lie poleward of the subtropical ridge and is being 

influenced by : _ subtropical southwesterly flow. Thus, even though there 

is a deep monse 'onal flow to the north, very dry continental air is being 

advected into -he cyclone and is tending to cut off the tropical 

moistUre suppl:'. The poleward extent of tropical air around the 

hurricane, and the efflux of dry air from the continent, may be seen 

more clearly il, the moisture cross- section of Fig. 5.22. This cross

section extend: northwest and due south of the cyclone and approximately 

parallels the ,oastline. We see that moist tropical air extends 
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polewards some 700 km at the surface and slightly less at higher levels. 

The low level coastal funnel ling also prevents the dryer continental air 

below 850 mb from moving over the ocean within 600 km to the northwest. 

But this effect is lost above 800 mb. and dry air penetrates close to 

the center under the influence of the impinging subtropical westerlies. 

The associated characteristic convective signature for East Coast 

Hurricanes is illustrated by two infamous hurricanes. Ada (1970) and 

Althea (1971) in Fig. 5.23. Note: 1) the large convective region to 

the south and southeast which ends along the coast and is curv~d 

anticyclonically by the interaction with the upper level west(:rlies 

(c.£. the 250nb level in Fig. 5.21); 2) the dry slot around the 

northern perim~ter of the cloud masses; and 3) the convective band lyilng 

along the appr)ximate position of the low level monsoonal jt~t and mois,t 

band in Figs. ;'20 and 5.21. It is also now evident that the large 500 

mb moist regiol encompassed by the 4 g/kg isohyet in Fig. 5.20 arises 

more from in Sltu convective activity than from horizontal advection. 
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There is, howe,er, some advection of moisture out of this region over 

the continent. 

The flow j'ields at 250 and 150 mb (Fig. 5.21) and the upper level 

thermal fields (not shown) are not directly influenced by the Australian 

continent. Th<:y, and the lower level fields, are, however, under a 

considerable i tdirect influence. As we have briefly discussed in 

Chapter 1. the poleward extension of the monsoonal trough and convective 

activity over lorthern Australia produces a concomitant poleward 

extension of tle upper tropospheric subtropical ridge. A downstream 

trough then fonns over the Coral Sea region (Fig. 1.4), with subtropical 

westerlies ext,nding to very low latitudes. Holland and Pan (1981) have 

shown, using a series of monthly mean charts, that this Coral Sea trough 

extends downward to the 500 mb level. Below this level a sharp poleward 

shift of the s~btropical ridge was observed with trade wind easterlies 

over the south'rn Coral Sea (Fig. 1.3). Thus, the generally destrnctive 

effect of the ~pper level subtropical westerlies, shown in Figs. 5.20 to 

5.23 may be attributed to an indirect continental influence. 

5.4.2 The West Coast Hurricane 

The 850 nb and 500 mb moisture fields for the West Coast Hurricane 

are shown in Fig. 5.24 together with the 850, 500, 250 and 150 mb flow 

fields in Fig. 5.25. At 850 mb the monsoonal trough extends 

northeastward over northern Australia. The now familiar jet from the 

monsoonal westerlies extends into the hurricane and there appears to be 

a secondary mcnsoonal surge equatorward of the Indonesian Islands 

(though this feature could be a result of data bias). Extensive trade 

wind easterliES lie poleward of the hurricane, and the superpositioning 
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of the Western .lustralian Coast,al Trough (Fig. 1.3) and the cyclone 

circulation is :learly evident at 850 mb. Unfortunately, we have no 

thermal data, ald very little wind data, to the west and northwest of 

the hurricane. However, to the east and southeast the hurricane 

circulation is Ldvecting a considerable amount of tropical moisture over 

the normally dr:r northwestern deserts. This is in direct contrast to 

the East Coast :lurricane where orographic funnelling prevented an inland 

penetration of :ropical air. This flux of moisture around the eastern 

side also prote~ts the hurricane from incursions of dry continental air. 

Instead, mixing between the continental and maritime air produces a 

strong moisture gradient to the south. Any continental air reaching the 

core region wi! L have been considerably modified by a long traj ectory 

over warm tropi~al oceans. 

A similar situation exists at 500 mb. This shows the depth of the 

monsoonal influ[ and the protection of the core region from dry 

continental air. The hurricane also lies just equatorward of the 

subtropical ridge at this level and is well removed from the subtropical 

westerlies. Th,re is, however, evidence of the now familiar dry tongue 

extending arouni the northern perimeter; this is probably enhanced by 

dry continental air extending around the hurricane. 

These feat~res may be more completely seen in the moisture cross

section of Fig. 5.26 and the satellite mosaic of hurricane Joan (1975) 

in Fig. 5.27. fhe moisture cross-section runs northeast to southwest 

through the com~osite cyclone, however, it has been derived almost 

entirely from coastal stations and is thus representative of a mean 

coastal cross-s,ction. On the poleward side, then, we see that the 

moist maritime air extends some 700 km near the surface and nearly 1000 km 
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at higher level~. Presumably this increased extent with height is due 

to the stronger flux of dryer continental air in the low level trade 

winds. To the lortheast lies an extensive region of tropical maritime 

air, interruptei only by the 400-600 km dry tongue above 750 mb. The 

cloud patterns cor hurricane Joan further illustrate the flux of 

tropical moisture over the continent; the protected core region; the 

efflux of dry c)ntinental air off the southwest coast, and its advection 

around the west~rn periphery of the storm; and the dry tongue to the 

north and northeast. 

Some quite interesting examples of the continental effect on the 

West Coast Hurricane may be seen in Fig. 5.28. This figure gives a 

coastal cross-section of the temperature deviations from the Port 

Hedland January mean. We can see the usual mid-to upper tropospheric 

warm core and tne lower stratospheric cold band. The weakly sloping 

tropopause and absence of colder subtropical air within 1200 km also 

confirm that the cyclone is well within the tropics. Of most interest, 

however, is the reversal of the normal meridional temperature gradient. 

and the extremely cold core (by tropical standards) below 700 mb. The 

advection of het tropical continental air around the poleward side of 

the hurricane, with colder tropical maritime air on the equatorward 

side. produces an equatorward directed temperature gradient. From 

thermal wind censiderations, this results in an easterly vertical wind 

shear over the hurricane (c.f., the zonal wind observations in Fig. 

5.28). These fasterly winds, in turn, tend to advect the hurricane 

towards the we~t. As may be seen in Fig. 5.25. the deep subtropical 
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west Australian coastline. Also shown are the mean zonal 
wind components in the hurricane core. 

ridge, which is anchored over the monsoonal trough across northern 

Australia (c.f., section 1.2), also protects the West Coast Hurricane 

from the subtropical westerlies. Thus, the Australian Continent appears 

to be largely responsible for the remarkably consis1ent southwestward 

trajectory, and peak occurrence frequency, of hurricanes just off the 

northwest coast (c.f., Figs. 5.1 and 5.5). 

The poleward advection of tropical maritime ail' around the cyclone 

further produces a considerable low level cooling f:'om the 

climatological norm; 900 mb temperatures within 600 km of the hurricane 

are 1-2 standard deviations below the January mean lt Port Hedland. 

Combined with the hot tropical continental air at llrger radii, this 

produces a strong cold COre below 700 mb. (However, the unresolved eye 

region is almost certainly warm cored at these levels.) The resulting 
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thermal wind efJect on the azimuthal winds is shown in Fig. 5.29. 

Instead of the l.ormally observed 850 mb wind maximum. the cyclonic winds 

increase in the vertical with a maximum near 700 mb. This cold cored 

feature has als. , been observed by McBride and Keenan (1982). 

In the upp. r levels (Fig. 5.25b) we find an anticyclone due east of 

the hurricane. "hich overlies. and is probably partially supported by 

the deep overlalld convective activity in this region (c.f •• Fig. 5.27). 

The hurricane i. still protected from the full impact of the subtropical 

westerlies, but is close enough to be able to maintain an outflow 

channel in the livergent flow to the southwest of the anticyclone. We 

shall show in Clapter 6 that this is a favorable situation for continued 

intensif ica tion . 
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Fig. 5.29. Axi symmetric azimuthal wind cross-section for the West 
COl st Hurricane. Hatching indicates anticyclonic circula
tic n. 
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5.5 The Structure of the Major Recurving Hurricane 

As we have previously noted, the lack of major h~ricane 

information in the southwest Pacific east of 165 0 E me Lns that we are 

unable to derive any composites for the major oceanic hurricane. 

Fortunately, however, as we shall show in Chapter 6 m)st major 

hurricanes also recurve. This not only implies that i consistent 

environmental influence is responsible for their development, it also 

allows us to produce a dynamic composite of most majcr hurricanes in the 

Australian region, while minimizing any bias problems. To do this, we 

selected all major Australian hurricanes (minimum ceItral pressure less 

than 960 mb) which recurved and which reached maximun intensity at or 

within one day of recurvature. These were separated into three phases: 

the developing tropical storm phase, with central pressure between 995 

and 980 mb (AUSOl); the intensifying hurricane phase, with central 

pressure less than 980 mb (AUS02); and the decaying l.urricane phase, 

again central pressure less than 980 mb, no land fal. s, and at most ~o 

days after maximum intensity was reached (AUS03). FOLrther details on 

the resulting composites, AUSOl, AUS02 and AUS03,are contained in 

Appendix 2. 

We note that the major hurricanes which compris~ this composite 

come from both eastern and western Australia. We ha~e assumed that the 

narrow stratification criteria imply a consistent environmental wind 

field, and thus minimize any wind bias. However, the wide longitudinal 

range of the observations, with the presence of the Australian 

continent, stop us from also producing an acceptablE thermal composite. 
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For compari jon purposes a similar set of rawinsonde composites were 

produced for reclrving northwest Pacific supertyphoons. These include: 

the developing tropical storm stage, NWPRII (995-980 mb); the initial 

typhoon developRent phase, NWPRI2 (980-960 mb); the intensifying super 

typhoon stage ~PRI3 «960 mb and reaches maximum intensity within one 

day of recurvattre); and the filling typhoon stage NWPRF «980 mb and at 

most two days after maximum intensity). Further details on these 

composites may :.lso be found in Appendix 2. Note that in the northwest 

Pacific we were able to produce an extra intensifying typhoon composite 

(NWPRI2). Whil, this is slightly noisy it provides valuable information 

on the initial typhoon intensification phase. Unfortunately we had 

insufficient data to produce a similar, stable composite in the 

Australian region. 

Azimuthal Winds: The axisymmetric cross--sections of azimuthal 

winds for the J.ustralian and northwest Pacific composites are shown in 

Figs. 5.30 and 5.31. The tropical storm phase of the major hurricane is 

almost identic!l to the Pre-hurricane Tropical Storm in Fig. 4.6. The 

storm is very Large and strong, has a weak vertical wind shear in the 

lower troposph,re and is overlain by an extensive anticyclone. It does, 

however, have ~ slightly more extensive cyclonic circulation in the 

lower stratos~nere. By comparison, the northwest Pacific tropical storm 

stage (NWPRI1) has a similar vertical structure but is slightly weaker 

and smaller. 

At the fu.rricane, or typhoon stage, the Australian system is still 

stronger and. arger than its northern h~ispheric counterpart. It also 

strengthens s .ightly in the decaying stage, but becomes smaller and 

develops a lor level vertical wind shear, indicating the rapid 
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destruction by the strongly sheared envi.ronmenta1 fl( w. By compari son, 

the typhoon becomes stronger and larger after recurv~ture. 

The size difference between the two regions is lrovided by their 

large scale enviror:JDent. Australian re~;ion tropical cyclones form in a 

well developed monsoonal trough. They typically havE 10-200 latitude of 

westerly monsoonal flow on their equatorward side anc a similar extent 

of easterly trade wind flow on their poleward side. Thus. they form 

with a very large size. As these Australian region (yclones track 

polewards they move out of this favorable region and contract slightly. 

Cyclones in the northwest Pacific, however, have extEnsive trade wind 

easterlies on their poleward side but do not typicalJy form with an 

extensive westerly monsoonal flow on their equatorwald side. Hence, 

they start out smaller than their Southern HemispherE counterparts. As 

these cyclones move into the far west Pacific or Sou1h China Sea, the 

equatorial westerlies increase in extent. This, togEther with 

subtropical surges off the Asian mainland (Merrill, 1982; Pan Chien

shang,personal communication, 1982), generally cause! northwest Pacific 

cyclones to grow during the latter stages of their ljfecycle. 

It is also notable that the intensity of the upler level 

anticyclone remains essentially constant throughout 1he recurving major 

hurricane's lifetime. By comparison, the intensity (f the upper 

anticyclone over the supertyphoon increases considerfbly. Again, this 

is an environmental effect. The Australian system sl~nds its entire 

lifetime near the upper level subtropical ridge and just on the 

equatorward side of strong subtropical westerlies. lhese maintain the 

strong axisymmetric upper level anticyclone from fornation through 

decay. The northwest Pacific system, however, forms in the deep 
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tropics. It then moves under the ~pper level subtropical ridge and 

close to the su~tropical westerlies. 

Radial Wines: The axisymmetric radial wind cross-sections for the 

Australian and lLorthwest Pacific systems are shown in Figs. 5.32 and 

5.33. If we re(:all that radial winds of less than 1 m s-l are not 

significantly d:.fferent from zero. then the tropical storm phase s are 

almost identical. The major difference lies in the stratospheric and 

low level outer region inflow maxima in the Australian storm. 

Considerable regional differences emerge. however. in the 

hurricane/typhoon stages. In the developing stage the stronger 

Australian system produces a stronger low level radial flow. But. it is 

also being directly affected by the upper level westerly flow. Thus. we 

see a strong deep upper outflow. This outflow becomes deeper and more 

extensive at tl.e decaying stage as the strongly sheared environmental 

flow tears the hurricane apart. The supertyphoon develops a strong 

300-400 mb inLow layer during intensification. This weakens and a very 

strong low lev.:l inflow, a result of the stronger circulation in Fig. 

5.31. develops during the decaying stage. 

~e plan ,iew wind fields are not shown since they are very similar 

to the Pre-hurricane Tropical Storm and Developing and Decaying Oceanic 

Hurricane described earlier. 

5.6 Hurricane Kerry: A Case Study 

Througholt Chapters 4 and 5 we have made extensive use of 

compositing t(, determine the major features of different types of 

tropical cycl(lnes. We have, wherever possible used very restrictive 
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selection criteria in and attempt to keep smoothing t> a minimum and 

retain salient det~.ils while still providing sufficie It observations for 

an objective analysis. But how representative are the resulting 

composites? This and other questions c~n only be answered by a detailed 

analysis of many cyclones, which, though an item for future research, is 

far beyond the scope of the present study. However, we can show that at 

least one tropical cyclone, Hurricane Kerry, is quite similar to the 

Oceanic Hurricane composite described in section 5.2. Kerry was the 

first southwest Pacific hurricane to be reconnoitred 'y a fully 

instrumented research aircraft (Sheets and Holland, 1~81) and has also 

been extensively analyzed (Lajoie and Butterworth, 1982; Lajoie, 1981; 

Holland e~ al., 1983; Holland and Black, 1983; Black et ~., 1983). 

Since it was also not included in the Oceanic Hurricane composite it 

provides an excellent example for comparison. 

As shown in Fig. 5.34, Hurricane Kerry formed at low latitude over 

the southwest Pacific Ocean and moved generally westwlrd. It 

intensified to minimal hurricane strength on February 15, weakened while 

crossing the Solomon Islands. and subsequently reinte'lsified in the 

Coral Sea. Maximum intensity of 954 mb was achieved )n February 19 

(Broadbrige, 1981) following distinct evidence of a missed recurvature. 

Kerry subsequently decayed gradually while followingl long, erratic 

path across the Coral Sea. 

The general synoptic scale structure of the cycl)ne during the 

intensification period are illustrated by the gradienc level and 200 mb 

analyses in Fig. 5.35, the GMS satellite imagery in Fig. 5.36, and the 

sequential outflow layer analyses in Fig. 5.37. A more complete 

sequence of analyses may be found in Sheets and Holland (1981). 
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and selected central pressure estimates. (From Sheets and 
RoLand. 1981). 

On Februar: r 15th, Kerry was at minimal hurricane strength and the 

opera tional ana lyses in Fig. 5.35 compare very favorably to the tropical 

storm composite wind fields in Fig. 4.11. and to the intensifying 

hurricane compo;ites in Fig. 5.12. At the gradient level we see the 

same equatorial inflow jet, the outer region trade wind inflow from the 

southeast. the listinct convergence to the east and cyclonic distortion 

to the west. A: this stage at 200 mb. however. Kerry was slightly 

different to th~ composite wind fields. It lay slightly equatorward of 

the subtropical ridge. with a weak westerly trough to the south, and 

displayed a str)nger equatorward and weaker poleward outflow channel 

configuration. 
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Fig. 5.37. Composite outflow layer structure of Hurricane Kerry for: 
a) 16/00-17/12Z, b) 18/00-19/12Z, and c) 20/00-21/12Z. 
(After Lajoie, personal communication 1982). Isotachs are 
in m s-1. 
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The convective signatures for February 15 and 19 (Fig. 5.36) show a 

major cloud band from north through east; a cloud free region, or dry 

slot; and a sharp end to the convection in the southwest sector. These 

features are quite similar to our observations and deductions from the 

composite moisture and thermal fields in sections 4.2 and 5.2. 

The outflow regime variations during the intensification and decay 

phases are more clearly seen in Fig. 5.37, which has been provided by F. 

Lojoie (personal communication. 1982). It contains three short term 

~omposites of all available upper level aircraft. satellite wind and 

rawiLds for the first part of the intensification period (Fig. 5.37a). 

during which the central pressure fell 12 mb; the second part of the 

intensification period (Fig. 5.37b), during which the central pressure 

fell 15 mb; and the initial decay period (Fig. 5.37c), during which 

central pressure rose 13 mb. Also, shown in Fig. 5.38 are the 

corresponding divergence patterns on the poleward side of Hurricane 

Kerry. At the commencement of reintensification, then. a weak 

equatorward outflow is present. But the dominant feature is the strong 

poleward outflow into the divergent region ahead of an approaching 

westerly trough. Intensification continues as the westerly trough 

amplifies, the subtropical jet moves past the cyclone. and the outflow 

strengthens considerably. By February 20. however. the upper level 

trough has moved past the cyclone. Convergent southwesterly flow has 

cut off the poleward outflow channel. Hurricane Kerry begins to decay. 

No comparable low level circulation variations were observed during 

this time (apart from a general increase in the cyclonic winds). Thus, 

these case study results provide good support to our composite 

conclusions that interactions with the subtropical jet stream dominate 

o 
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The convoctive signatures for February 15 and 19 (Fig. 5.36) show a 

major cloud band from north through east; a cloud free region, or dry 

slot; and a sharp end to the convection in the southwest sector. These 

features are 'Iuite similar to our observations and deductions from the 

composite moisture and thermal fields in sections 4.2 and 5.2. 

The outflow regime variations during the intensification and decay 

phases are more clearly seen in Fig. 5.37, which has been provided by F. 

Lojoie (perso:~al communication, 1982). It contains three short term 

~omposites of all available upper level aircraft, satellite wind and 

rawiLds for the first part of the intensification period (Fig. 5.37a), 

during which the central pressure fell 12 mb; the second part of the 

intensification period (Fig. 5.37b), during which the central pressure 

fell 15 mb; and the initial decay period (Fig. 5.37c), during which 

central pressure rose 13 mb. Also, shown in Fig. 5.38 are the 

corresponding divergence patterns on the poleward side of Hurricane 

Kerry. At the commencement of reintensification, then, a weak 

equatorward outflow is present. But the dominant feature is the strong 

poleward outflow into the divergent region ahead of an approaching 

westerly trough. Intensification continues as the westerly trough 

amplifies, the subtropical jet moves past the cyclone, and the outflow 

strengthens considerably. By February 20. however, the upper level 

trough has moved past the cyclone. Convergent southwesterly flow has 

cut off the poleward outflow channel. Hurricane Kerry begins to decay. 

No comparable low level circulation variations were observed during 

this time (apart from a general increase in the cyclonic winds). Thus. 

these case study results provide good support to our composite 

conclusions that interactions with the subtropical jet stream dominate 

o 
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in determining intensity changes for tropical cyclones in the southwest 

Pacific regioII. It is also notable that following this sequence of 

events Kerry ~. ?ent a further 10 days over tropical waters (Fig. 5.34) 

and continued to decay. After crossing the coast, Kerry moved back over 

the ocean just ahead of an approaching westerly trough and rapidly 

intensified fc,: a brief period before being destroyed as the trough 

impinged upon it. 

5.7 Summary 

In this (:lapter we have described a number of features of 

hurricanes in the Australian/southwest Pacific region. 

We have sl:town that hurricanes occur almost exclusively between 

November and JI!l.Y, with an early season peak occurrence in December. 

Hurricanes in the southwest Pacific region then reach a second peak in 

February. Thclse in the northwest Australian region occur most 

frequently in January and March with a distinct minimum in February. 

The overwhelm:.ngly preferred location is just off the northwestern 

Australian COllst with a secondary maximum in the southeastern Coral Sea. 

Major hurricares display similar characteristics to the overall 

hurricane cla5sification. But, notably. nearly half the major 

hurricanes in the entire Australian region are found just off the 

northwestern Jlustralian coast and make landfall on that coast at or near 

maximum inten:; i ty. 

Hurricants in the northwest Australian region move almost 

exclusively wl'stward. This is partially due to the general easterly 

environmental winds there, and partially a result of higher latitude, 

eastward movi] g systems being removed by the Australian continent. 
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Those hurricanes in the southwest Pacific region havf a slight 

preference for eastward movement, but t:le low la ti tu, e, intensifying 

systems generally move westward. 

We have separately examined the structure of in1ensifying and 

decaying oceanic hurricanes (at least 1000 km from tIe Australian 

coast); of hurricanes just off the east and west Aus1ralian coasts; and 

of recurving major hurricanes and supertyphoons. 

As with the tropical storms in Chapter 4, all c( 'nposite hurricanes 

thro~ghout the region, and Hurricane Kerry, are very large, have a deep 

equatorial inflow, and display a characteristic beta effect distortion. 

This is, however. modified by coastal funnelling in "he East Coast 

Hurricane. 

A comparison of intensifying and decaying ocean: c hurricanes also 

showed the dominating influence of the subtropical jt t. In the 

intensifying hurricane. the upper westerlies impinge to within 60 

lati tude of the center. Thus, they do not affect th. core region 

directly but provide an intense outflow channel to tl.e southeast. When 

the westerlies move over the hurricane (or the hurri, ane moves under the 

westerlies) it is sheared off and rapidly decays. ~.ese composite 

conclusions are supported by our case study of Hurri, ane Kerry. In 

addition, the composite intensifying hurricane is di ,tinguished by a 

marked inflow near 400 mb, a stratospheric inflow an,; a very weak 

vertical wind shear in the lower troposphere. 

Hurricanes just off the west and east Australia coasts are 

affected considerably by the continent. The climato ogical upper level 

westerly trough over the Coral Sea (section 1.2) teni.s to weaken east 

coast cyclones and move them away from the coast. Ald an advection of 
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dry continent,. 1 air around the northern perimeter tends to cut off the 

tropical mois ure supply to these systems. In general, the dryness of 

the continentI air has little, if any, direct affect on west coast 

hurricanes. : ~a ther, the se systems protect themselves by maintaining a 

strong influx of tropical moisture over much of northern Western 

Australia. I. is the hot temperature of the air over the northwestern 

deserts that las the maj or influence. We have shown that this produces 

a distinctly :old cored structure below 700 mb. Further, as west coast 

hurricanes ad' 'ect the hot desert air off the coast, the normal 

meridional tenperature gradient is reversed, and a deep easterly flow is 

maintained ac 'oss the hurricane core. Thus, the observed consistent 

westward trajctory in this region is at least partially due to the 

cyclone/conti lent interaction. 

Our comp .. rison of the dynamic features of recurving major 

hurricanes an .. supertyphoons showed a lot of similarities and some 

interesting d fferences. The Australian system is larger and stronger 

during intenstification. But it shrinks to the decaying stage whereas 

the typhoon g.'ows and strengthens further. The large initial size of 

the Australia.l system appears to be due to angular momentum imports by a 

strong outer "egion low level inflow on both poleward an equatotward 

sides during ,he pre-storm (Love, 1982) and storm stage. The developing 

major hurrica le is also in close proximity to the subtropical jet at all 

stages. 



(;. TROPICAL CYCLONE INTENSIFICATIOI 

Having established some of the major structural l nd climatological 

differences between intensifying and decaying systems in the 

Australian/southwest Pacific region, and between trop: cal storms, 

hurricanes, and major hurricanes, we proceed naturall~ to the question 

of how and why such differences are established. In i.hapter 1 we 

defined three separate " intensity" modes: intensity (maximum wind 

speed or central pressure); strength (average reiativi angular momentum 

inside 300 km radius); and size (extent of gale force winds or outer 

closed isobar). In this chapter we shall first revie1 the current 

knowledge of mechanisms leading to intensification, s rength and size 

changes. We shall then describe the ways in which cy lones can interact 

with their environment to produce these changes. Fin.lly, we shall 

discuss the applicability of these conclusions to cyc one evolution in 

the Australian/southwest Pacific region, and propose tenta tive model 

of the major intensification process. 

6.1. Background 

6.1.1 The Role of Moist Convection. 

"the spirit of CISK as the cooperative intEnsification 
theory is valid and alive': Ooyama (1982), 

The intensification and maintenance of the high lnergy core of a 

tropical cyclone is a very complex process, involving interactions 
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between many scales. One mechanism, which has been summarized by Ooyama 

(1982) and forns the basis of extensive numerical modelling work, is the 

non-linear cocperative interaction between the cyclone and cumulus 

scales. BaSically, the clouds are arranged into consistent and 

organized patterns by the relative vortiCity and inertial stability 

(rota tiona! st iffness) associated with the vortex. Entrainment into the 

clouds drives a secondary circulation with a deep inflow layer in the 

low to middle troposphere and a shallow, upper level outflow. 

Conservation (f angular momentum then results in a strengthening of the 

lower and mid« Ie tropospheric cyclone and upper anticyclone. Note, 

however, that the portion of the secondary circulation driven by 

boundary laye: friction does not contribute directly to intensification 

- it provides at best sufficient angular momentum to offset surface 

dissipation. It does, however, indirectly aid the intensification 

process by sUJ ,plying some of the moi sture convergence required to 

maintain the !onvection. 

The clou(.s themselves are crucial to the whole process; they not 

only provide :he release of latent heat which drives the secondary 

circulation, 'IUt also they support a local recycling of mass. This 

recycling ser'es two functions: the first is to provide warming which, 

for a given vlrtex structure, forces a sufficient secondary circulation 

to maintain a thermal balance; and the second is to help the system 

preserve enerletic balance against the secondary circulation export of 

moist static lnergy. Gray (1979, 1982) has noted that oceanic 

evaporation a ld sensible heat flux assooiated with the primary 

circulation a.one are unable to balance the observed export. Gray then 

suggested that cloud induced recycling provides the required extra 
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energy flux. In essence. he believes t~at the anticyclonic vertical 

wind shear organizes mesoscale cumuloni'nbus cloud line!; the se in turn 

extract high entha::py air from the boundary layer, repl ace it with low 

enthalpy mid-tropospheric air, and thus locally enhancE the sea surface 

evaporation above that available from the steady primalY circulation. 

Holland and Black (1983) and Black et al. (1983) have ~hown that such 

recycling occurred in Hurricane Kerry. However, thougl this is a 

necessary ingredient of the intensification process it is probably not a 

primary cause. 

The character and effectiveness of the cumulus-cyclone interaction 

also changes as the cyclone develops. During the initjal stages of 

cyclone development, the rotational Froude number (a mEasure of the 

ratio of the characteristic scale of the system to the Rossby radius of 

deformation) is much less than unity. Any perturbatio] s in the mass 

field are largely dispersed by gravity-inertia waves. Recycling occurs 

locally and only a very weak secondary circulation can be maintained on 

the cyclone scale. During the tropical storm stage, t1e Froude number 

approaches unity. the convection becomes more organizec. and the 

increasing inertial stability restricts the secondary I irculation and 

rapidly increases the efficiency of heating in the nascent eye r.egion, 

as shown by Schubert and Hack (1982a,b). Schubert and Hack also showed 

that. once formed. the eye and maximum wind region act to stabilize the 

cyclone. 

Shapiro and Willoughby (1982) have demonstrated tJ.e non-linearli ty 

of the interaction. They used Eliassen's balanced vor ex model 

(Eliassen, 1951) to show that a localized heat source or convective 

band) outside the radius of maximum winds may cause a ;econdary eyewall 
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and belt of ma~imum winds to form. This secondary eye wall dissipates 
\ 

the primary eyl wall and maximum wind region and temporarily causes a 

decrease in thl intensity of the cyclone. The cyclone then re-

intensifies as the new band of maximum winds contracts inwards as a 

result of acceleration of the wind just inside the radius of maximum 

winds - a proc~ss described by Gray and Shea (1973) and Pearce (1981). 

Recent observations of this process occurring in tropical cyclones are 

provided by Willoughby et a1. (1982). 

6.1.2 The Role of the Environment. 

"all thilgS considered, the most important factors 
appear tc be: a) the area influenced by the initial convergence 
of very lumid air determining in part the amount of air evicted 
upward; 1) the temperature of the environment, influencing the 
upward ccnvection velocity; and c) the facilities for disposal 
of air aloft": Depperman (1947). 

Cyclone I ormation: Even though the cyclone intensification is 

driven by moilt convection and its non-linear interaction with the 

vortex, the rl te and extent of this intensification is regulated by the 

environment. As Gray (1968, 1975) has summarized. certain minimum 

requirements! ust be me t for genesis and subsequent intensification. 

These include an initial surface disturbance; a sea surface 

temperature OJ at least 26 0 C and a deep thermocline to prevent cooling 

should upwell: ng occur; a minimum latitude of 50 and an environment with 

cyclonic vort: city to provide the required background absolute 

vorticity; a londitionally unstable and moist environment to allow 

convection to occur; and a weak vertical wind shear at the disturbance 

center to ena"lle th.e deep convection to provide a coupling between the 
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lower and upper troposphere. Such conditions allow ,n accumulation of 

enthalpy to occur over the surface disturbance. 

However, while these provide the usual minimum (onditions, they are 

by no means sufficient. McBride and Zehr (1981) com]ared composite 

developing and non-developing weather systems over tl.e tropical Atlantic 

and northwest Pacific. They concluded that the only significant 

difference was that, in the mean, developing cyclone: are immersed in a 

region of stronger low level cyclonic vorticity and l tronger upper level 

anticyclonic vorticity. McBride and Keenan (1982), ].owever, found that 

little confidence could be placed in this differentill on a case by case 

basis in the Australian region. Love (1982) in a COJbined observational 

and modelling study found that tropical cyclone forml tion in the western 

Pacific Ocean was associated wi th more vigorous Hadl1Y circulations in 

both hemispheres. An important component was provid11d by a cold surge 

moving equa torwards in the winter hemisphere. This .Iroduced high 

pressures on the equator upstream of the development region, followed by 

a down-the-pressure-gradient acceleration of the mon'loonal wester! ies 

prior to cyclone formation. Forecasters in both hem.spheres have also 

developed a rule of thumb that anticyclogenesis polerard of an existing 

disturbance, with an accompanying trade wind surge, ras very favorable 

for development (Norton, 1947; Wilkie, 1964). 

The low level import, and upper level export of angular momentum by 

these processes can provide a rapid development of tle type of formation 

environment described by McBride and Zehr (see, e.g. Holland, 1983a; 

Lee, 1982). But the important question of how often such surges occur 

without subsequent formation of a tropical cyclone ~as yet to be 

resolved. 
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Hurricanes, or very good facsimiles thereof, also occasionally form 

in far more aeverse conditions than those prescribed by Gray. Since the 

advent of satellites a number of hybrid systems have been observed 

forming at high latitudes, in baroclinic environments, and with cold sea 

surface tempeIatures (see, eg, Erickson, 1967). Though direct 

observations are lacking, these systems develop many of the 

characteristic cloud features of hurricanes in the deep tropics (Hebert 

and Poteat, 1575). Rasmussen (1979) also indicates that some polar 

lows, which fc·rm within outbreaks of arctic air. are very similar to 

tropical hurricanes in structure and energetics. Yet they form in 

highly barocli~ic environments and over oceans with sea surface 

o temperatures a. low as 10 C! 

The major mechanisms leading to the formation of these hybrid and 

polar low syst ;,ms appears to be a marked upper level divergence (usually 

associated Witl strong cyclonic vorticity advection> and the advection 

of cold air ov~r a warmer (though still quite cold by normal standards) 

ocean surface. Thus, the air/sea temperature difference still maintains 

a conditionall r unstable atmosphere and sufficient sea surface enthalpy 

flux for a con"ectively active system. The east coast 'bomb' or rapidly 

deepening cycl'lne (e.g. Sanders and Gyakum, 1980) is a good example of 

the importance of these sea to air fluxes in such circumstances. 

Sea Surfa':e Temperatures and Intensity Change: The air/ sea 

temperature di 'fere,nce will al so be a maj or factor in determining the 

ul timate possi"le intensity of the tropical cyclone. As has been 

discussed by M:ller (1958) and Ooyama (1969), the upper level Wdrm core 

in the develop:ng cyclone stabilizes the inner convective region. Thus, 

for a given abl sea temperature difference and conditional instabil ity 
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of the environment, a cyclone will reach an intensity at which the core 

region is neutrally stable to moist pro(:esses. Any c Invective forcing 

will then stop. Of course, the actual intensity of t:le cyclone at this 

stage is a function of both the horizon~al dimension ,nd magnitude of 

the upper tropospheric warm core. Thus, cyclones of lifferent size, 

strength and ultimate intensity are possible for the ;ame air/sea 

temperature difference. 

The interdependence of intensity and air/sea tem)erature difference 

has led a number of people to suggest that mesoscale :hanges in sea 

surface temperature may cause concomitant changes in :ropical cyclone 

intensity (see e.g., Perlroth, 1967, 1969). However, Ramage (1974) 

strongly disputed this and provided examples of conti ,med, or even 

commencement of, intensification as typhoons moved ov~r cooler waters. 

This is supported by our observations of occasional crclones in the 

Autralian region which move hundreds of kilometers inland while still 

maintaining a mid- to upper tropospheric hurricane st.ructure. (McBride 

and Keenan, 1982, include an example of cyclone Madge which traversed 

the entire continent while still maintaining organize'} convective bands 

and an eye.} As Ooyama (1982) has suggested, it is reasonable to expect 

a mature cyclone, which has reached it s ul tima te inte nsity for the 

current conditions, to change rapidly in response to sea surface 

temperature variations. But it is unlikely that a de~eloping cyclone, 

and especially one subject to other strong external forcing mechanisms, 

will be so effected. 

Upper Tropospheric Environment/Cyclone Interactions !;lnd Cyclone 

Intensity Change: Holland (1983a) described Lagrangian (moving with the 

cyclone) angular momentum budgets for a number of conposite northwest 
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Pacific cyclone; of different intensities. This research supported the 

findings of a nlmber of previous authors that the major environmental 

interaction was provided by eddy fluxes in the upper troposphere. We 

also showed that the relative positions and movement of the cyclone and 

environmental features was important in determining the result of this 

interaction. 

This upper tropospheric cyclone/environment interaction during 

intensificatioI is by far the most observed and discussed process in the 

literature. A synthesis of the many papers on this topic indicates that 

the three synoJtic models. two of which are shown in Fig. 6.1. are the 

most important for rapid intensification and/or the development of very 

intense system~.. We shall only mention each briefly here and reserve a 

complete discu.sion of the underlying physics to sections 6.4 and 6.S. 

In the fi :5t model. which seems to mainly occur in the north 

Atlantic. a cO.d upper tropospheric low and the cyclone come into close 

proximity. This may occur from any combination of development or 

relative movem,nt. A sudden filling of the cold low. with strong 

outflow from tle cyclone into its center is often associated with rapid 

development of an intense hurricane. Riehl (1959. 1979) suggested that 

this is due to a spontaneous collapse of the cold low. A solenoidal 

circulation i~ then generated with subsiding cold air in the low and 

rising warm air in the cyclone. The original potential energy is 

converted to linetic energy of the overturning solenoid. or secondary 

circulation. The cyclone then "intensifies" by a low level import and 

upper level e~port of angular momentum (depending on the scale involved 

a strength or size change may be the more likely outcome). 
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Fig. 6.1. Two synoptic models of favorable subtropi1al upper level flow 
patterns for tropical cyclone intensifica' ion (after Sadler. 
1978). STR is the ~ubIropical Bidge. SER the ~ub~uatorial 
!!idge. and WTT the Iropical !Ipper Iropos]heric Irough. 

The second model (Fig. 6.1a) involves the develtpment of a strong 

outflow channel to the westerlies as an upper level, subtropical jet 

type, trough approaches or develops to the west of t] e cyclone. We have 

already seen that this is the predominant mechanism :n the 

Australian/southwest Pacific region. McRae (1956) aJd Ramage (1959) 

(see also Tsui et al., 1977) proposed that cyclonic ,orticity advection 

downstream of this developing, or approaching trough provides mass 

divergence over the cyclone. They hypothesized that as a result the 

surface pressures fall and the cyclone intensifies. However. no 

observations that the upper divergence actually excefded lower 

compensating convergence have been provided. Ramage (1974) further 

suggested that the accompanying poleward streaming cirrus cloud is 

indicative of a ventilation of excess heat away from the cyclone. This 

presumably allows further intensification by reducinE the inner 

circulation subsidence warming (Riehl, 1954), though Ramage did not 

elaborate on the underlying mechanisms. We shall eXfnine this 

interaction further in later sections. 
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As a corollary to this second model. should the cyclone move under 

the high speed westeries around this upper trough. its vertical 

structure and T! .pper warm core will be di srupted. A rapid decay to a 

weak. shallow I.epression will then occur. We have seen this effect in 

the non-deve101,ing tropical storm and decaying hurricane composites of 

Chapters 4 and 5. 

The third model (Fig. 6.1b) is largely a northwest Pacific 

phenomenon in "hich the cyclone moves into an advantageous position 

relative to th" Tropical Upper Tropospheric Trough. or tUTT. (Sadler. 

1967). Sadler (1967. 1978) noted that this is normally associated with 

intensificatiol of the typhoon. Sadler also suggested that the 

underlying mec:lanism was an establishment of two outflow channels. one 

to the easter! .es and a second to the westerlies. These supposedly 

provide enhanc rd ventilation of excess heat from the cyclone. But. as 

with Ramage (1'174). no supporting discussion of how this leads to 

intensifica tiOl was given. 

Chen (1981) has conducted a detailed global study of outflow 

configurations for all intensifying tropical cyclones during the FGGE 

year. His obs,rvation is that most of the intense and rapidly deepening 

systems COnfOT-l to the above three synoptic models. But the weaker 

tropical storm; and minimal hUrricanes tend to be associated with a 

variety of oth,r upper level flow patterns and generally constrained 

outflow configlrations. 

Dynamic :r;lstabilit~and __ «;:y'clone ~ntensification,: In addition to 

these synoptic models. the possible development of regions of dynamic 

instability haTe been investigated by Sawyer (1947). Kleinschmidt 

(1951), Alaka (1962), Yanai (1964), and Black and Anthes (1971). In the 
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absence of any external forcing mechanisms or source 0, conservation of 

angular momentum in the outflowing air will produce ~egions of strong 

anticyclonic vorticity. If this anticyclonic vortic .ty exceeds the 

cyclonic Coriolis component, the outflo~ing air will become dynamically 

unstable (see section 6.4 for a more complete discus;ion) and tend to 

spontaneously accelerate outward. The consequential mass divergence may 

cause surface pressure falls and cyclone intensifica :ion. Dynamic 

instability occurs consistently in numerical models e.g., Ooyama, 1969; 

Anthes, 1972; Kurihara, 1975; Kitade, 1980). But exensive areas of 

dynamic instabili ty have not been observed, despite :areful analyses by 

Alaka (1962) and Black and Anthes (1971). 

Summary: In summary, then, we have shown tha t . 'revious s tudie s on 

the role of the environment in intensity change clea:ly indicate the 

importance of interactions in the upper tropospheric outflow layer. 

The consensus is that the 'necessary' climatological conditions 

summarized by Gray (1968), once satisfied, do not di: ferentiate between 

weak and intense hurricanes; indeed in some cases hUl ricanes may form 

under far more adverse conditions. Further, except j or the special case 

of a hurricane at its ultimate intensity. sea surface temperature 

variations of a few degrees are probably not a major factor in 

determining intensity change. 

To our knowledge, no one has explicitly de scribed the physical 

processes behind strength and strength change; thoug] a number of papers 

on "intensity change" may have actually been descri~ ,ing strengthening. 

However, Merrill (1982) has recently examined the si~e change process. 

His preliminary conclusions were that size change relults from a 

sustained environmental interaction in the lower tro]osphere. 
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We shall di;cuss this topic further from separate climatologial. 

observational ani theoretical viewpoint in the following sections. 

6.2 Climatology 

At this sta~e of our investigation we have not been able to develop 

a climatology of tropical cyclone size or strength change in the 

Australian regio~. Further. as we have previously noted in section 2. 

data deficiencie; prevent an adequate documentation of cyclone 

intensities over the southwest Pacific region east of 1650 E. Thus. we 

limit our presentation here to a clinical description of the intensity 

and intensity chinge features of tropical cyclones in the Australian 

region (west of L65 0 E). A discussion of possible physical processes 

behind these features will be given in sections 6.3 and 6.4. 

6.2.1 Intensity and Intensity Change. 

The maximum. intensity distribution for tropical cyclones over the 

Australian region is shown in Fig. 6.2. The distribution curve gives 

the number of cyclones with minimum central pressures lying in 

overlapping 5 mb bands (1 mb resolution). and has also been smoothed by 

a running 5 point mean. We see that over the entire region 45% of 

tropical cyclones reached hurricane intensity and 15% became major 

hurricanes. The proportions for the north/west Australian region and 

the southwest Pacific taken separately are similar. However. in the 

north/west Aust%alian region most tropical storms are found in the Gulf 

of Carpentaria and most hurricanes off the northwest Australian coast. 

Hurricanes with central pressures less than 940 mb also occurred 

exclusively off the northwest Australian coast; the corresponding lack 
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Fig. 6.2. Maximum intensity distribution of tropica~ cyclones in the 
Australian region. The ordinate gives th~ number of 
observations in 5 mb bands and the curve las been smoothed 
by a 5 point running mean. 

of very severe cyclones over the Coral Sea may be rell or it may be a 

result of the possible data bias in this region desc~ibed by Holland 

(1981) . 

Of particular interest in Fig. 6.2 is the prese lce of three 

distinct peaks at 990, 970 and 950 mb. The location of these peaks 

precisely at the ten millibar values is probably due to a propensity for 

analysts to round off the maximum intensity values (lote, for example, 

the small peak at 980 mb). Nevertheless, we conside~ that the general 

increase in occurrence near 970 and 950 mb is meteor)logically 

significant and shall consider this feature further.n section 6.5. 

Figure 6.3 contains the maximum intensity distr.bution of origin 

latitude. No trend can be discerned in the north/we;t Australian 

region, and in the Coral Sea region the wide scatter and small number of 
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Fig. 6.3. Maxinum intensity distribution of origin latitude for 
tropical cyclones in the Australian region. 95% confidence 
intervals are shown by cross bars; cross bars with open ends 
that indicate no statistical confidence can be placed in the 
observation. 

data points pr€vent us from attaching any statistical significance to 

the trend for Dore intense cyclones to originate at lower latitudes. 

However, signiJicant trends emerge if we separate tropical storms from 

hurricanes and plot minimum central pressure against origin latitude. 

As may be seen in Fig. 6.4, the most intense hurricanes tend to 

originate aro~~ 100 S in the Coral Sea region and at a higher latitude 

of 15-180 8 in the north/west Australian region. Notably, in both 

regions cyc1on3s which originate at very low latitudes do not become as 

intense as tho;e which originate at higher latitudes. 

As shown in Fig. 6.5 there are also significant trends in the 

maximum intensity distribution of intensification period and mean 

intensificaticn rate (from origin to maximum intensity). Comparing 

tropical stons (980-995 mb) to major hurricanes « 960 mb), we see that 
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the major hurricanes typically take twine as long to reach maximum 

intensity and also intensify at three t:'.mes the rate of tropical storms. 

Because of the limited data points, no statistical significance can be 

placed on the tren{s below 940 mb; yet I.t is interesting that below 970 

mb the time to maximum intensity, and the intensification rate curves 

are distinctly out of phase. This implies that eithl~r the ul timate 

intensity of each cyclone was somehow predetermined (regardless of 

intensifieR tion rate), or tha t wha tever proces ses ca'llSe rapid 

intensification also hasten the eventual destruction of the cyclone. We 

shall return to this important point in section 6.4. 

The latitudinal distribution of the local rates of intensification 

(6 hour resolution and exclusive of landfalling storms) of those 

cyclones which became hurricanes is shown in Fig. 6.6". In both regions 

decaying systems dominate po1ewards c.r 22 0 S. In the Coral Sea region 

the average intensification rate is essentially constant equatorwards of 

20 0 S, whereas in the north/west Australian region a significant maximum 

occurs between 15-200 S. By comparison, tropical storms (not shown) also 

have a preponderance of decaying systems polewards of 20 0 S. But 

equatorward of this latitude they exhibit an almosttero net 

intensification rate, a result of deepening and filling systems 

occurring in nearly equal proportions. Thus, while hurricanes typically 

decay in the subtropics, a large proportion of tropical storms decay 

over the tropical oceans. 

The mean meridional and zonal motion for tropical storms and 

hurricanes is contained in Table 6.1. In both regions hurricanes move 

more rapidly westward than tropical storms, and in the southwest Pacific 

tropical storms tend to move eastward during intensification. 
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the complete life cycle of hurricanes in the Australian 
region. 95% confidence intervals are also shown. 

Surprisingly. hurricanes in both regions move poleward faster on an 

average than tIopical storms. Revelle (1981) obtained different resul ts 

for the entire southwest Pacific from 1969-1979. He found that tropical 

storms ( h ' h 1 d f' b ' th 25 -1 . . d w 1C le e 1nes as e1ng greater an ms max1mum W1n 

-1 -1 speed) moved eutward at 3.6 ms and poleward at 2.6 ms while 

-1 -1 hurricanes move westward at 0.8 ms and poleward at 1.9 ms . As we 

have already shown in section 4.1. this difference is due to the 

distinct increase in poleward and eastward motion for tropical storms 
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TABLE 6.1 

Mean zonal (V
E

) and meridional (V ) moLon (m s-l) d:uring the 
intensifica Hon period of tropica~ storms and hurric:anes in the 
north/west Australian region and southwest Pacific I'egion west of 16SoE. 

REGION 

North/west 
Australian 
Region 

Southwest 
Pacific Region 
West of 16SoE 

INTENSITY 

Tropical Storms 
Hurricanes 

Tropical Storms 
Hurricanes 

VE 

-1.1 
-2.0 

0.5 
-0.6 

MOTION 

VN 

-1.0 
-1.5 

-2.0 
-2.4 

A quite important finding of this study is the distinction between 

track types and cyclone intensity shown in Fig. 6.7" This figure 

contains the maximum intensity distribution of four of the five track 

types defined in section 1.1. The southward moving cyclones were very 

few in number and thus not included. We also requi:red that the 

recurva ture point for recurving cyclones be near thl! point of maximum 

intensity (if not the cyclone was placed in one of the other categories, 

i. e. a recurving cyclone in which recurva ture occurlt'ed three days after 

maximum intensity would be classified in Fig. 6.7 u a westward moving 

cyclone). We see that tropical storms are comprised of roughly equal 

numbers of recurving, westward and eastward moving, and erratic 

cyclones. But most of the hurricanes, and almost a:ll the maj or ones, 

came from the recurv ing ca tegory. In addition, many of the westward 

moving hurricanes displayed evidence of missed recul~vature during 

intensification. This provides fu~ther confirmatioll of our composite 
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Fig. 6.7. Perc:ent frequency of maximum intensity for tropical cyclones 
in t.he we stward, eastward, erratic and recurving movement 
classes (see text for definitions). 

study conclusions that the intensification to hurricane or major 

hurricane stage occurs during an interaction between the cyclone and an 

approaching westerly trough. 

6.2.2 Rapid Intensification 

Periods of extreme rapid intensification are certainly 

underestimated in the Australian region. This results from the almost 

universal use since 1966 of satellite techniques (Anderson et a1.. 1974; 

Dvorak, 1975) i:o. which intensity change is limited as much as possible 

to two or three characteristic rates. Hence, using the Dvorak (1975) 

rapid intensifi';)a tion curve as a basi s, we define rapid intensification 

as any period ilO. which the central pressure fell by at least 6 mb in a 6 

hour period and a rapid intensification cycle as the period in whicb. the 
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central pressure continued to fall at a minimum ratl~ of 6 mb for 

subsequent 6 hour periods. The di stribution of tot'll central pressure 

fall during these rapid intensification cycles is shown in Fig. 6.8. A 

large number of single event 6 mb fall s were recordf:d; and some of these 

were quite suspect, occurring at landfall or as the cyclone crossed an 

observa tion point. The largest sustained rapid pre!;sure fall s were two 

observa tions of 48 mb over periods of 36 and 42 hours; nothing even 

approaching the occasional northwest Pacific pressure falls of 40-90 mb 

in 24 hours (Holliday and Thompson, 1979) has been l:ecorded in the 

Australian region. 

The distributions of central pressure, latitudlfi, and month at which 

rapid intensification commenced are shown in Figs. f:;.9, 6.10 and 6.11. 

Rapid intensification typically started around 995 IIIb for both single 

and mul tiple period cycles and in 75% of cases ended wi thin 12 hours of 

maximum intensity. A secondary peak may be seen at the 970-975 mb 

central pressure band and almost no rapid intensifil::ation cycles began 

below 970 mb. The mean latitude of commencement is near 15 0 S and the 

distribution is skewed towards higher latitudes. A:I1 of the low 

latitude observations occurred in the early or late part of the season, 

but the general distribution is normally distributet:. throughout the 

season. 

The mean and median cyclone speeds at the starli of rapid 

-1 
intensification were 4.1 and 3.6 m s respectively~ these are slightly 

slower than the mean speed of all hurricanes. With regard to direction 

of motion: 41% recurved wi thin 24 hours of the rapild intensifica tion 

cycle; 10% displayed evidence of a missed recurvatul:e; 16% moved 

continuously westward; 21% moved eastward, the maj Ol: i ty of which 
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accelerated by more than 5 m s-1 within 24 hours of the rapid 

intensificatioIl cycle; 6% moved continuously southward; and 6% were 

distinctly erratic. These proportions are quite similar to the 

hurricane distribution in Fig. 6.1, an expected result since most 

hurricanes experience a period of rapid intensification. 

6.3 The Physics of Cyclone/Environment Interaction 

The manner in which a cyclone will respond to a given environmental 

(or internal) forcing is believed to be dictated by its basic structure, 

wi th the domina:nt features being the ra tio of inertial to static 

stability and, to a lesser extent, the baroclinity. 
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Physically. if we have an axisymmetric system. parcels leaving a 

constant forcing region (~·ig. 6.12) are able to move horizontally or 

vertically depending on the inertial and static stabilities. For 

horizontal motiCln the radial gradient of angular momentum will cause an 

acceleration in the azimuthal wind speed, an increase in the 

cyclostrophic a:rld Coriolis forces and a resistance to further horizontal 

motion (we neglect for simplicity the transient features of the 

geostrophic adj~stment problem). The vertical density stratification in 

a statically stable atmosphere will also resist vertical motion. Mass 

continuity. howl,ver. requires that a circulation be completed. Then, as 

shown in Fig. 6.12, the induced circulation is determined by the 

relative effects of the inertial and static stabilities. For a 

relatively weak inertial stability a long horizontal circulation will 

occur and the f,ffects will be felt some distance from the forcing 
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specified forcing in a region of weak and strong inertial 
stability compared to the static stability. 

regions. A relatively strong inertial stability, however, will 

constrain the circulation to the near vicinity of the forcing. A 

similar resul t to that shown in Fig. 6.12 will OCCUI: for a vertical 

forcing, such as a heat source. As has been shown 1.y Eliassen (1951), 

baroclinity will also tilt the circulation axes in Fig. 6.12 as parcels 

tend to follow the sloping isentropic surfaces. BOllndary conditions 

will further distort the circulations, as may be se~n in the work of in 

Willoughby (1979), Schubert and Hack (1982a) and Shflpiro and Willoughby 

(1982) . 

As an example let us consider the Large Northwl:st Pacific Typhoon 

in Fig. 6.13 (Merrill, 1982). This is almost identical to the oceanic 

hurricane described in Chapter 5, and has a basic structure which is 
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typical of all :tlUrricanes (eg. Gray, 1979). Core region winds were 

added to the axLsymmetric cross section in Fig. 6.13 by presuming a 

maximum wind splled of 40 m s-1 at 50 km radius and 850 mb. The 

azimuthal winds were then interpolated to a 10 km by 30 mb grid using a 

5 node bicubic spline. 

The resul ting inertial stabil ity cross-section (obtained from Eq. 

AS.IS of Appendix 3) is shown in Fig. 6.14. Note how the lower levels 

are remarkably stable out to a large radius, whereas the upper levels 

are only weakly stable. Since the sta tic stabil ity (not shown) is 

essentially COllstant up to the stratospheric' lid', this varying 

inertial stability characteristic provides a definite constraint on the 

secondary circlllations which can arise from any imposed forcing. For 
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example. we would e.:cpect a low level environmental forcing at. say. 8
0 

latitude radius to effect only the outer circulation. A similar upper 

level forcing may produce an effect in the central region. 

A semi-quantitative indication of the likely response to such a 

forcing may be obtained from a diagnostic solution <:f Eliassen's (1951) 

balanced vortex equations as described in Appendix ~I. These equations 

form the basis of early balanced hurricane models (Goyama. 1969; 

Sundqvist. 1970) and have been used by Willoughby (1979). Challa and 

Pfeffer (1980). Smith (1981). Schubert and Hack (191!2a). and Shapiro and 

Willoughby (1982) to examine secondary circulations and balanced 

response to sources of heat and momentum. We say sl!mi-quantitative 

because the results are strictly applicable only to a balanced. 

perfectly axisymmetric system. Willoughby (1979) hilS shown that the 
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lower level inn"r circulation is axisymmetric to a first approximation. 

But the upper ll~vel s. and in many cases the outer circulation. are often 

highly asymmetric. We shall consider the effects of these asymmetries 

presently. but lit this stage will confine our discussion to the response 

of an axisymmet:dc vortex to a core region heat source. and to outer 

region upper and lower momentum sources. 

Core RegioJll Heat Source. The secondary circulation response to an 

imposed heat SOl!1rce of maximum 10K/day and distributed as shown in Fig. 

6.15 is given i:n Fig. 6.16a. In agreeement with earlier work by 

Willoughby (1979). we see that two gyres are formed: with subsidence in 

the eye region. ascent in the heated region. and subsidence outside. As 

we have intimat,ed in our previous discussion of moist convective 

interactions. a deep low level inflow layer and shallower, more intense 

upper outflow layer is established. Of most interest. however. is the 

horizontal constraint on the outer circulation by the high inertial 

stability. Strong subsidence occurs just outside the heated region and 

the radial circulation becomes negligible beyond 2-3 0 latitude radius. 

Similar results have been obtained by Smith (1981). 

Environmell,tal Forcing: The response to an environmental imposition 

of an upper level outflow is simulated by the upper momentum forcing 

profile in Fig. 6.15. The maximum amplitude was chosen so that a radial 

outflow of 1-2 :m s-1 was generated at 190 mb and 60 latitude radius. 

The resul ting secondary circulation is shown in Fig. 6.16b. Notable 

features are the long shallow outflow layer. the deep inflow layer. and 

the inflow in t.he stratosphere. This environmental forcing has a 

substantial effect on the core region, even to the extent of genera ting 

upper troposphE'ric and lower stratospheric subsidence in the eye region. 
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By comparison. a lower level forcing with the same distribution 

(Fig. 6.15) produces a different response. As may be seen in Fig. 

6.16c, a stronger radial flow occurs at 60 radius. But the high 

inertial stability in the lower troposphere (Fig. f .14) restricts the 

extent of the environmental forcing and its direct influence on the core 

is relatively small. If moist processes were included in a 

condi tionally unstable atmosphere. this extent wou:l d probably be less. 

6.4 Synthesis: The Intensity Change Process 

6.4.1 Axisymmetric Effects 

As we have discussed in section 6.1, moist couvection is the 

primary driving mechanism in hurricane intensification. But there is 

substantial and convincing evidence that the rate <:f intensification. 

and ul tima te intensity. are largely controlled by the environment. 
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Previous studies, incl uding those of hl:.rricane-like subtropical and 

polar low systems, together with our Australian region climatology, 

composite study of developing and major hurricanes and model diagnosis, 

indicate that for intensification the most effective 

cyclone/environmental interaction occurs in the uppe:r tropospheric 

outflow layer. By comparison, these observations, plus the preliminary 

investigation by Merrill (1982), indicate that size I~hange results from 

interactions in the lower troposphere. 

The diagnosed secondary circulations from our application of 

Eliassen's balanced vortex equations are summarized :.n Fig. 6.17, and 

Fig. 6.18 also contains a schematic summary of the mfljor secondary 

circula tion features in intensifying systems over th,;! 

Australian/southwest Pacific region. Taken together, these secondary 

circula tions indica te that the above synoptic concludons may be 

physically val id, a t least insofar as linear envirom:.ental interactions 

with the axisymmetric component of the hurricane circ:ulation is 

concerned. 

As we have shown in Fig. 6.17, the strong lower level inertial 

stabili ty inside 200-300 Ion constrains the horizontal extent of the 

secondary circulation response to a core region heating. By specifying 

a heated region of 50-150 km radial extent we producE,d a secondary 

circuia.ti<Jn which was negligible beyond 250·-300 km. A narrower heat 

source in the eyewa11 region would produce a much more constrained 

circulation. Thus, even though the observed inner nlgion outflow 

maximum in Fig. 6.18 may be convectively driven, the long sustained 

outflow and secondary outer region maximum cannot be so explained. 
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We also believe that this constrained circulation response causes 

the donut shaped subsidence region whica surrounds the eyewall at the 

end of the intensification stage of many intense hurricanes. 

Since the inertial stability in a ·llurricane de4:reases with height 

and the static stabil i ty increase sat the tropopause, the hurricane 

response to an upper level environmental forcing is quite different from 

that at lower levels. As we show schematically in Fig. 6.17, the upper 

level forcing extends a secondary circulation into lthe inner region of 

the cyclone. It thus may affect the core region dizectly by providing a 

long outflow channel, a mid to upper tropospheric ill.f1ow, and possibly 

by warming due to lower stratospheric inflow and erulanced subsidence in 

the eye. If the forcing is increasing with time a sustained upper level 

divergence may be also maintained over the hurricane core. Further. if 

we combine the secondary circulations arising from this upper level 

forcing and the core region heating a close approximation to the 

obse rved mid to upper tropospheric circula tion in Fig. 6.18 is achieved. 

The subsiding branch is then well removed from the core region and 

spread over a wide area. Then long wave radiational cooling can 

effectively balance the subsidence warming, and the debilitating effect 

of excess subsidence drying near the eye is removed. Differential 

angular momentum transports between the outflow layer and the radial 

inflow response near 400 mb (Fig. 6.18) will also generate the observed 

strong upper tropospheric vertical wind shear (e.g., Fig. S.10). This 

helps maintain and increase the observed warm core m!lximum near 300 mb. 

By comparison our model results and observations in Figs. 6.17 and 

6.18 indicate that a low level environmental forcing does not directly 

affect the core region. Rather, it provides an import of the 
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substantial amount of angular momentum needed to provide the quite large 

(by other ocean b.uin standards) size and strength of the intensifying 

Australian/southwest Pacific region tropical storm and nurricane. A 

linear combination of this low level environmental forcing and the core 

region convectiOtl produces little. if any. extra effect. However. 

following the wOl'k of Schubert and Hack (1982a. b). the concomi tant 

increase in inertial stability helps to organize the inner region moist 

convection. It II1so increases the efficiency of primary circulation 

ajustment to the convective heating. Thus. the outer region size change 

may lead indirecdy to a strengthening and intensification of the 

tropical cyclone, 

Recent numerical modeling resul ts by Challa and Pfeffer (1980) 

provide some confirmation of these diagnostic results. They used 

Sundqvist's (1971) axisymmetric model (which is based on Eliassen's 

balanced equatio:ls) to examine tropical cyclone intensification under 

different impose:l environmental forcing profiles. Though their 

discussion centered on asymmetric effects. their modelling results 

really were a response to an axisymmetric forcing. An upper level 

axisymmetric forcing. then. produced an intensity change with very 

little size chatlge. In contrast a low level axisymmetric forcing 

produced a substantial size change. consequential intensity change. and 

development of ~l mueh stronger system. Compared to a reference run 

without forcing. Challa and Pfeffer found that the environment forcing 

produced a more rapid intensification and more intense systems. They 

also noted that even with subcritical sea surface temperatures (and 

presumably weake r convection) intensification could be maintained by the 

environmental freing. 
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6.4.2 Environmental Forcing and Asymmetric Effects 

Since the observed secondary circu;~ations in in ~ensifying tropical 

cyclones require some form of upper tropospheric, outer region forcing, 

we proceed naturally to. the question of how this can be achieved. Other 

important questions involve the validity of our linelr, axisymmetric 

diagnosis, the effects of asymmetries, and the mechalisms whereby the 

core region and environment become coupled. A compllte answer to these 

questions requires far more research than we have do Ie in this study, 

together with better outflow layer observations. HO'1ever, our present 

knowledge does enable us to speculate on some of the more likely 

processes. 

Low Level Forcing: Let us first consider the l)w level inflow into 

the outer re gions of the intensifying storm (Fig. 6. 1.8) • We have shown 

in Chapters 4 and 5 that this is maintained by a com lined equatorial 

influx from the monsoonal westerlies and a subtropicll influx from the 

trade wind easterlies. 

Love (1982) has examined the role of the equato~ial surge in the 

establishment and development of pre-tropical storm iepressions. He 

proposed, and produced convincing supporting evidenc~, that this 

resulted from a surge originating in the winter hemi phere. The basic 

argument is that the cold winter hemisphere surge cr ates a high 

pressure region over the equator. In these low lati udes. an 

unbalanced, down the pressure gradient surge is then developed which 

extends into the vicinity of the incipient depressio. Subsequent 

pressure falls in the developing disturbance could a so help maintain or 

enhance such a process. 
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The initiation of the subtropical trade wind surge has long been a 

forecasting rule for tropical depression intensification in the 

Australian regia]. (e.g., Wilkie, 1964). It is a quite transient effect 

associated with ,trong anticyclogenesis poleward of the depression. 

Both inflow mechanisms seem to be operating equally in our 

composite tropic,.l storm of Chapter 4. But this is probably an artifact 

of the compositi 19 process. It is more likely that the equatorial surge 

will be more imp,>rtant in low la ti tude systems and the trade wind surge 

will predominate at higher latitudes. 

Upper Level Forcing: A number of forcing mechanisms may operate in 

the outflow layer of tropical cyclones and thus contribute to the 

observed variety of outflow configurations around the world (Chen, 

1983). We shall only consider three. The first is the subtropical 

j et/ cyclone outi low interaction, which we have shown to be the 

predominant mec1:anism in the Australian/southwest Pacific region. The 

second is the d(velopment of regions of inertial instability. which 

seems to be the main mechanj sm in numerical models. And the third is 

the weaker equaorial outflow, which we have al so observed in our 

composite study 

A plausibl., explanation for the development of the poleward outflow 

jet lies in the reduction of inertial stability and the divergence 

fields associat"d with the subtropical jet. The high speed westerlies 

moving into nea: proximity with the cyclone core develop a strong 

anticyclonic sh3ar and substantially reduce the already weak inertial 

stabil ity on th ~ cyclone's poleward side. They may even produce 

transient regions of instability, though these have never been observed. 
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Following our observations of Hurricane Kerry :.n Figs. 5.37, 5.38, 

a possible interaction scenario might f.111ow the scl.ematic depiction in 

Fig. 6.19. Substar.tial divergence will develop in ',he hatched region 

when an anticyclonically curved jet strr::ak lies sou:heast of the 

incipient hurricane (McRae, 1956). Should there be a concomitant 

amp1ifica tion of the upstream trough and movement t, 'Wards the cyclone, 

this divergence will be further enhanced (Ramage 19: 9,1974). In the 

statically stable, low inertial stability atmospherl which the 

j uxtapositioning of the cyclone outflow and subtrop:cal wester! ies has 

developed, this divergence can be partially compens;.ted by horizontal as 

well as vertical motion. Thus, the cyclone outflow turns, accelerates, 

and forms a strong outflow channel into the diverge:Lt region. The 

initialization of this outflow channel may be aided by a transient 

establishment of an inertially unstable region betwien the cyclone and 

subtropical jet. But once the channel is establishld the inertial 

stability actually increases slightly. 

As we show in Fig. 6.20, the compensating retu:n flow tends to 

occur immediately above and below this shallow outf .ow channel. 

Thus, even though the cyclone/environment inte:action is quite 

asymmetric, our simple axisymmetric diagnosis in thl previous section 

appears to be physically valid. Note, however, tha: much of the 

compensating motion for the divergence region in Fi~. 6.19 is actually 

provided by the westerly winds and nearby vertical .lotion. But, there 

is also a large volume reduction from the interactiln region to the 

cyclone core. Hence, only a very small proportion )f the interaction 

region mass flow is required to produce a substantill core region 

response. From an axisymmetric viewpoint, an otherfise uncompensated 
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Fig. 6.19. An jllustration of the manner in which the subtropical 
wes1erlies and cyclone may interact to produce an extended 
pol€ward outflow channel. 
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1 m s-1 variation in radial wind at an interaction radius of 60 latitude 

would induce a 10-12 m s-1 radial wind Et the maximl~ wind radius. 

Hence. almost undetectable axisymmetric outflow variations in the outer 

circulation could still be responsible for large eye region changes. 

There are. further. probably non-linear interal;:tions which could 

not possibly be discerned in an axisymmetric model. Because of the 

scales involved. the initial coupling must occur by a chance interaction 

between initially independent systems. But once thl~ coupling occurs the 

subtropical and cyclone systems may interact to their mutual 

enhancement. For example once the outflow forms it will provide strong 

warm air advection ahead of the trough. which. toge ther wi th the warm 

cyclone core. can enhance the baroclinicity of the ':old upper level 

trough. Confluence between the cyclone outflow and westerlies may also 

provide a strong frontogenetic influence. Thus, baroclinic. or 

barotropic. processes may amplify the upstream trou~h. which increases 

the downstream divergence. which further enhances tle outflow channel. 

and so on. It is also possible that the warm cyclole outflow could 

initiate a perturbation in the nearby upper level slbtropical westerly 

flow. 

Studies of intensity change by advanced numeri :al models have 

relied almost entirely on internal processes and h~'e certainly produced 

intense hurricanes. A$ has been shown by Anthes (1:'72). these hurricane 

models develop an asymmetric outflow, with strong j"ts, by generating 

regions of inertial instability. Kitade (1980, Fig 14) shows that 

large areas become unstable and DeMaria (1983) find; that the local 

anticyclonic vorticity may approach twice the magni :ude of the Coriolis 

vorticity. Yet, even thou.gh the outflow region is "nly weakly stable in 
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nature, there ha~ been no proof that large areas of instability develop: 

A1aka (1962) prelented a detailed analysis of the outflow layer of the 

developing hurricane Carla and could find at best very small, and 

presumably trans: ent, instability regions; Black and Anthes (1971) found 

none. It is pos.,ible that the strong outflow near 20 latitude radius in 

Fig. 6.18 is par,.ially due to inertial instabil ity in the unresolved 

core region. Th ,s possibility is supported by the associated strong 

inflow maxima ne,tr 400 mb and in the lower stratosphere which would be 

the expected res )onse to a forced outflow at 150-200 mb. But it is 

highly unlikely :hat the observed outer region outflow arises from 

sustained inertill instability. The logical conclusion, then, is that 

without any environmental interaction, numerical models must take the 

alternative, and presumably more difficult, path of developing large 

regions of instaoility. 

In addition to the major poleward outflow channel, our 

Australian/sout~rest Pacific region composites also display a weaker, 

high level equatorward outflow. This seems to be a consistent feature 

of most tropical cyclones in all ocean basins. Chen (1983) has shown 

that for the FGGE year at least 50% of all tropical cyclones had some 

form of equatorward outflow channel. 

Taken alone, this is a physically reasonable result. Other things 

being equal the inerthl stability should be weaker on the equatorward 

side. Thus weder environmental features, such as an equatorial 

easterly jet, m~y induce a strong response. However, the convective 

feeder band emalating from lower latitudes will also contribute to the 

maintenance of ~Ihis equatorward outflow jet. Lee (1982) has shown that 

the total conveltive effect in tropical cyclones is a downgradient 
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rearrangement of angular momentum. Essentially, Ie Ner level cyclonic 

angular momentum is deposit in the uppe::~ outflow l~yer. Lee also 

presented a traj ectory analysis of the ")utflow regj ons of a composite 

northwest Pacific typhoon and showed a :;outhwesterly 'jet' with air 

flowing across absolute angular momentum surfaces. Since this jet also 

lies over the general position of the major equatolial feeder band, Lee 

arrived at the reasonable conclusion that the convective cells maintain 

an infusion of more cyclonic air from below. This continuous source 

then allows the air to flow across the absolute angular momentum 

surfaces. 

Both our observations and the modelling results of DeMaria (1983) 

provide confirmation of these conclusions. DeMaria conducted two 

parallel experiments, one with and one without momentum transports in 

his cumulus parameterization scheme. With momentun transports a strong 

equatorward jet developed over the major feeder baDd. Without such 

transports a weaker and more constrained outflow resulted. 

Observationally, it is notable that our composites show a weak 

equatorward outflow concentrated near the tropopaus~ where the deep 

convective detrainment is largest. It is also strongest over the mean 

convective region (as indicated by the 500 mb moist~re fields) and 

weakens rapidly on leaving that region. 

6.S Summary 

In this chapter we have investigated the major mechanisms 

associated with the intensification and decay of tr~pical cyclones in 

the Austr'alian/southwest Pacific region. 
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Following Merrill (1982) we have separated tropical cyclone 

intensification i~to three modes: an acceleration of the maximum winds 

with no change i~ outer circulation, which we refer to as 

intensification; an acceleration of the outer circulation with no change 

in maximum winds, which we refer to as size change; and an overall 

increase of rela1ive angular momentum in the core region, which we refer 

to as strength cl; ange. We have shown diagnosti cally and observationally 

that size, strenl th and intensity change arise from different 

environmental prl cesses. Specifically: inner core convection and upper 

tropospheric cou:llings with the environment can directly affect 

intensity change lower level couplings can produce an initial size 

change followed ~ a non-linear feedback and eventual strength and 

intensity change The dominant parameter in producing these 

differential res)onses is the variations of inertial stability within 

the cyclone. 

In our observations for the Australian/southwest Pacific region, we 

find agreement with recent work by Love (1982) and earlier forecasting 

rules (e.g. Wilkie, 1964), that the early intensification period follows 

a size change from low level cyclone/environment interactions; 

specifically by surges from the monsoonal westerlies and trade wind 

easterlies. Intensification past the tropical storm stage. and 

particularly thf development of major hurricanes, seems to require a 

favorable coupling with the subtropical jet stream. This coupling is 

similar to that described by McRae (1956) and produces a long sustained 

outflow channel to the southeast. The observed coupling requires a 

precise juxtapo:itioning of the cyclone and subtropical jet. Should 
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they be too far apart, a coupling will not occur. Should they approach 

too closely, the c:'Tclone will be destroyed. 

By comparison, we have noted that numerical m)de1s, which do not 

have the above environmental interactions, tend to create outflow jets 

by the development of large regions of inertial in;tability. Except, 

perhaps, for the inner core region, such inertiallr unstable regions 

have not been observed in nature. 

Substantial questions still remain on the lin (ages and highly non

linear and asymmetric processes which accompany th3se cyclone/moist 

convection/environment interactions. These are th} topic of ongoing 

research. 



7. TROPICAL CYCLONE MOTION 

"Some till be found to be relatively simple 
systems moving straight away under a definite 
wind anI pressure pattern that is not changing. 
These are easy, but there are others so complicated, 
so buff~ted by changing currents or opposing 
forces, that forecasting is very uncertain and 
trying': Norton (1947) 

Tropical cyclone motion is a complex, non-linear geostrophic 

adjustment process which results from an interaction between the cyclone 

circulation, the environmental wind field, the earth's vorticity field. 

the underlying slrface and the fields of moist convection. Though the 

detailed physics, and particularly the non-linear interactions, are 

poorly understoo( at this stage, we have recently indicated (Holland, 

1982, 1983b) tha"; the dominant mechanisms appear to be the interactions 

with the enviroDJlental wind field (including asymmetries) and with the 

earth's vorticit:, field. In this chapter we shall summarize and extend 

this preliminary theoretical work and discuss the results in terms of 

tropical cyclone observations in the Australian/southwest Pacific 

region. No atte:lpt is made to completely survey the considerable 

literature on thLs topic. For the interested reader, excellent surveys 

may be found in Jeorge and Gray (1976), Bureau of Meteorology (1978). 

WMO (1979) and C~an (1982). 
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7.1 Background and Theory 

7.1.1 Isolated, Axisymmetric, Barotropic Vortex on a ~ Plane 
Wi th no Friction 

The frictionless horizontal equations of motiol in cylindrical 

coordinates are given by 

du 2 
QJ! Y... - fv - a dt r ar 

dv 
+ .!!~ + fu g Q.Q 

dt r r ae 

(7.1) 

(7.2 ) 

where u, v are the radial and azimuthal wind components and the other 

symbols have their usual meaning (c.f. Appendix 1). 

Let us first consider an isolate vortex which] as both axisymmetric 

wind and pressure fields. Since the Coriolis force f varies witb 

latitude this vortex ca~not bl in gradient wind hal; nce. If we let 

f,radicnt Wil'.U balance be satisfi€:Q due east and wes· of the center, t1;(;1> 

irom Eq. ('i . .1), if We let f be eVdl)atetl at the cy,Ie.ne C011t(;1 ar,(: 
(I 

assume a constant /:l ~. ~ • 
G 

.... .. 
~:. + (f 
r c 

vO. reose 
u 

a~ + ~ reo se ) v _. a. 
(j ih 

Then, I.he \,(-rle:. wi] 1 experience lin outward. radial .('(:ideratiol'. in iU 

l'(,!cw<lnl sec-tel <:.ud 811 iJ.wfiHl radial acceleration i l its cquatcrw<lrc 

:'((;(('1" fl'om the U!;balanccd C0rio1is force. The net result .is " rc·1ew;,nl 

;·cce1lt:diun of the vortex. Jf we integrate Eq. (73\ over the VL·rr.;x 

dcmair; we gt:t a pt-lllWal'd accelcre.tilln peT unit mass given by 
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a (7.4) 

where R is the ra(ial extent of the vortex. This is the result obtained 

by Rossby (1948), and which has been used for many years to explain the 

observed poleward drift of cyclonic vortices and equatorward drift of 

anticyclonic vort .ces. However, the result is merely a geostrophic 

adjustment to an .nitially unbalanced vortex and there appears to be no 

evidence that atm)spheric vortices actually exist in such a continuous 

state of imbalanc~. 

Let us therefore consider an axisymmetric vortex that is in 

gradient balance. From Eq. (7.1) this implies that the radial pressure 

gradient varies 87.imuthally according to 

Q1! 
a ar 

2 
Y- + f v + v~ rcose 
roo 

hence if we assune no horizontal density variations and take an 

azimuthal deriva1ive, and a radial integration: 

ft1> 
(a ae)r=R 

R 
- ~ sinO J r v dr 

o 
o 

substituting Eq. (7.6) into (7.2) and noting u = 0 we have 

.!tv 
dt 

R 
A ~in~ J r v dr 
Po R 

o 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

and since there are no advective terms (u, av/ae = 0) the LHS is equal 

to the local time derivative. We can see from the sin 0 term on the RHS 

tha t the acceleu tion is cyclonic to the west and anticyclonic to the 

east. Thus. thf initial effect on the vortex in this case is to move it 

we stward. 
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If we presume that the vortex remains in a balanced state the beta 

plane effect can be more easily seen from the vorti,:i ty equa tion. We 

start with the frictionless, divergent barotropic v,'rticity equation in 

cylindrical coordinates 

-u ~ ov) 
oe 

(7.8) 

where 6 is the relative vorticity and v the meridional component of , n 

wind speed. Then, for a symmetric vortex on a beta plane we have zero 

u, oq/ae and divergence (oru/or + ov/ae), and 

- v ~ n 0 

+ v~ sine 
o 

(7.9) 

The sin e term provides a cyclonic vorticity c]lange to the west and 

anticyclonic to the east. Thus, the vortex initial:y drifts westward 

and we have the same result as for Eq. (7.7). The c'quivalence between 

Eqs. (7.7) and (7.9) may be seen by first noting th:.t, for our 

. t . I 1 .~Lr~ aX1symme r1C vortex q = -;: or . Then, from Eq. (7.9 

or 

and hence 

~lgv 
at r or 

which is the same as Eq. (7.7). 

v ~ sine 
o 

v r j) sine 
o 

o 
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The advantage of using the vorticity equation is that following the 

approach suggested by Holland (1983b) we can explicitly calculate the 

initial speed and direction of motion of the vortex (non-linear effects 

will be considerec later). To do this we assume that the vortex will 

move toward the n gion of maximuJlI vorticity change. The direction and 

speed of motion w.ll then be given by the solutions to 

v 
c 

o (7.10) 

(7.11) 

where em is the sDlution to Eq. (7.10), ~s is the vorticity associated 

with the symmetric vortex, and the prime indicates that any azimuthally 

symmetric terms, which can al ter the size, strength or intensity but not 

the initial moti(n tendency, have been neglected. 

We next aSSlme that the tropical cyclone may be approximated by a 

modified Rankine vortex. (A justification for using the Rankine vortex 

may be found in .~pendix 4.' Then: 

v 
s 

u 
S 

- yv s 

r>r , 
m 

o < x < 0.8 

r > 0 Northern Hemisphere 

r < 0 Southern Hemisphere 

(7.12) 

(7.13) 

where u and v are the radial and azimuthal wind components of the 
s s 

symmetric cyclore; c, x and r are constants which define the intensity, 

radial profile !hape and divergence for the cyclone; and r is the 
m 

radius of maximllm winds. If we substitute Eqs. (7.12) and (7.13) in the 
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For a uniform basic current the radial dependence arises solely from the 

interaction between the vortex and the gradient of e~rth vorticity. 

Hence we can also simplify our discussion, without less of generality, 

by only considering an isolated axisymmetric vortex (n a beta plane. 

For a vortex we use the axisymmetric portion of the AUS05 oceanic 

hurricane (Appendix 2) shown in Fig. 7.2. The 800-3(0 mb azimuthal wind 

profile is approximated by 

v (7.22) 

where x = 0.5, c
1 

= -7,218, Y = 2.0, c
2 

= -4.4 x 10-]2, and a maximum 

wind of 40 m s-1 at a radius of 32.6 km is assumed. This profile is 

almost exactly a modified Rankine vortex inside 200-~00 km. Outside 

this region the c2rY term compensates for the tendency of the modified 

Rankine vortex to overestimate the actual winds. As we show in Appendix 

4, Eq. (7.22) can approximate the actual wind profi1~s very well. 

Outer Region Distortion and Induced Poleward M01ion: Figure 7.3 

shows the local vorticity changes resulting from applying Eq. (7.9) to 

the axisymmetric portion of AUS05 on a beta plane valid at 18.2 0 S (the 

mean latitude of the composite hurricane). We can s~e that there is nO 

beta effect due north/south of the center, where the winds are zonal. 

The vorticity changes are largest due east/west wher~ the meridional 

wind component is maximum, and decrease with increasing radius. 

The resulting radial deformation of the vortex (btained by applying 

Eq. (7.11) at all 9, is shown in Fig. 7.4. There is obviously a 

tendency for considerable distortion. The vortex el(ngates on the 

western side and compresses on the eastern side, and the effect is 

maximuJIl at about 60 latitude radius. The reasons fOl this distortion 

arc more c1 early seen in the zonal cross-section of 1'ig. 7.5. At point 
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the initial vorte:: to be made up of a package of Rossby waves, then the 

beta effect will I:ause the longer waves to move westward more quickly 

than the shorter 11aves. Thus, a wave separation will occur. The longer 

waves will congre~ate to the west of the vortex and cause an elongation 

of the vortex thece. The shorter waves will congregate to the east, 

causing a vortex ~ompression and possibly anticyclogenesis there. 

Now we know that the circula tion around a given area, A, is equal 

to the integrated vorticity over that area: 

c J ~ dA 
A 

(7.23) 
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Hence the vortex distortions shown in Fig. 7.5 wi.l introduce a cyclonic 

gyre to the west and anticyclonic gyre to the eas~. As has been noted 

by Anthes (1982. p. 107), these gyres introduce a poleward steering 

current over the cyclone center. Then. the cyc101e. which was initially 

moving due westward, turns and accelerates poleward. 

Thus, the poleward drift of tropical cyclone, is caused by the 

development of a poleward steering current. not by maintaining the 

vortex in a continuously unbalanced state, as was suggested by Rossby 

(1948) . 

Of course these distortions do not continue unabated, for they 

would soon destroy the cyclone. Rather. any distortion immediately 

activates the advection and divergence terms in E:}. (7.8). These then 

begin to compensate for such distortion. Numerical modelling experience 

(c. f .• Holland, 1983b; DeMaria. 1983; or Fig. 7.7) indicates that the 

cyclone quickly gains a steady state with the ad~ection and divergence 

cancelling the beta effect distortion. The motien then reduces to a 

quasi-linear combination of the westward, beta effect, and a poleward 

advection by the induced steering current. Actu~l tropical cyclones 

(Fig. 7.6) also tend to move along smooth, consi:tent tracks with no 

evidence of any domination by uncompensated non-linear processes. 

Non-linear processes may become important dl.ring a period of 

changing environment, such as at recl1rvatl1re. bU1. as we shall show in 

section 7.2.2. recnrvature can certainly be expl:.ined from linear 

processes alone. There are. however. a number o~ erratically moving 

cyclones, such as Edith (#2) and Cynthia (#8) in Fig. 7.6, which may be 

dominated by uncompensated, evolving non-linear Jrocesses. We shall not 

consider these types of motion further in this Clapter. 
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Fig. 7.6. Australian region tropical cyclone tracks for July 196~ 
to June 1967 (hom Lourensz. 1981). 

The net distorting effect on the vortex may be seen quite clearly 

in Fig. 7.7. This figure contains the results of f and ~ plane 

integrations of ~ nondivergent barotropic model from an initially 

axisymmetric vortex by DeMaria (1983). Also shown is the AUS05 850 mb 

wind field. We (an see that no distortion occurs during the f plane 

integra tion. On the j) plane, however, the cyclone elongates to the west 

and compresses t., the east, with anticyc10genesis farther to the east. 

Similar modellini, results have been presented by Anthes (1972) and 

Anthes and floke 1975), who also showed that introducing divergence 

tends to accentulte the beta effect distortion. 

The actual dnd field for AUS05 is strikj ngly simil ar to the ~ 

plane vortex, as indeed are all composites presented throughout this 

study. This implies that the asymmetries are largely induced by the 
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Fig. 7.8. An illustration in support of the discussion on observed 
cyclone distortion. Cross-hatching indicates typical regions 
of dee~ moist convection. 

beta effect distoxtion. However, recent work by other authors indicates 

that additional plocesses act to reinforce this distortion. In a 

detailed case stU(y of the boundary layer characteristics of hurricane 

Kerry, Holland an( Black (1983) and Black ~_t ~~. (1983) suggested that 

the convergence OL the eastern side was driven equally by surface 

frictional dissipl tion, and by vertical recycling of high momentum air 

aloft and low momlntum air downwards by deep convection and boundary 

layer roll vorticl:s. By comparison, the region to the west of the 

hurricane was vir:ually free of convection. The divergent flow in this 

western sector wa; partially supported by subsidence of higher momentum 

air into the bounlary layer, partially by transient high speed surges 

from the impingin~ trade wind regime and partially by a boundary layer 

decoupling from c)ld upwelled oceanic water. Lajoie (personal 
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communication, 1982) further considers that asymml trie upper level 

convergence regions (such as the observed confluence between the 

hurricane outflow and subtropical westerlies in Chapters 4 and 5) alse' 

have an important effect. He has suggested that :he subsidence and 

lower level divergence underneath such upper convdrgencc regions may 

introduce additional vortex distortion. 

An illustration of the total process is then given in Fig. 7.8. An 

interaction between the cyclone and the gradient )f earth vorticity 

produces the characteristic distorted shape. But, to the north and 

east, advection of moist tropical air, together wi.th enhanced boundary 

layer convergence from the beta effect, generates considerable moist 

convection (c.f. our structure discussion in Chapters 4 and 5). Inside 

300-400 k.m radius, this moist convection, together with the developnlCnt 

of horizontal roll vortices, then removes momentun from the boundary 

layer to further enhance the convergent flow (Holland and Black, 1983; 

Black 5:.1. ~1., 1983). On the western side, the drier subtropical air, 

together with subsidence from conservation of potential vorticity, 

effectively suppress convective activity. These, and transient surges 

from the trade wind regime act to reinforce the cbserved low level 

divergent flow. 

The Effective ~adius and Core Movem~nt: In describing the outer 

region distortion and subsequent cyclone motion lllder a combined beta 

effect and non-linear generation of a poleward s1eering current, we 

implicitly assumed that the inner 200-300 kID ret~ ined a quasi-symmetric 

shape with little distortion. This assumption i~ consistent with 

observations that the inner few hundred kilometeJ's of a tropical cyclone 
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maintains an axisynmetric identity even under quite adverse conditions 

(c.f. Willoughby, 1979). 

The conservative processes which maintain this identity are perhaps 

most simply viewed in terms of the high core region inertial stability 

in tropical cyclones (c.f. Appendix 3 and the discussion in section 

6.3). The radial profile of inertial stability for AUS05 (which is 

typical of all hUlricanes) is shown in Fig. 7.9, togetber with some 

other dynamic par~meters for comparison. We can see that there is a 

sharp increase in stability 200-300 kID from the center. Inside this 

radial band the il,ertial stability is typically one to two orders of 

magnitude larger 'han the earth vorticity. Thus, horizontal 

deformations are '-ery strongly resisted. Outside this radial band the 

inerti a1 stabil it; - and earth vorticity have the same magni tude. Thus, 

considerable dist'lrtion may (and, as we have shown, does) occur. 

When we take Eqs. (7.20) and (7.21) and solve for radius using 

observations and I known cyclone motion, we also find that a single 

radial band dominites for each cyclone. This band typically lies in the 

range 200--400 km (Holland, 1983b). Hence, the cyclone/environment 

interactions whicn lead to motion are maximized at a radial band 

approximately coincident with the rapid change in gradient of inertial 

stability. As we show in Fig. 7.10, the motion may then be conceptually 

viewed as a moving envelope at what we have described as the effective 

radius of intera(tion (Holland, 1983b). At this effective radius the 

cyc1one/environmtntal interactions dominate in determining the 

subsequent motio}. Inside, the high rotational stiffness prevents any 
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significant distor .ion and the center slavishly follows the outer 

envelope. 

Of course, th' contact between the center and envelope is not a 

rigid one. Rather. the center has a limited degree of freedom to move 

within the envelop~ constraints. Thus, as we have suggested in Holland 

(1983b), internal perturbations, and subsequent oscillations of the 

center may provide the observed oscillatory track of many tropical 

cyclones. 

This concept of steering by cyclone/environmental interaction at an 

envelope defined ty the region of rapid increase in inertial stability 

predicts that: 1) intensity variations will not affect the motion; and 

2) vortex size an( strength changes will affect the motion by changing 

the effective rad:us. These predictions are consistent with general 

observations that no track changes accompany oscillations in central 

pressure or maxim'~ winds in hurricanes. Confirmation has also been 

provided in recen: modelling experiments by DeMaria (1983). DeMaria 

made a control, n)ndivergent barotropic integration of an initially 

axisymmetric vort~x on a beta plane. He then repeated the experiment 

with two new vortices. In the first experiment the intensity was 

changed by doubli ng the maximum winds and keeping the outer ci rcula t ion 

unchanged. In the second experiment the size was changed by a 20% 

increase of winds outside the maximum wind belt with almost no intensity 

change. 

The resul til g trajectories are shown in Fig. 7.11, together with 

insets showing tIe three initial azimuthal wind profiles and the 

position differel~es from the control experiment. We can see that the 

substantial intellsity change made almost no trajectory difference. But 
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DISTANCE WEST (km) 

Beta plane trajectories for a control experiment (C), an 
intensity change experiment (I) and f sil.e/strength change 
experiment (S). Insets show the initial azimuthal wind 
profiles and the position separation with time (after 
DeMaria, 1983). 

the modest size/strength change caused thc largel vortex to move 

westward and poleward faster than the reference, ortex. The increase in 

westward motion arose from the stronger beta efftct on a larger 

effective radius. And the extra poleward motion arose from a stronger 

(in absolute terms) outer region distortion, and thus gencration of a 

meridional steering current. 

this and other sections we have completely negle(ted the transient 

geostrophic adjustment aspects, and, in using thE vorticity equation 

approach. implicitly assumed an instantaneous 10(% adjustment of the 

mass to the wind fields. However, Schubert and lack (1982a,b) and 
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Schubert (much pelsonal communication. 1981. 1982) have shown that the 

decreasing Rossby radius of deformation (a ratio of the speed of gravity 

waves to the system vorticity, which indicates the degree of 

partitioning of ptrturbations to inertial and gravity wave modes) in 

mature hurricanes considerably reduces the efficiency of mass adjustment 

to wind field challges. If we neglect the beta effect, presume a 

barotropic vortex and introduce a uniform basic current, Eqs. (7.16) and 

(7.17) indicate tlat the vortex mass and circulation move together with 

no adjustment reqlirements. But non-linear effects, such as the 

westward beta drift, horizontal or vertical basic current or vortex 

asymmetries, and asymmetric fields of moist convection, involve wind 

field accelerations and subsequent mass adjustments (or vice versa). 

Intuitively, the imperfect mass adjustment, with some energy being 

lost to gravity ~aves, should reduce the non-linear effects. But 

further couplingl or feedbacks could conceivably cause larger changes. 

Any complete undtrstanding of cyclone motion must include an assessment 

of these adjustmtnt effects. However. such work is beyond the scope of 

our present stud:' and we simply presume a perfect adjustment throughout. 

7.1.4 The Effec:s of Basic Current Asymmetries 

Following H)lland (1983b), if we introduce basic current 

asymmetries defined by any combination of constant vorticity and 

divergence and use Eqs. (7.8) to (7.13) the linear cyclone motion 

tendency will be given by solutions to 
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(7.25) 

where 6 , ~1 '0 
and 0 

0' °1 are the constant meridional and zonal components 

of vorticity and divergence respectively, and VB is the symme tric 

component of the basic current. Complete detail s on the derivation of 

these equations, and their solution procedures, are given in Holland 

(1983b). In essence, Eq. (7.24) is solved iteratively for the directi0n 

of cyclone motion, em; Eq. (7.25) is then solved directly for the 

cyclone speed, V . 
c 

These equations enable us to examine some of the effects that basic 

current asymmetries will have on tropical cyclone motion. A number of 

these effects are illustrated in Fig. 7.12, which is based on the 

quantitative results given in Holland (1983b, Fig. 6 and Table 4). The 

first two compartments illustrate the effect of ilcreasing or decreasing 

the basic current speed while holding the directi( n constant. The last 

six compartments illustrate the effects of introducing various basic 

current asymmetrie s wi thout changing the az imutha: average. 
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BASIC CURRENT 
Configura1ion Southwestward Southeastward 

Increase Direction Speed Direction Speed 
Basic Current + / ++ ++ ~ ++ 

Speed 
+ + 

Decrease 
Basic CUI rent - ;J -- -- /~ --- -
Speed 

Cyclonic 

~ ~ Wind -- ++ ++ 
--+ - ---. + 

Shear 

Anticyclo lic 
Wind -.- -- ~ ~ -- + - -
Shear --
Downstrel Jm 
Speed H + ~ ++ ++ ~ Divergenc? !! 

++ 

II 

Downstrel Jm!! 

:;? -- I~ Speed -- ...,- -- - --
Converger Ice ~ l 

Downstrel Jm 

/ ~ " I 0 - ++ -
Confluen(~ I 

Downstre'lm 

kd 1'\ - + -- ;~ + 

Diffluenc / \ 
- , 

Fig. 7.12. An illustration of the tropical cyclone motion changes 
resulting from varying the basic current speed or from 
introducing asymmetries without changing the mean basic 
current. The heavy arrow indicates the basic current 
velocity; the thin arrow indicates the cyclone velocity fOT 

a uniform basic current; and the dashed line indicates the 
new cyclone velocity arising from the imposed asymmetries. 
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We must emphasize that these are linear. ini1ial motion tendencies 

only and in some cases non-linear effects may Sigl ificantly alter the 

longer term motion. Nevertheless, some very intelesting physics may be 

seen in Fig. 7.12. 

As we have already seen in Fig. 7.1, since tl.e westward beta drift 

is essentially a constant for a given vortex size and effective radius, 

increasing the speed of a uniform basic current will not only increase 

the cyclone speed but reduce the angular deviatioJ. Similarly, 

decreasing the basic current increases the angulal deviation. And the 

effects are more pronounced for a southeastward meving cyclone. 

Introducing a cyclonic wind shear increases 1ho advection of vortex 

vorticity on the left side and also slightly inc1'€ases the beta effect 

(since there are weaker poleward basic current Wilds on the western 

side). However, for both southeastward and southvestward mean basic 

currents the additional vorticity advection domin~tes over the beta 

effect and the cyclone backs and slows down. IntJoducing an 

anticyclonic wind shear has the opposite effect aId the cyclone veers; 

though we note that the concomitant weakening of 1he beta effect reduces 

the veering considerably on the southeastward basjc current situation. 

Introducing downstream speed divergence incn ases the vorticity 

advection ahead of the cyclone, increases its spe~d and causes it to 

back in direction as the relative beta effect is Jeauced. Downstream 

speed convergence has the opposite effect. These linear results are, 

however, probably an overestimate since they also contain a concomitant 

cyclone distortion. Non--linear effects associate, with this distortion 

may also cause the cyclone to move more rapidly p<leward by the 

processes described in section 7.1.3. 
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A downstream confluence in the basic current will weaken the beta 

effect slightly fOJ the southwestward situation and increase it for the 

southeastward situftion. It will also concentrate the vorticity 

advection along th( mean basic current direction. As a result very 

little change OCCUIS in the motion under a southwestward basic currcnl 

but under a southe! stward basic current the cyclone backs and slows 

down. A downstrean diffluence has the opposite effect and produces a 

notably large veer"ng in the southeastward moving cyclone. 

We shall show in section 7.2 that these basic C11rrent asymmetry 

effects can have a substantial impact on the obscrveJ movcment of 

tropical cyclones. 

7.1.5 The Sensiti"ity of Cyclone Motion 

1n HoJJ.and (l"83b) we defiI1cd the motion of a cyclone to bl: 

insensitive when i" reacts in a damped manner to basic current 

variations or shOt: lived asymmetries. Cyclont"s whidl overreact lc, ~"cL 

variations were sa ld tc be sensitive. We then showed that the 

imrosi tion '-'f the leta effect and a~ymme tr ies in th(~ basi c 11 ow COl' t d 

result iI', differclIl degrees of sensitivity uepending c,n the djn:c t,1(.n 

and speed of the biSic current. 

This stud,:\, J'I.'.'caleo an important difference il~ the scnsilivd,y \.,f 

westward and eastw,rd moving cyclones. Westward !nO'. ins cYC,l\)JH;S wen' 

shown to be qnite insensitivtc U) either r.andom perturbniicn~ cr la~')(' 

current ~hange~. iut (-'astw81'U movi,ng cyclones ',;Cl't: sl"Qwn '.'1 bt: quit" 

bcnsitive Bnd p~cle to overreacting to such changes. 

For example, the theory predicts that cyclones E1(IV~I1g on a 
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half} of any changes in basic current direction. Their direction of 

motion is also only marginally affected by changes in basic current 

speed. By comparison, cyclones moving in an east/scutheastward 

direction will deviate by up to twice the change in basic current 

direction. They are also very sensitive to changes in basic current 

speed. We have already seen an indication of these differences in PiS. 

7.12. Notice how the direction and speed changes arising frOM 

introduced basic current asymmetries t.end to b~, l<1Tger for the 

southeastward case. 

The physics behind these different responses ar~ quite simp]' Hnd 

may be s\~cn in t.he schematic in Fig. 7.1. A (non·-dj\·ergcl~t~ Gyd'.'!i.t~ 

under a northwestward basic current will deviate to the left (rom ilc 

beta effect. If we change the basi~ current to a southwestward 

dil'ecti0n, the betB effect deviaLion will be te, the right. TIn!.>', ~l '-)(1' 

k h b . I ., 1 4::'c L •. • • bac ing of t e aSle current on y 1n(IUC('$ aroun( ;) ;.;tCi<U-lg t>l eyC!.,llH' 

direction. The opposite occurs in going from a southeastward to 

northeastward basic current. In this case a 90 0 backing can lnduc~ a 

1 ~'Oo h . 1 d' . _0 c ange In eye_one lrectlon. 

cyclones are much :'ltorc 5ensitive to ranGom pt~rturbat-ion:<. tl:a1" thos(~ 

moving westward or rapidly. This IDdY be seen in Fig. 7.13. which show~ 

fhe al.lmuthal variation of vorticity change for l-i CCtlYC_:-gcpt Soet:'1'.;rll 

Hemispher.e c}cl('>ne under different basic (;urrent.s. j\. cyc1on~ with ~~ 

relatively flat ve'rticity chang" mHximum wil1 be quj(C senSItive til 

imposed perturbations and thus may undergo lKrge ~hEnges in the 

directioJl of motion. As the vort1city cbange maximll!! becolmes stu)l1),.l'r 
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and sharper this sensitivity will decrease. Figure 7.13, then, 

indicates that westward moving cyclones are less sellsitive than 

southward or eastward moving cyclones, and that the sensitivity 

decreases in all cases as the basic current increasl:s. For low wind 

speeds, eastward moving cyclones are highly sensiti"e to minor 

perturbations in any direction, whereas those movin: westward will only 

respond to perturbations very close to the directiol of motion. 

Notice also in Fig. 7.13 that the addition of :he beta effect 

results in a different response to perturbations on either side of the 

storm motion. Westward moving Southern Hemisphere :yclones will respond 

more to a given perturbation on the left hand than )n the right hand 

side of the direction of storm motion. Southward ald eastward moving 

storms will respond more to perturbations on the ri~ht hand side. 

These linear theory results are in good qualitltive agreement with 

our general observations that westward moving cyclones tend to follow 

smoother and more consistent tracks than those moving eastward. We 

shall also provide quantitative observational confirmation in section 

7.2. 

7.1.6 The Effect of Surface Friction 

Throughout our discussion in previous sections we have neglected 

any effects of surface friction. This is because friction is a 

difficult, if not impossible, mechanism to incorporate into our 

analytical treatment. An analytic study by Kuo (1S69) and numerical, f 

plane modelling experiments by Jones (1977) indicate that surface 

friction will cause the cyclone to move a few degr~es (- 5) to the left 
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of the basic currelt in the Sduthern Hemisphere and to the right in the 

Northern Hemispher~. 

The frictionally induced deviation is therefore generally smaller 

than the beta effect and the effect of significant asymmetries in the 

basic current. It is within the noise level of our data and our 

inability to precisely determine an effective radius. Thus, its neglect 

should have very little impact on our discussion or conclusions. 

7.2 A Comparison of Theory and Observations 

7.2.1 On Determiring a Steering Current 

"It is )etter to use points outside the 
immedia1e vicinity of the storm; 200 or more 
miles alead are usually best": Norton (1947) 

We have ShOWI. in section 7.1.5 that the azimuthally averaged winds 

around a cyclone tlay not be sufficient to accurately describe its 

motion; the horiz(,ntal asymmetries may also be important. We must next 

address the quest:on of what horizontal and vertical domain should be 

used. That the allswer is not obvious may be seen in the proliferation 

of domains used ill the literature. For example: in the horizontal 

George and Gray (.976) used a domain 1-7 0 latitude radius from the 

center, Brand et .ll. (981) used 200-300 km, and Chan and Gray (1982) 

used a radial banI at 5-7 0 latitude radius; in the vertical Riehl and 

Shafer (1944) usel 700, 500 mb, Simpson (1946) used the "top of the 

vortical circulation", Sanders and Burpee (1968) used a surface to 100 

mb deep layer mea~, and other authors have used almost every possible 

combination of levels or layers in between (c.f. George and Gray, 1976, 

for a complete survey). 
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In the horizontal, a basic current defined by the wind field over a 

radial band centered on the effective radius, say 200-300km, would be 

ideal; since we have shown that this is the region in which the cyclone 

interacts with the environment to produce an overall motion. But there 

are normally very few observations in this region. Fortunately, 

however, as may be seen in Fig. 7.14, the radial variations in the 

normal and parallel components of the mean basic current are generally 

quite small. Hence, we shall use the wind field averaged over a 5-7 0 

latitude radius band. This is consistent with the work of Chan and Gray 

(1982), and agrees with the above conclusion by Grldy Norton. It also 

ensures sufficient observations for an accurate determination of the 

wind asymmetries, which should be relatively indep~ndent of the choice 

of mean vortex. When applying the model in Eqs. (7.24) and (7.25) we 

then simply interpolate to the effective radius. 

In the vertical, two parameters need to be cOlsidered: the 

vertical structure of the mean vortex and the vertlcal shear of the 

basic current. As may be seen in Fig. 7.2 or Appeldix 4, even though 

the absolute values differ, the low, middle. or up ?er level gradients in 

azimuthal winds. and also in vorticity, are very sLmilar. Thus. the 

vorticity advection by a vertically uniform basic :urrent will cause 

little, if any, tilting of the cyclone. This diff'rential motion is 

relatively small and may easily be compensated by "ertical transports in 

deep cumulus clouds (Lee, 1982). 

A moderate vertical shear in the basic curren': may similarly be 

compensated by cumulus transports. Since the radi,~l gradient of 

vorticity is nearly uniform with height, the cyclo:1e should then move 

with the mass-weighted vertical average of the bas.c current. Of 
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course, if the ver:ical wind shear becomes too large, the convection can 

no longer "integr~te" to remove the motion differential and the 

cyclone will be de;troyed. Huntley and Diercks (1981) show some 

interesting exampl~s of this tilting effect. They observed that weak 

tropical cyclones, with little convection near the center, generally 

tilt in the direction of the vertical wind shear and towards the major 

convective region. Such a tilt can exceed 100 km between the surface 

and 700 mb. As th~ cyclones intensify, and convection becomes well 

established around the center, the tilt tends to disappear. 

Unfortunately, we cannot directly incorporate the data rich 

boundary and outflow layers into this vertically integrated estimate of 

the basic current. This is because the asymmetric inflow/outflow jets, 

which do not contribute to the motion, can significantly distort the 

basic current evaluations. 

That a distortion of the basic current occurs may be seen in Fig. 

7.14, and in Fig. 7.15, which shows the mean parallel and normal wind 

components averaged over 5-7 0 latitude radius for the five motion 

composites (AUS12 to AUS16) discussed in the next section. We can see 

that the basic ~Ulrent in the 800-300 mb layer is reasonably consistent 

and linear with height and radius, even when there is considerable 

vertical shear. Fowever, large, and as George and Gray (1976) show, 

occasionally erratic, changes can occur in the surface-850 mb and 250-

100 mb layers (at 100 mb we can also see the effect of the stratospheric 

easterlies). Numtrical modeling experience (DeMaria, 1983) is that 

these boundary an( outflow layer asymmetries have an insignificant 

effect on the cyclone motion. Hence, their inclusion in the basic 

current evaluatioll will merely introduce unwanted noise. 
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To illustrate this point, let us assume that the observed wind at 

some pOint (after ve have removed the mean vortex) consists of an 

asymmetric inflow jet component YIN and a basic current component YB' 

Then, from the vorticity equation, if we neglect til ting and frictional 

effects on the basic current 
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Where w is the vertical motion and ~ is the frict: onal dissipation at 

the surface. Term A , the advection and divergenl:e of vorticity by the 

basic current, provides the major component of a~, at and hence cyclone 

motion. The inflow jet, however, is flowing into the cyclone in such a 

way that the anticyclonic vorticity advection is : argely compensated by 

convergence, tilting and friction. Thus, there i: little, if any, 

vorticity change and Term B is nearly zero. A siElilar explanation may 

be applied to the outflow jets. When we incorporl.te inflow/outflow 

asymmetries into the basic current for use in Eqs (7.24) and (7.25) we 

neglect these compensating effect s, and thus intr(,duce unneces sary noi se 

into our data. 

The orientation and strength of the inflow 0] outflow jets are 

determined by boundary layer interactions with th' moving cyclone 

(Shapiro, 1983); the distribution of convection (:ection 7.1.3); and, as 

we have discussed in Chapter 6, the surrounding elvironmental flow 

patterns which provide enhanced outflow channels. It is therefore 

possible that techniques could be derived to remo,e these asymmetries 

and allow better use of the data rich boundary ane outflow layers. 

However, at this stage we shall simply use a mass-weighted 800-300 mb 

average to define the basic current. 

7.2.2 Observations 

We shall use the AUS12 to AUSl6 motion compod tes and the AUSOl to 

AUS03 maj or recurving hurricane composites to compare the observed 

cyclone motions under different basic currents wi~h those predicted by 

the theory. A complete description of these comp(,sites is contained in 

Appendix 2. All cyclones have central pressures: ess than 1000 mb and 
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those in AUS12 to 11; move with speeds less than 7.5 m s-1 Further: 

AUS15 and AUS16 contain tropical cyclones which moved continuously 

towards the west, of which those moving between northwest and southwest 

comprise AUS16 and those moving between west and south comprise AUSI5; 

AUS12 contains cyclones moving continuously between southwest and 

southeast; AUS13 and AUS14 contain cyclones which moved continuously 

eastward, of which those moving between south and east comprise AUS13 

and those moving bEtween southeast and northeast comprise AUS14. The 

speed and directiol. distributions of the cyclones in each of these 

composite categoril:s are shown in Fig. 7.16. 

We have alrea1ly described the AUS01 to 03 composites in Chapter 5. 

They are made up 0: a single set of major hurricanes which recurved at 

or near maximum in:ensity. Of these: AUSOl is the tropical storm stage 

moving between west and south; AUS02 is the hurricane stage at or just 

before recurvature; and AUS03 is the filling stage, after recurvature 

but still at hurricane intensity. 

Since our thEory and the numerical modeling work discussed in 

section 7.1.3 indicated that intensity or intenSity change have no 

significant effec1 on motion, no account was taken of intensity in AUS12 

to AUS16 (aside fJ·om removing the early tropical depression stages). 

One concern is th;lt we have also not taken account of size in these 

composites. We hIve previously shown that strength or size changes may 

alter the beta ef:ect component of cyclone motion, however, the present 

lack of informati)n on these parameters in the Australian/southwest 

Pacific region does not allow us to quantify these effects at this 

stage. 
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Table 7.1 cont.lins the mean basic current and cyclone parameters 

for these motion c~~osites, together with observed and predicted 

cyclone deviations from the basic current. Note that the observed 

deviations for for the AUS12 to AUS16 composites are calculated from the 

separately composited Vp and V
N 

components. Rence they may differ 

slightly from an algebraic subtraction of the cyclone and basic current 

velocities. Since Vp and V
N 

were not composited for AUSOI to AUS03 we 

estimated the deviations using the mean direction and mean absolute 

speed of the cyclores. For the predicted deviations in Table 7.1 we 

used the mean lati1ude of each cyclone and assumed constant cyclone 

parameters of y = -"0.03, x = 0.5. effective radius of 250 km and cyclone 

size and strength defined by a 6 m s-l cyclonic azimuthal wind at 6° 

latitude radius. He also provide a comparison between the motion 

predicted by the a: imuthally averaged basic current and beta effect 

alone (column A) a:ld that predicted by the complete current including 

asymmetries (COlum"l B). These asymmetries may be seen in Figs. 7.17 and 

7.18. 

We can, of COlrse, produce an exact agreement between observations 

and theory by s~lecting the appropriate effective radius for each case. 

However, as may be seen in Table 7.1, simply using a standard cyclone 

introduces very few errors. In fact the excellent agreement indicates 

that the major mechanisms responsible for moving these steady cyclones 

are contained in Iqs. (7.24) and (7.25). The dominant mechanism is the 

advection of cyc1(ne vorticity by the basic current. The largest 

consistent deviation from this dominant motion is provided by the beta 

effect (column A) Except for AUS14 and AUS02, AUS03, basic current 

asymmetries were ~reak (Figs. 7.17 and 7.18) and their inclusion produced 
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TABLE 7.1 

Vital statistics on the AUS12-16 and AUS01-03 motion composites. The 
table gives: the 800-300 mb mean direction (a) a].d speed (VB) of the 
basic current and its components parallel (Vp) anc normal (VN) to the 
direction of cyclone motion (Vp, VN components wele not composited for 
AUS01-AUS03); the 800-300 mb mean radial wind (u), azimuthal wind (v) 
and convergence (y) into the cyclone at 60 latituce radius; the mean. 
direction (em) and speed (Vc ) of the cyclone; and the observed and 
predicted deviations of the cyclone from the basic current. Column A is 
the predicted deviations using the mean basic CUrl ent only, col umn B 
incorporates the basic current asymmetries shown in Figs. 7.17 and 7.1f:. 
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only a slight improvement in accuracy. Moderate: symmetries W(l";.l 

present in AUS14 (Fig. 7.17), but they were zonal:y orientated and had 

little effect. 

By comparison, the recurving AUS02 and AUS03 composites provide an 

excellent example of the importance basic current asy~metries can have. 

Almost no change in basic current direction or be.8 effect occurred 

between AUS02 and AUS03. Rather, recurvature was accomplished entirely 

by an increase in wind speed and the development )f asymmetries, with 
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Fig. 7.17. Basic currents and cyclone motion for AUS12 to AUS16. Each 
inset contains the 800-300 mb mass-weighted mean current at 
eight octants and a nominal radius of 6° latitude; the 
azimtthally averaged basic current is shown at the cyclone 
centEr; and the direction of cyclone motion is indicated by the 
dashEd arrow. Speed convention is one barb = 1 m s-l and 
actu~l speeds are also shown. 
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Fig. 7.18. Basic currents and cyclone motion for AUS01 to AUS03. Each 
inset contains the 800-300 mb mass-we 19hted mean cnrrent at 
eight octants and a nominal radius of 6

0 
latitude; the 

azimuthally averaged basic current is shown at the cyclone 
center; and the direction of cyclone :aotion is indicated by the 
dash.ed arrow. Speed convention is on l barb = I m s--l and 
actual speeds are also shown. 

the major turning being due to the strong confluelce and downstream 

divergence (compare Fig. 7.13 with the AUS02 and .mS03 plan views in 

Fig. 7.18). 

7.3 Summary 

In this chapter we have examined the mechani~s of tropical cyclone 

motion from a theoretical and observational viewp)int to expand the 

preliminary work by Holland (1982, 1983b). By ut llizing linear analytic 
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solutions to the fr .ctionless, divergent, barotropic vorticity equation 

on a beta plane, we have shown that the major linear components of 

cyclone motion are In advection by the (asymmetric) basic current, 

together wi th awes :ward deviation arising from. an interaction between 

the cyclone and the earth's vorticity field. This motion is provided by 

interaction.s in a rldial band some 200-300 km from the center, just 

outside the high inertial stability core region. It appears that the 

cyclone center slavishly follows this outer envelope, presumably due to 

a strong inertial coupling, though the precise mechanisms are not known. 

Possible non-linear and surface frictional effects have also been 

discussed. HoweveI, the clos€ agreement between the linear theory and 

observations indicates that cyclone motion is largely a linear process. 

We have furthtr shown that the combination of a basic current 

advection and beta effect makes westward and rapidly moving cyclones 

quite insensitive 10 environmental perturbations. But eastward and 

slowly moving cycl<nes are quite sensitive and will tend to overreact to 

imposed perturbati('ns. 

A detailed sillimary of these results may be found in section 8.4. 



8. SUMMARY 

In this paper we have documented the complettd first stage of a 

collaborative project between Colorado State Univtrsity and the 

Australian Bureau of Meteorology to study tropical cyclones in the 

Australian! sou,thwest Pacific region. We have USf d a variety of sources 

to gather all available cyclone and environmental data for the period 

1958-1979. Further, we have adopted Professor Gr~y's compositing 

routines to a Southern Hemispheric perspective, aId have incorporated 

new statistical and climatological techniques. TIese new techniques 

have been very useful in the stratification and ax.alyses stages. 

Using these data and new routines, we have plovided a comprehensive 

description of the major climatological and structural features of 

tropical storms and hurricanes throughout the reglon. We have further 

documented some interesting environmental effects, and examined the 

mechanisms associated with intensity change and mction. 

8.1 Climatology 

The tropical cyclone season extends primari1~ from November to May, 

though unseasonal cyclones occasionally occur in ether months. Within 

the season, tropical storms rise to a mid-season naximum followed by a 

secondary, late season peak. Hurricanes. however, exhibit an early 

season maximum and those in the northwest Australi an region have a mid·-· 

season minimum. We have attributed this mid-seasen minimum (which does 

not appear in the tropical storm distribution) malnly to the detrimental 
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effect of the Austrflian continent. As the monsoonal trough extends 

poleward over northtrn Australia. most cyclones form very close to the 

coast and i.n the Gu: f of Carpentaria. They thus often suffer a 

premature demise. } owever. changing environmental flow fields. with 

many cyclones formi: 19 under a strong upper level easterly flow. may al so 

have an effect. 

The Australian continent also contributes to distinctive variations 

in the spatial dist:ibutions of tropical storms and hurricanes. 

Tropical cyclones h lYe been observed throughout the region from l05 0 E to 

o 
150 W but the occur:ence peaks. and relative hurricane/tropical storm 

proportions. vary c)nsiderably. The highest tropical storm frequency 

occurs in the land-Locked Gulf of Carpentaria. with secondary maxima in 

the Coral Sea and off the northwest Australian coast. By comparison. 

hurricanes have a v~ry high frequency off the northwest Australian 

coast, occur only o~casionally in the Gulf of Carpentaria. and are 

spread more widely throughout the southwest Pacific. The relative 

proportions of hurlicane to tropical storm occurrence are 70/30 off the 

northwest AustralUn coast. 20/80 in the Gulf of Carpentaria. and 50/50 

in the sou.thwest Pf cific. These proportions reflect both the number of 

systems and their lifetime. 

We have thus (bserved a unique situation in that both the highest 

frequency and prop(rtion of intense systems occurs off the west coast of 

a major continent. Indeed. around 40% of all major hurricanes in the 

entire region OCCU]' just off. and make landfall on. the northwe st 

Australian coast. Contributing factors to this behav ior inc1 ude: the 

warm ocean tempera :ures there; the interaction wi th hot continental ai r. 

which helps steer ~clones along and just off the Australian coast 
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(section 8.2); and the prevailing flow fields, in which the cyclone is 

embedded in a deep low level tropical environment but can still interact 

with the subtropical westerly flow in the upper t ~oposphere (section 

8.3). 

The overall proportions of major hurricanes, all hurricanes, and 

tropical storms in the Australian region is 15/45 '55 respel;tively. 

Insufficient information was available to enable 1S to distinguish major 

hurricanes east of l65 0 E, but Revelle (1981) founl similar proportions 

there for the period 1969-1979. The most intense hurricanes came from 

the recurving motion category. They typically or.ginated near 100 S in 

the Coral Sea region and near 15-180 S in the nortlwest Australian 

region; but many weaker tropical cyclones also fo.=m at these latitudes. 

The more intense systems generally intensify at a faster rate and take 

longer to reach maximum intensity; but this trend is less obvious for 

the very intense maj or hurricanes. Overall, then. tropical storms often 

form and decay over tropical waters, or over Aust=alia; hurricanes tend 

to intensify while moving polewards to 20-25 0 S th,n decay rapidly by 

crossing the coast, by becoming entangled in the 5trongly sheared 

subtropical westerlies or by moving over a cold o;ean surface. 

Rapid intensification is certainly underestinated throughout the 

region. But those cyclones which follow the Dvorak (1975) rapid 

intensification curve typically come from the recurving motion category. 

Their rapid intensification cycle also starts eith.er near 990-995, or 

970 mb and ceases within 12 hours of maximum intensity. The seasonal 

and latitudinal distribution of rapid intensification events is similar 

to that for tropical cyclones generally. 
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Tropieal cycloLes in the southwest Pacific region also move very 

differently to the :lassical pattern in other ocean basins. That is, 

the largest proport .on tend to move eastward, or erratically; and, 

indeed, tropical 5t )rms move almost exclusively eastward. This peculiar 

motion is ;l respons~ to the low latitude, upper tropospheric westerlies 

and strongly sheare 1 environment in this region. The Gulf of 

Carpentaria also hai a majority of erratic and eastward moving systems. 

But most tropical crclones off the northwest Australian coast move along 

the classical westwlrd track or recurving parabola. This west coast 

movement is partially due to the prevail ing flow there and parti ally due 

to interactions between the cyclone and the hot, dry air mass over 

northern Australia (section 8.2). 

8.2 Structure 

We have separa tely examined the structure of developing and non-

developing oceanic tropical StOrDIS; of intensifying and decaying oceanic 

hurricanes; of hurlicanes just off the east and west Australian coasts; 

and of recurving m~jor hurricanes and supertyphoons. 

These cyclone! have many similar features to those of the well 

documented northwe!t Pacific and North Atlantic systems. They are moist 

and warm cored, with a maximum temperature anomaly near 300 mb. An 

upper tropospheric anticyclone overlies a low and mid-level cyclonic 

circulation which Ixtends beyond 1500 Ian radius. The vertical wind 

shear is concentraled near 300 mb in developing systems and spreads to 

lower levels as th,' cyclones decay. The secondary circulation displays 

the classical boundary layer inflow and upper tropospheric outflow 

regimes. Secondar: r inflow maxima occur in the lower stratosphere and 
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near 400 mb, especially in developing cyclones, alld there i.s evidence of 

a weak outflow near 600 mb in some cyclones. 

The low level circulation also exhibits a di:,tinctive distortion, 

wi th a cyclonic extension to the west and convergt:nce/ anti Gyclogenesi s 

to the east. We have surmized that this is the ro:sult of an interaction 

between the cyclone and the earth's vorticity fie:d which is reinforced 

by the concomitant development of a moist tropicaJ feeder band on the 

equatorward and eastward side. Holland and Black (983) and Black ~_t 

al. (1983) provide a more quantitative discussion of these features. 

There are further, a number of regional pecu: iarities which arise 

from the monsoonal environment, the close proximil y of subtropical jet 

westerlies, and the effects of the Australian con·.inent. 

In the low levels, a distinct outer region iLflow maximum is 

observed at the tropical storm stage. This inflOl' maximum arises from 

the development of surges in the monsoonal wester: ies, as has been 

previously discussed by Love (1982), and/or trade wind easterlies. It 

leads to the characteristic large size of these s~ stems, and, we 

believe, provides an optimum environment for deve: opment through the 

tropical storm stage. 

The prevailing low latitude subtropical jet Festerlies in this 

region, and especially over the southwest Pacific. provide very 

characteristic upper tropospheric structures. De' eloping tropical 

storms and intensifying hurricanes are typically ,lose to, but not 

under, this westerly flow and are located between upstream trough and 

downstream ridge axes. Thus, in our mean composi' es we observe a marked 

confluence zone between the hurricane outflow and impinging westerlies 

some 600 km to the west and southwest of the cent,:r. We also observe a 
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lon.g, intense outf!)W jet to the southeast. By comparison, decaying 

hUrricanes, and esp~cially non-developing tropical storms, over the 

southwest Pacific lie under the upper level westerlies. They are 

strongly sheared with convective activity displaced to the east and 

strong subsidence to the west. Indeed, in the southwest Pacific they 

will often appear as a low level exposed circulation just west of a 

large convective rfgion. 

Cyclones just off the east and west Australian coast are also 

distinctly affecte( by the continent. In east coast hurricanes the low 

level winds are fm.neled along the Great Dividing Range. Hence, there 

is little inland p.:netration of moist tropical maritime air below 850 

mb. Rather, dry c'>ntinental air, which is advected off the con.tinent 

and around the equLtorward perimeter, tends to cut off the hurricane's 

tropical moisture ;upply. During the peak of the cyclone season a 

semi--permanent upp~r level anticyclone is also located over centraJ. 

northern Australia by the monsoonal convection. The concomitant 

downstream trough over the Coral Sea then maintains an adverse, strongly 

sheared environment for most east coast storms. It also tends to steer 

them away from the coast. 

West coast hlrrieanes are not so adversely affected. Rather, they 

are embedded in a deep tropical environment, moisture extends we!! 

inland over northY-estern Australia, and the core is protected from the 

dry continental air. An unusual interaction does occur, however, as the 

hot continental a: r is advected off the coast on the cyclone's poleward 

side. Firstly, ~.is produces a distinctly cold-cored structure below 

700 mb. Secondly it introduces an equatorward directed temperature 

grad.ient, which, :rom thermal wind considerations (and observations), 
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maintains a deep easterly flow over the cyclone c('re. Thus the 

cyclone/continental interaction helps maintain a :ong westerly 

trajectory, just off the northwest coast. 

8.3 Intensity Change Mechani sms 

We have adopted the suggestion by Gray (persenal commt;.nication, 

1982) and Merrill (1982) and separated tropical ~'clone 

"intensification" into three modes: an intensi~' change, which is an 

increase in maximum winds; a size change, which i: an increase in outer 

circulation alone; and a strengthening, which is In overall increase in 

core region winds. 

After an extensive literature survey, we concluded that the current 

state of the science is that virtually no specific work has been done on 

strengthening or size change mechanisms. (Though some of the work on 

"intensification" may be more readily applicable to these two modes.) 

lne general concensus on intensity change is that it requires a 

benevol ant environment (condi tionally unstable a til osphere, warm ocean, 

etc; see, eg., Gray, 1968). Intensification then proceeds by both a 

cooperative interaction between the moist convection and cyclone scales 

(the C18K process) and a cooperative interaction letween the cyclone and 

synoptic scales of motion. The CISK process has leen the subject of 

extensive observational and, especially, numerical modeling research. 

But work on the cyclone/ environment interaction las been largely 

limited to documentation of different observation!. 

We have made a simple examination of the way! in which a cyclone 

can interact with its environment by using observ~tions and a linear 

diagnostic version of Eliassen's balanced vortex fquations. This has 
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lead us to the conclusions that: 1) upper tropospheric interactions can 

directly affect intensity change; 2) lower tropospheric interactions 

will directly produce a size change which, by subsequent nonlinear 

interactions, may indirectly affect intensity change, or strengthening. 

The inertial stabil ity domina tes in determining these different 

responses. In the low levels, the cyclone is very stable out to large 

radii. thus horizortal motion is constrained and large accelerations may 

resul t from an imp( sed forcing. By comparison, the outflow layer has a 

quite low inertial stability, thus long radial trajectories are possible 

and an outer regio], forcing may directly affect the core region. 

We have also ;hown that inner core convective heating may directly 

affect intensity c:lange. But the constrained secondary circula tion is 

unlike that typica Lly observed for intensifying hurricanes. Numerical 

models. which rely on the convective processes alone, tend to generate 

large ine1'tially unstable regions followed by a sustained outflow. Such 

large regions of inertial instability have not been observe in nature. 

We thus believe that intensification from the tropical storm to 

minimal hurricane may be, and in many cases probably is. accomplished by 

CI8K tYPfl processes alone. However. the initial development. 

intensification Plst the minimal hurricane stage, and rapid 

intensification. Jormally require some form of beneficial dynamical 

interaction betwetn the cyclone and its environment. 

We have ther(fore proposed that tropical cyclone development and 

subsequent intens.fication in the Australian region typically proceeds 

as follows. Angu.ar momentum transports by an initial surge in the 

monsoonal westerlles and/or trade wind easterlies generates a large. 

inertially stable monsoonal depression or shear zone. Provided this 
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depression is in the benevolent environment described by Gray (968), it 

can then loosely organize the fields of moist convection. This 

convection may in turn help intensify the depression by cor<~ heating and 

surface pressure falls (initially very weak), by an inward contracti011 

of the maximum wind region, and by a vertical recycling of ::leat and 

momentum anel epnanced oceanic evaporation. The mere intensl~ depression 

is then able to better organize the convective fields, and so on. 

Though this cooperative interaction is initially very inefficient, the 

efficiency increases exponentially as the system ~trengthens or 

intensifies. Thus, a strong monsoonal depression which has developed 

over northern Australia may rapidly intensify onnoving over the ocean. 

Of course, this development and intensification may be prematurely 

aborted by adverse environmental factors. The cye lone may move over 

land; or it may be sheared off by impinging stron! upper tropospheri c 

westerly winds (as we have documented in the soutlwest Pacific), or by 

easterly winds (as occasionally happens in the nOlthern Australian 

region). 

An equatorward outflow channel will normally develop during the 

early formation stage. This will be located just under the tropopa~se 

and will be maintained by vertical cyclonic momen" lin transports in the 

monsoonal "feeder band". 

Further intensification past the minimal hur:'icane stage in the 

Austrelian/southwest Pacific region then usually Ilccurs as a result of a 

cooperative interaction between the cyclone and e:lvironment in the 

outflow layer. We believe that this interaction ;tarts during the 

tropical storm stage and proceeds as follows. A :hance passage of a 

subtropical jet streak 600-800 km poleward of the cyclone I3nd/or 
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development of a WE sterly trough 800-1000 kID upstream of the cyclone 

reduces the alread) low inertial stability in the outflow regime. It 

also generates a (ivergent area poleward and eastward of the cyclone 

center. The initilily constrained anticyclonic flow over the cyclone 

then turns and accllerates southeastward to develop a long intense 

outflow channel. lore region inertial instability, created by active 

convection in the :Ascent eye region, with possible transient inertial 

instabili ties assol ia ted wi th the passage of the jet streak, may aid 

this initial coupl ng. 

Once establis: .ed, this enhanced outflow may invigorate the core 

region convection, provide an inward contraction of the maximum wind 

region, and thus i ltensification. The outflow is also partially 

compensated by an .nflow below the jet and in the lower stratosphere. 

Differential angul ir momentum transports by the outflow and lower inflow 

genera.te a strong rertical wind shear between 400 and 150 mb and enhance 

the warm core development near 300 mb. The stratospheric inflow and 

concomi tant eye re gion subsidence may further enhance the warm cere 

development and pI ::lvide further intensifica tion (especially past the 

hurricane stage wnere wind to mass field adjustment becones quite 

efficient) . 

The long outi low channel also allows compensating subsidence to 

occur over a largE area. This reduces the debilitating subsidence 

heating and dryinl just outside the eyewall region that would result 

from the constrailed circulation response to an increase in eyewall 

convection alone. 

Of course, tJ e cooperation is almost certainly mutual. The cyclone 

outflow ahead of he westerly trough provides a strong warm advection. 
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The temperature gradients may be further enhanced· 'y the frontogenetic 

effect of the confluent outflow and westerly wind 'egimes. Thus, 

baroclinic or even barotropic processes may intens.fy the 

trough/subtropical jet couplet. It is even possib.e that the cyclone 

could initiate a perturbation in an initially zonal subtropical westerly 

flow. 

This coupling is usually of short duration, SLY one tc two days. 

It ceases when the trough moves past and cuts off the outflow channel to 

leave a slowly decaying cyclone (as happened with Iurricane Kerry); or 

more typically when the wester! ies move over the cyclone center and 

strong shearing followed by rapid decay occurs. 

8.4 Motion Mechanisms 

In Chapter 7 and Holland (1983b) we used a ccnbined theoretical and 

observa tiona! study to examine the maj or mechani sn s of tror ieal cycl one 

motion. 

In essence, we have shown that cyclones move by an interaction 

between the cyclone, the basic current, and the el rth' s vorticity field; 

and, to a lesser extent, by an interaction betweeJ the cyclone and the 

earth's surface. The precise details of these in· eractions are not well 

understood, but tbe dominant mechanisms appear to be: 1) an advection 

of the tropical cyclone vorticity field by the un: form component of the 

basic current: 2) a differential advection and di' ergence of earth 

vorticity by the cyclone circulation, wllich cause a west/southwestward 

deviation from the basic current in the Southern ::emispherc; and 3) 

differential effects of basic current asymmetries which may on occasion 

cause large motion changes. 
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An initially :ymmetric vortex on a f plane with no friction will 

remain symmetric aId simply be advected in a balanced state with the 

basic current. 

The cyclonic: otation across a gradient in earth vorticity, or e,. 
will distort the c~ clone by causing an increase in cyclonic vorticity to 

the west aud antic~ clonic vorticity to the east. We believe that this 

beta effect is alsl enhanced by the convective activity resul ting from a 

concomitant advecton of moisture into the convergent eastern and 

equatorward quadra1lt. However, the distortion is not unbounded; nor is 

it uniform. Rathei', our observations from nature and numerical model 

experiments indica:e that tropical cyclones generally maintain a 

consistent, or sl~rly varying shape, suffer very little core region 

distortion, and more along relatively straight tracks. We consider that 

any tendency for c Ire region distortion is inhibited by the strong 

inertial stability there. Outside 300 km, or so, the much lower 

inertial stability allows more distortion to occur; but this distortion 

normally maintains a quasi-steady state with the compensating effects of 

relative vorticity advection and divergence. 

The beta effe~t then provides two compon.ents of motion: westward 

and poleward. The differen.tial advection of earth vorticity, which 

distorts the cyclone, also moves it westward. The zonally orientated 

cyclone/anticyclone couplet associated with the distortion further 

introduce a poleward steering current over the cyclone core. However, 

in an observational study this extra poleward component is merely part 

of the derived basic current. Thus, the only observed beta effect is a 

westward deviatiot. 
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Of course, even though we have concentrated on the beta effect in 

this study, a g.radient of relative vorticity will lave a similar effect; 

though additional asymmetric advective processes mlst then be taken into 

account. 

We have al so de scribed the linear motion resp .lnse to a number of 

current asymmetries and shown that they lIlay be ver" important. We h~ve 

also shown that basic current changes and random p~rturbat:ions may 

affect some cyclones more than others. Specifically: our linear 

results indicate that westward and rapidly moving Jyclones are quite 

insensitive to such effects; eastward and slo'\\ly m)ving cyclones are 

quite sensitive and large changes may result from relative minor 

perturbations. We consider that this provides a plrtial explanation for 

the observed steady motion of westward moving cycl)nes, and for the high 

proportion of erratically moving cyclones over the Gulf of Carpentaria 

and southwest Pacific Ocean. 

We have suggested that the cyclone motion reslll ting from these (and 

other) mechanisms is determined by the interactions in a radial band 

between the inertially stable inner region and distorted outer region. 

We call this band the effective radius of interaction, and have provided 

numerical modelling evidence that it is a function of size and strengtIl 

but not of intensity. Further research is required to see whether this 

finding is consistent with observations. 

As a corollary to this effective radius concept we have also 

speculated that the often observed trochoidal motion of hurricanes is 

due to random perturbations, and subsequent oscillations of the center 

within the constraint of the slowly moving outer fDvelope. 
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In relating tiese theoretical results to observational studies we 

have given careful consideration to the determination of a steering 

current. We first determined the environmental winds by extracting the 

axisymmetric cyclone from all observations. Since in an axisymmetric 

sense there then appears to be little horizontal variation of these 

winds out to 60 latitude radius, we followed the recommendation of Chan 

and Gray (1982) an j used the average of all observations in a 5--7 0 

latitude band. This provides more observations and a better definition 

than regions closer to the cyclone center. In the vertical, we have 

shown that the azinuthal wind and vorticity gradients are surprisingly 

consistent. Thus, under a vertically uniform basic current only minor 

differential motion will occur. We have assumed that this differential, 

together with that arising from a moderate vertical basic current shear, 

can be compensated by cumulus transports. Then the cyclone can be 

expected to move with the mass-weighted deep layer mean basic current. 

Unfortunately, however, we have also shown that additional asymmetries 

are present in the boundary layer inflow and upper tropospheric outflow 

layer regimes. These asymmetries are not a part of the advecting 

current and hence merely introduce unwanted noise. 

Hence, we remove the axisymmetric cyclone from the 800-300 rub 

mass-weighted meal' of the average winds over 5-7 0 latitude radius to 

define a basic current. Linear interpolation is then used to determine 

the current at the effective radius of interaction. 

Aft.er calculating this steering current in a number of carefully 

stratified composites we have shown that there is good agreement between 

our simple theory and the observed motion of tropical cyclones. We have 

also shown that t.he current asymmetries cannot always be neglected. IIi 
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one example, recurvature was accomplished by a comb ned increase in 

basic current speed and development of asymmetries 'rithout r.lly dlsnge in 

its direction. Much more research is needed before the complete effects 

of different basic current as}~metries (vertical as well as horizontal) 

will be fully understood. 

8.5 Further Research and Forecast Implications 

We have described a number of interesting featiJres of tropical 

cyclones in the Australian/southwest Pacific region, and of the ways in 

which these c:yclones intensify and move. But this york is by no means 

complete: the energetics and diurnal modulation of these cyclones have 

yet to be dc'cumcnteci; and more research is required on the specific 

mechanisms responsible for cyclone formation, intensity, size and 

strength change. and movement. 

We also hope that the information presented iT this paper will lead 

to an improvement in the overall understanding that forecasters have on 

tropical cyclones in the Australian/southwest Pacific region; and 

especially of the ways in which these systems intersify and move. Rut 

histor.y has shown that there is a long, and often tnachievable, step 

between improved understanding and better forecast~. Further, in some 

cases we have merely filled in details on events tlat were already known 

to occur as a log1cal conseq'U.ence. For example, fl rccasters have known 

for yeaTS that cyclone formation often follows a t: ade wind su.rge; we 

have only provided some physics of why this should be so. 

Nevertheless. we believe that these results, ;.nd future research 

based on them, hold some promise for forecast imprdvement. We also 
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believe that this forecast improvement will occur mainly in the 

'difficult' situations of recurvature, rapid intensification, etc. 

StructJlre a~ ~negetic~. We have provided a comprehellsive 

description of the gross structural features of tropical cyclones 

throughout the Australian/southwest Pacific region. The logical next 

steps are to conlpal e these cyclones to those in other ocean basins, and 

to examine their el~rgetics and diurnal modulation. A comparison with 

other regions coule provide valuable information on the relative effects 

of different envir(nments. The energetics examination was originally a 

component of this: irst stage; but it W3.S deleted to keep the report to 

a reasonable lengtl. Further work and publications on this energetics 

component are plan:led. Most of our upper wind observations are taken 

four times daily ald extend aero ss a maj or continental area as well as 

an uninterrupted o:ean. Hence, our basic data set, and compositing 

routines, are well suited to a detailed examination of the diurnal 

modulation of ocealic and continental weather systems of different 

intensities and lerels of organization. We envisage that this will 

become a major arel of research on this project. 

J_ntensi~ha~_. In Chapters 4, 5, and 6 we have documented a 

consi stent upper tropospheric coupl ing be tween the cyclone outflow and 

subtropical jet during intensification. This interaction is especially 

apparent during th e development of intense systems. 

Though the linkage is an observed fact, our present understandir>g 

of the underlying nechanisms is somewhat tentative. Further research 

towards delineatiu.g these mechanisms, and their relative importance, is 

needed and recommended. Such research ShOll1d incorporate both 

observational and numerical modelling approaches. Observational 
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research, incorporating wherever possible all cyclJne regions around the 

globe, should attempt to discern the modes of inte eactioD-, obtain 

statistics of their occurrebce, describe their lifecycle and energetics. 

A combine 1l11l1le1"ical modelling and observational stlldy could then examine 

the physical linkages in each mode. 

It is also possible that a quantitative intensity forecasting 

scheme could be developed for use with upper tropospheric cloud winds. 

Unpublished real time calculations by the author during the 1981 

Atlantic hurricane season indicated that outward, jet-like surges in the 

outflow layer often preceded intensification bursts by around 12 hours. 

Similarly, a sudden reduction in these jets often preceded decay. Since 

there are usually sufficient upper cloud wind observations to detect 

such variations, further applications orientated research could lead to 

the development of a good, objective intensity change forecast 

technique. 

These upper tropospheric interactions might also provide the basis 

for a hurricane modification program. Should further work confirm that 

such interactions are indeed necessary for the development of intense 

hurricanes, an examination of possible ways ill which the interactions 

could be aborted would be desirable. Such methods might involve the 

carbon black approach suggested by Gray (1973), 01 they might require 

hitherto unthought of procedures. This is a longfr term project, but 

on~ with intriguing and potentially beneficial po~sibilities. 

Si~ __ a_~,~,L~JSE:ngtiLCh~nge. It is likely that a better understanding 

of the concepts of size and strength will lead to an improved quality of 

cyclone warnings. We also believe that size and !trength changes are 

important compcnentl' of the formation and early d(Yelopment stages. 
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This and previ)us studies suggest that size change is a result of 

lower tropospheric ~nvironmental interactions. We have also intimated 

that strength change results from an internal rearrangement of angular 

momentum following size change. But the actual physical processes have 

barely been touched upon. A similar modus operani to that suggested fOT 

intensity change is therefore recommended here. 

~foti~.!l. Forecasting motion has been described as the most 

important meteorolcgical decision facing any tropical cyclone fo~ecaster 

(Simpson. 1971). Errors in forecasting intensity, strength or size are 

not nearly so critical as placing the cyclone in the wrong place. As 

such this topic has also been subject to intense applied research 

culminating in a mmber of forecast techniques (WMO, 1979; Neumann and 

Pelissier, 1981; Keenan, 1981). 

Can the results presented in Chapter 7 then be of any use in 

forecasting cyclonl motion? Possibly. We are attempting to extend this 

basic approach to :earn more about the mechanisms of cyclone motion. We 

are also experimen'ing with the use of Eqs. (7.24 and 7.25) in a 

forecast mode. Hm'ever, potentially more profitable lines of 

operational resear,;h would be to use our current findings in the 

development of sta :istical techniques; as a differentiator of 

"difficult" foreclst situations; or as an input to the informatioll 

required by advanc,.,d numerical model s. 

Some very sop:.tisticated statistical forecasting techniques have 

been developed for tropical cyclone forecasting. Yet they all have less 

skill than simple )ersistence and climatological techniques equatorward 

of 25 0 latitude (NlUmann and Pelissier, 1981; Keenan, 1981). One 

contributing facto: to this lack of skill might lie in our finding that 
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APPENDIX 1 - LIST OF SYMBOLS AND AC~ONYMS 

1. Area 
2. Static stability in Appendix 3 

Baroclinity 

Constant which defines the cyclone :ntensity 

Specific heat of dry air at constan1 pressure 

Inertial stability in Appenix 3 

Thermal Forcing 

COTiolis parameter 

1. Frictional dissipation 
2. Momentum forcillg in Appendix 3 

Internal stability 

Unit vector in the local vertical 

Ratio of gas constant to specific hi at at constant pressure 

Absolute angular momentum in Append. x 3 

Absolute angular momentum 

Relative angular momentum 

Pressure, pressure coordinate 

Component of the pressure field needed to balance the 
basic current. 

1. Moisture mixing ratio 
2. ITeat source in Appendix 3 

Radius 

Effective radius 

Radius of maximum winds 
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Time 

Tem:rerature 

= dI/dt, Radial wind component 

Radial component of basic current 

Axisymmetric radial wind component 

~ r de/dt, Aximuthal wind component 

Axi~ymmetric azimuthal wind component 

Azinuthal component of basic current 

= d~/dt, Northward component of the total wind 

Wine velocity 

Bas: c current speed 

Bet:, effect conlponent of cyclone speed 

Cyc .one speed of motion 

Eas :ward component of the basic current 

1. Northward component of the basic current 
2. Component of the basic current normal to the 

cyclone motion 

ComJonent of the basic current parallel to the direction 
of ~yclone motion 

1. Eastward ordinate 
2. Constant which defines the shape of the azimuthal wind 

prof He 

1. Northward ordinate 
2. Constant which defines the shape of the azimuthal wind 

prof ile 

1. Angle the basic current tenders with due north 
2. Specific volume 

af/ Cly, Meridional variation of Coriolis parameter 

T~ngent of the constant inflow angle 

a VN/'J y, Meridional component of divergence 

:.l vEla x, Zonal component of divergence 
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1. Azimuth, measured counterclockwi:e from due north 
2. Potential temperature 

Equivalent potential temperature 

Direction towards which cyclone is Doving 

Vertical component of relative vortjcity 

Vertical component of absolute vortjcity 

Axisymmetric component of relative ,orticity 

- 3VE/3y, Meridional component 01 relative 
vorticity 

- 3VN/3x, Zonal component of rel~tive 
vortici ty 

Streamfunction 

Geopotential 

2f21 . Ad' 3 ; + r g lD ppen lX 

Momentum source in Appendix 3 

dp/dt, Vertical motion in pressule coordinates 

Subequatorial Ridge 

Subtropical Ridge 

Tropical Upper Tropospheric Trough 



APPEJmn 2 - TIlE COMPOSITE STRATIFICATIONS 

A2.1 Preamble 

The pur.pose of this appendix is to provide salient details on the 

composites used in this study. Table A2.1 contains an abbreviated 

summary of all comp)sites, and section A2.2 gives the rationale behind 

each stratification. 

Complete infornation on these composites are held on file with 

Professor Gray's project at CSU and with the author at the Australian 

Bureau of Meteorolcgy. In addition to the actual composite information 

described in Chapter 3, these files contain: 1) a listing of all 

cyclones in the stlatification, together with position, intensity, 

motion, etc.; 2) a climatology of these cyclones, containing 

distributions of all related parameters; 3) a composite of the latitude, 

longitude, Julian cay number and their covariances for those cyclones 

which contribute d2ta to each grid point; 4) basic statistics on the 

composite parametels. 

We again emph!size the point made in Chapter 3 that these 

composites are not generic. Tncy have been derived for very specific 

purposes. A carefl1 examination of the above files should be made 

before they are us«d for any other than their designated purpose. 
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Fig. A2.1. A listing of the salient details of thl composites used in 
this study, Under the purpose column: STR indicates a 
structure composite; INT an intensity l,nd/or intensifica tion 
stratification; MOT a motion stratificl tion; niP indicates 
that thermal composites were possible; WND iIldicates that 
wind composites were made. The qualit~, column gives a sub
jective estimate based on our analysis of each composite. 

A2.2 Rationale for Each Composite 

sequential intensity and motion stages of major re :urving hurricanes in 

the Australian region. In deriving them, we selec :ed all recurving 

hurricanes in the Australian region for which the llinimum central 

pressure was less than 960 mb and occurred at, or ',Hhin one day before, 

recurvature. Tropical cyclones which attained maxtmum intensity at 

landfall were excluded. The tracks were then trun~ated at the first 

observation of a 995 nIb central pressure, and eith::r two days after 

maximum intensity or the first observation of 980 nb during decay 

(whichever came sooner). These cyclones were then separated into th~ 
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westward moving t:'opical storm stage (AUSOl), the intensifying hurricane 

near recurva tUre :)hase (AUS02), and the decaying hurricane after 

recurvature phase (AUS03). 

The decay pe ~iod cut off was to stop any undue bias by sheared off, 

but nonetheless l'>ng lived and gradually weakening systems. We have 

also assumed that the strict selection criteria imply a consistent 

environment and tiUS minimize any windfield bias. However, since these 

cyclones occur on both sides of the Australian continent we cannot also 

produce acceptabl~ thermal composites. 

We have used these composites for structural comparisons and 

motion. But beca~se of their homogeneity, time rates of change can be 

explicitly calculated. Thus, these composites will be of value in 

future budget studies. 

AU]04.: This composite was derived in an attempt to delineate the 

continental effects on cyclones off the east Australian coast. It 

contains all cyclones within about 500 km of the east coast, between 15 

and 25
0

S, and with central pressures of less than 990 mb. As such, 

AUS04 is quite a~ymmetric; there are many observations in the western 

semicircle, but jew, and occasionally no, observations to the east. It 

delineates the bload continental influences very well, but has no other 

use. 

composites which were derived to provide good thermal as well as wind 

information on tJopical cyclones in the southwest Pacific region. To do 

this we selected all hurricanes in the southwest Pacific which were at 

least 1000 kID frllm Australia, and in which the intensifying hurricane 

o phase occurred b,:tween 10 and 20 S. Early and late season hurricanes, 
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together with a couple at the eastern extremity of t:le region, were also 

deleted. Four separate composites were then made: :he Steady State 

Oceanic Hurricane (AUSOS) contains all deepening and decaying 

observations at hurricane intensity; the Developing Ilceanic Hurricane 

(AUS06) contains the deepening hurricane observation;; the Decaying 

Oceanic Hurricane (AUS07) contains the decaying obse:vations; and the 

Pre-hurricane Tropical Storm (AUS09) contains the dereloping tropical 

storm observations. 

The above precautions were taken in an attempt :0 ensure a stable 

thermal composite despite the strong latitudinal graiients in this 

region and the low level effects of the Australian c)ntinent. As we 

have seen in Chapter 4 and 5, the result was some ex~ellent thermal 

composites with quite fine details. Since AUS09, AU~06, and AUS07 all 

contain the same cyclones, we are also able to calculate time rates of 

change for future budget calculations. However, the lack of definitive 

intensity infcrmation in this region, especially fron earlier years (see 

Chapter 2), meant that not all observations could be incorporated. 

There is also some uncertainty about the exact pOints of transition to 

tropical storm, intensifying, and decaying hurricane. We do not believe 

that this uncertainty has significantly affected the resulting 

composites. 

~USO~: This Non-developing Tropical Storm comIosite was derived 

for comparison with the AUS09 Pre-hurricane Tropical Storm. It contains 

the intensifying phase of tropical storms in the so~thwest Pacific which 

did not reach hurricane intensity. The same spatial and temporal 

constraints as for AUS09 were applied. AUS08 is al~o subject to the 
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same intensity uncertainty and may contain some minimal hurricanes; 

again. we do not believe this has had a significant impact. 

AUSlO: This is a counterpoint to AUS04 and delineates the 

continental effect s on cyclones off the northwestern Australian coast.. 

It contains cyclores within about 500 km of the coast. between 15 and 

25 0 S. and with cel tral pressures less than 990 mb. AUSlO is also quite 

asymmet.ric. with Ilmost no observations in the western sector. Thus. as 

wi th AUS04. it de] ineates the broad continental influences very well. 

but has no other lse. 

motion composites They were derived from steadily moving cyclones 

which suffered no major perturbations or change of direction. The 

tropical depressi.'n stages were deleted, as were all cyclones moving 

faster than 7.5 m s-l AUS15 and AUS16 are made up from tropical 

cyclones which mared continuously westward. of which those moving 

between northwest and southwest comprise AUS16 and those between west 

and south compris~ AUS15. AUS12 is made up from cyclones which moved 

continuously betw3en southwest and southeast. AUSl3 and AUS14 are made 

up from cyclones ~hich moved continuously westward. of which those 

moving between south and east comprise AUS13 and those between southeast 

and northeast comprise AUS14. 

We have presumed that the consistent long term tracks imply a 

consistent enviroumental wind field and thus minimize any bias problems. 

We have also taken no account of intensity. strength or size variations. 

We have shown in Chapter 7 that intensity variations should be of no 

consequence. Si2e or strength fluctuations in individual cyclones may 

have introduced ~ome noise, but the total effect seems to be small. In 
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any case, we cannot at present differentiate size and strength change in 

the Australian/southwest Pacific region. 



JPPENDIX 3 - THE BALANCED VORTEX MODEL 

We begin witl the Eliassen (1951) balanced vortex equations in the 

form: 

e 

2 
!!!.-. 

3 
r 

d 2 -.m .. 
dt 

+ 

- a. 

2m;.: 

o 

g 
T 

(A3.1) 

(A3.2) 

(A3.3) 

(A3.4) 

(A3.5) 

(A3.6) 

where m = TV + f ~2/2 is the absolute angular momentum per unit mass, , 

= ? + f2 r 2 /g, XLnd Q are the momentum and heat sources, d/dt 

-·Q.+u j!-+w ...Q.. and :he other terms have their usual meaning. 
iH dr op 

The hydrosta :ic Eq. (A3.2) and the gas law yield 
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(A3.7) 

and the gradient wind Eq. (A3.1) yields 

(A3.S) 

Substituting Eqs. (A3. 7), (A3. 8) into Eqs. (A3 2), (A3.6) and 

(A3.4) we have 

~ Q! + a III ~ On 9) + a u ~. (In 9) 
ap at ap ar 

.2.. £.! + (!\. am
2 

u am~ 
ar at 3 dP + 2 ar 

r r 

We next define a streamfunction W such that 

u = (.) 

-.!!Q 
C T 

p 

(A3.9) 

(A3.l0) 

(A3.11) 

The continuity Eq. (A3.S) is then satisfied. Substituting Eq. (A3.ll) 

into Eqs. (A3.9). (A3.l0) and eliminating time derivatives then gives 

the diagnostic equation in W 

(A3.12) 

where 
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- a ~- (In (l) 
ap 

(Static Stability) 

a .l. __ (In e) 
ar 

_ am2 

3 
r ap 

(Barocl ini ty) 

(f+ --.2~y) (f+ 2v) (Inertial Stability) 
rar r 

~<l 
C T 

p 

(Thermal Forcing) 

l~(Momentun Forcing) 
:r

3 

(A3.13) 

(A3.14) 

(A3 .15) 

(A3.16) 

(A3.17) 

Equation (A3.12) was then solved in finite difference form using 

successive over-relaxation on a 33 x 151 grid with spacing of 30 mb in 

the vertical and 10 km in the horizontal. Boundary conditions were Ii) 

o at the origin aId upper and lower boundaries, and a~l/ar constant at 

the outer boundar) (which was sufficiently well removed to have no 

effect on the calculations). 



APPENDIX 4 - AN ALTERNATE AXISYMMETRIC AZIMUTIIAL WIND PROFILE FOR 

TROPICAL CYCLONES 

A correction is applied to the well known modijied Rankine vortex 

to provide an accurate description of the azimuthal wind profile outside 

the inner core region. The effects on vorticity, al.gular momentum, 

inertial stability and kinetic energy are described 

A4.1. Description 

The commonly used modified Rankine vortex 

x C
1 r > (A4.l) vr r m 

.Y. C
2 r < r (A4.2) 

r m 

is based on the the assumption of constant relative angular momentum due 

to efficient horizontal transports in the inner region of tropical 

cyclones, with SOUle modification due to frictional losses which increase 

as the square of the wind speed. This profile, with. the shape typically 

defined by 0.4 .s. x 5". 0.6, can very well simulate actual wind profiles in 

the inner core regions of tropical cyclones (Holland, 1980), But it 

becomes quite unrealistic in the outer regions where it considerably 

overestimates the observed wind speeds. 

An alternative is therefore proposed in which the quasi-

conservative parameter is still relative angular mcmentum in the inner 

core but this is modified at larger radii. The su~gested equation is 
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v (A4.3) 

where CI , x define the intensity and shape of the inner core region and 

C2' Y define the deviation from the modified Rankir.e vortex ill outer 

regions. 

A4.2 Method of Sclution 

We require d2ta at two points in the core region, rl' VI' r 2 , v2 

and at two points in the outer region r
3

, v
3

' r
4

, v
4

. Then from Eq. 

A4.1, since C
1 

is constant 

x (A4 .4) 

(M.5) 

For the outer reg:on, defining 

(A4.6) 

we have similarly from Eq. A4.3 

y (A4.7) 

(A4.8) 

A4.3 Pacific TYPloon Examples 

The pressure weighted average tangential wind profiles for the 

WPD3d (Developing Tropical Storm), WPD4 (Steady State Typhoon), and WPD5 

(supertyphoon) data sets (c.L Gray et .!ll.., 1982) for SFC-850 mb, SFC--

300 mb, and 250-150 mb are given in Fig. M.l. Notice that the upper 

outflow layer has the same shape as the inflow layers and can be 
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Fig. A4.1. Azimuthal wind profiles 
for the northwest 
Pacific developing 
tropical storm (WPD3D), 
steady state typhoon 
(WPD4) and supertyphoon 
(WPDS) . 
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described by Eq. A4.~ with suitably reduced empirical constants Cl and 

Using typical p: rameters for the inner core region the rough best 

fit parameters in Eq. A4.3 to the profiles for each cyclone are given in 

Table A4.1, together with mean error, standard deviation, and R1!S error. 

(The standard deviation is presented purely as a measure of variance). 

TABLE M.I 

Profile parameters aJ.d errors from the application of Eq. M.3 to 
northwest Pacific trl'pica I cyclones. 

Error 
Cyclone Level v r x c

1 
y c

2 
Mean SO RlIS 

m J 

SFC-850 60 41 0.6 34,625 1.000 3.053xlO 
-6 

0.2 0.9 0.8 

WPD5 SFC-300 60 41 0.6 34,625 1.171 5.213xlO 
-7 

-0.1 0.7 0.4 

250-300 20 4 ) 0.6 11,542 0.892 4.332x10 
-5 

0.3 1.1 1.1 

SFC-850 40 4 ) 0.5 8,000 1.26 8.293x10 
-8 

-0.3 0.5 0.7 

WPD4 SFC-300 40 4 ) 0.5 8,000 1.14 6.91lxlO 
-7 

0.2 1.0 0.8 

250-300 13 5 ) 0.5 3,354 0.69 7.96SxlO 
-4 

-0.4 1.1 1.2 

SFC-850 2~ 4 ) 0.4 1. 733 1.95 4.917x10··12 0.0 0.7 0.5 

WP03D SFC-300 20 ~ ) 0.4 1,516 1.917 1.03lx10-11 
"0.1 0.7 0.5 

250-300 1() 0.4 500 0.283 o.on O.? 0.9 1.2 

A4.4 Discussion 

We saw in sectiln A4.1 that Eq. A4.3, with suitably chosen 

parameters could acclrately describe the axisymmetric wind profiles of 

Pacific typhoons at large radii. In this section we briefly present and 

compare the profiles of azimuthal winds, vorticity, angular momentum 

inertial stability aId kinetic energy for the WPD4 typhoon using Eq. 

A4.3, and the normal Rankine vortex Eq. A4.1 with x = 0.5 and x = 1. 
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The modified Rankine vortex,with x = 0.5, has often 'Ieen used to 

describe inner core winds and many people have used :he full Rankine 

vortex, with x = 1, in analytic work and in defining a symmetric storm. 

~~im.!lthal~.Ln..fl~: The azimuthal winds for the three different 

profiles are shown in Fig. M.2. We see that Eq. A4 1 with x = 0.5 

provides a fair description out to about 4° latitude radius but begins 

to diverge after that. The Rankine vortex, x = 1, i; a very poor fit to 

the observed data at all radii. 

Relative Vorticity: Relative vorticity in an acisymmetric vortex 

is given by 

c; 1. or~ 
r or 

which on substituting Eq. A4.3 becomes 

1 -x y 
~ «1-x)C

1
r - (1+y)C2r ) 

or from the modified Rankine vortex Eq. A4.1 

(A4 .9) 

(A4 .lO) 

(A4.ll) 

The radial profiles of relative vorticity from these two equations 

are shown in Fig. A4.3. Surprisingly, Eq. A4.1 with x = 0.5 is a fair 

approximation, except that the observed anticyclonic vorticity outside 

60 latitude radius is not duplicated. The cyclonic values given by Eq. 

A4.11 at these radii arise from the reduction in an1icyclonic shear and 

higher cyclonic winds in Eq. A4.1 compared to Eq. A~ .3. 
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Fig. A4.2. Azimu:hal wind profiles described by the three techniques 
of Eq A4.3, Eq. A4.1 with x = 0.5 (modified Rankine 
vorte::), Eq. A4.l with x = 1 (full Rankine vortex)_ 
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Fig. A4.3. As Fil. A4.2 but for relative vorticity. 
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The Rankine vortex (x = 1) has zero relative vorticity everywhere 

and provides no information on the actual vorticitius. 

Jnertial Stabilitx: The inertial stability parameter is given by 

(A4.l2) 

The resulting profiles of inertial stability u ;ing either Eqs. A4.l 

and A4.l1. or Eqs. A4.3 and A4.10 are shown in Fig. A4.4. Once again, 

the x = 0.5 profile is a quite good approximation t) the actual profile. 

However, the x = 1 Rankine vortex is quite poor and given a constant 

static stability and radial wind forcing, would all)w air to flow in 

much closer to the center than would be possible fo: the observed 

prof ile. 

Relative Angular Momentum: The relative angulilr momentum is given 

by 

M 
r 

Vr (A4.13) 

and the resulting profiles are shown in Fig. A4.S. The x = 0.5 profjle 

is a quite poor approximation outside 2-4 0 latitude radius and the x = 1 

profile, which has constant relative angular moment l11l everywhere, 

provides no useful information. 

Kinetic Ene%AY: The radial profiles of kineti: energy/unit mass 

are shown in Fig. A4.6. The x 0.5 profile is a p)or approximation 

outside 4° latitude radius and the x ~ 1 profile is a very poor fit at 

all radii. 
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Fig. A4.6. As Fig. A4.2 but for kinetic energy. 

A4.5 Conclusion 

The suggested correction to the modified Rankjne vortex at large 

radii allows a very good fit to be made to the obstn'ed axisymmetric 

wind profiles in tropical cyclones. The modified l.ankine vortex with x 

:-: 0.5 or thereabouts can describe the wind and dyn;.mic profiles out to 

4-6 0 latitude radius with reasonable accuracy but :'apidly becomes 

inaccurate at larger radii. The full Rankine vort:x is a quite poor 

description of the observed momentum and dynamic f .elds at all radii. 
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